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“A dhe de
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‘ed hi
ey said therefore unto ll

OSOP

saying. W
.
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I, I know hit
:11, Art their not also one of

"--Luke xxii:57.
1's disciples?

He denied it and said, I am not."—John xviii: 25.
"_And he a

XXVI: 72.

 
I‘ries It

t.

by order of Divi-

n denied with an oath, I do not know the man.”-Matt.

HE Jewish conspiracywas not a markeras compared
with the concert of hostility so tmceasingly ar-

ray-ed against the Messianic science of Astrology
since the Bi

s hooped a bit
rying to out-Peter his op‘

nlical era. A
storing miscells

redecesso. '

ne necessity, comprehends the very essence

iown the intervering cen-

ny of repndiators, each
the denial of t_ t wtich,:-I

and the allness of his being. And, more’s thepity, there is not
one of them if asked to define Astrology would be capable of

A

an intelligent reply; nor, for obvio
.t, as eve:

feet as disavowal of if

every calumny directed at t’:

feet ti 3; abjurattio
1e central law of Eeing itself, so must

‘s science be viewed as an att
.,

s reasons, to conceive the
oft ie Girist principle is in ef-

t
to discredit the true interpreter of that law.

ever seriously examine
timate conviction of its verity; ant‘ut wit

tie.
wise,
every
come

thei
mice in x‘

from sources devoid of a. capacity to app

It stands as a significant fact that not a single person has
:1 into Astrology, willinglyor other-

it p
r

6 I og:ttio
‘I:

of it 15215, without exceotio
_

!

(‘eh Ci, Ob-
durated by preconceptions, or else of too indolent a mental
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trend for conscientious inquiry i to its t
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ets a (l its techni-
calities. To all such as these may be applied the sweeping as-

sertion of one Bor
to pass judgm-
about 't” ; and
helm 1

,

contei

may further 1)
presume to questio-
the pale of his seeking.

It is too often the
o pugn each and everything that happens t
rrental diet, or hat, percta ce, eclipses his mental cam hilities.
Tiat aught should dare exceed thevanishingpoint in the realm

us of’

eafiirmed

E‘errara——“No one is really qualified
ant upon any art or science who knows nothing
,

of Paracesus--“No science
ipt by one ignorant of its principles.” And it

_

that no right-minded individual will
n the integrity of that which lies outside

can deservedly be

x

habit of the conventional think-er to
o conflict with his

of his gray matter is to him themost arrant of presurnptions,
and to be berated with a blatancy suitable to the offense. It
matters not thatargwnent, to bear the stamp of honesty, must
be fortified by technical familiaritywith the subject at issue,
an: tliat, 1 iinus this, the only two wea xons left him to do
battle with, are the sophistical ones of obloquy and mud
slinging.
than he is in appreh-
adversary, he genera

encing th-

liking, and oroceeds forthwithto batter it (1
It would

.
all be very hu

Being more expert in the manipulation of these
3 intellectual whereabouts of his

lly puts up a man of straw to his own

OWIX.

norons were it not so reprehensive,
and yet to all thus aiiiicted by this form of mental egoism I
would commend, as a balm to the outraged mind, the follow-
ing statenrent of distinction:

fed the idealism -requisite for art, toTo one is vouchsa
another tie brain pote
to another the subtle p-

icies essential to mathematics,and yet
'ocesses which make for logic. And if

the exponent of either of these stands related to the other two
in a degree of ineptitude, it behooves
of wisdom, to keep silent to the —

antagonism, to be f

at one, by all the laws
extent of his limitation; for

iitful, ‘must be directed by intelligence,
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and intelligence can by no manner of means ever he arrayed
against truth.

That is wl y Astrology has for centuries S.1l‘ViV€C. the
frown of the clutch, the heavy ltand of the law, the cont: ipt
of the press, and the vilificationsof of lens ez; fly ig iO1‘3.l1t
of its divine nature and its 1; ue relatio ship to natural law.

Had it been lacking in the essence of truth, it could not
have shown itself possessed of so unparallelr a resistance.
And though it may have passed from view for a while
coincirentally-wit: t xe recession of t e f”1* 'ist-spirit f*‘on1 out
the hearts of men, it is only ‘again to reappear pon L e scene

of ’ i
r ianity’s trend tows rds the s xiritual. Goverrrnerts have

risen and decayed; religiors, reekirg with cant and dogma,
have upreared themselves, tottered and fallen; systems of
thougnt have bowed in deference to newer concepts and
fresher ideals, which in sequence have swayed and vanished
wit: the turn of Time's kaleidoscope. Through it c this
Bible of the Starry Heavens, whose story is woven with the
woof of fact a. cl Whose characters perso ify e fundamental
principles of an immutable Nature, has remained with un-

broken text and design unaltered. “For certainly it is with
art as it is with men, their age and continuance are good ar-

guments of their strengthand integrity.”—Tkomas Vaughan.
The eing who imbibesa 'ittle of t th, ant‘ who, because

of a porosity incapable of furher absorjztion, immediately
cries aloud in the frenzy of his conceit that he has it all and
there is no more to be lstriven for, is very like unto the poor
devil w 0 stands shivering in he moral nakedness outside
the vestibule; for his spiritual activitiesare still held in crystal-
Yzation, and the war th of receptivity has ot as yet quick-
ened the central I‘ re of is soul. The really a‘va ced thiken,
the philosopher, is he who has no intellectual axe to grind, no

prejudices to root out, who is broad enough for all truth in
whatever guise it may come. Astrology appeals not in vain
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to such as he, for his breadth of purpose is an element most

conger

Cl

d81‘Sta as ;d

cl‘
system throughw

proven.
‘‘I’

1

neleon-like clever:
ent relationship of pa

no‘
1885

1 alone his statements 11'

.Le has, as it were, stumbled

1'0C:

tiable spectacle to co

sciously lives an"

al to the mother economy whose laws he seeks to
expound

s the most pi
tal.egotist who uncor

principle which he ignorantly anathematizes;who
harps upon the divinity of a Central Law, the essentiality of
the atom to the molecule, the allness of Being arm. the conse-

Lrts with a ‘Whole-—and
eeds to revile tie interpretative

template is t t
teaches a

' cessant‘y

mm with

5, be intelligently
, blindly upon a cardi

fact, but there his capacity ends, his faculty of absorption is
surfeited, and in his inabilityto turn the key thatunlocks the
combinationof scientific spirituality and reveals the law of

dulla

sitive
who parades

its may not goin

sin

manifestation,
like treatment of ti

rds in the science of spi-
I know not why I write in

has n-wet yet found need of c

creature she -

[16

’neati: 1

3

oots instead
7

_

alchemists thatthe In

ritual chemistry.
thisdefensive strain, for Truth
nampionship.

rarely Eiscloses herself to t

xe cloak of Prejudice, 9

is as incentives to closer acquai
with her on the part of him who would fain close the

e olc
.ofi:8 oecause of

15 316 such
It was

‘ e

8.

But being a sen-

ie individual
these senti-

tance-'
nr‘

volume of knowledge ere the pages have been scanned.

yr?
r

I

ily aligns 1:1
1501:

this is an age of that
erision and

«less the pe to whor
testing truth by co

‘ the above -

iself witl

.ght, and the time for cowning facts
t uely has gone by; and
reference is made speed-

,

the broad spirit of wisdom, he will
shortly find himself in the pitiable plight of Peter at cock-
crow.
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II

The pomposity wi ‘ which t. e general write: alo g sci —

tific lines delivers 17 nself of opi eio s when touching upon
subjects of an occult charaeter, reveals an erring tendency that
is no less amazing than it is amusing. It is not to he gainsaid
that his utterances are more frequ-enzly perversions than true
statements of fact, for one must first have acquaintance with
the premises of 2: subject ere e ca 1 hope to reason sy1logistic-
ally. I l ave read and listen to many sluning xhrases against
Astrology,and withoutexceptiontheyone and al reek so of the
markof misconception thata mind even moderately informed
on the question at issue must have marveled at the temerity
which could have prompted them. One can, perhaps, over-

look the a. imus of the astronomer, for naturally he does not

fancy a relegation to rough-scullion duty in the back kitchen
of Natnre’s establish; ent. ' t it is too much a. habit of ‘re
scientific mird in general to dismiss witha sneer, or with mis-
representations, that which lies beyond his domain of effort;
and, like the intellectual booby that he is—-«not having the
franknessto admit his ignora ICC of any problem which Nature
rright happen to present-ne awkwardly “puts lis foot i) it,”
without even so ‘much as ‘realizing the mishap. Yet he must

g‘ow sorely puzzled as he notes "tom time to time the wonder-
—ful re-discoveries being made along the very lines the mystics
have been traversing throughout the ages. The period 0

dc ial is being rapidly rep acerl by an era of a rrmation a 16.
the disciples of cold rationalism must speeclily qualify for a

apprehension of the inner iyste ies, else remai as the toad,
who from the depth of his marshy fastness perceives high
aloft the circling curves made by the farther-vi-swing eaglet. »' »
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6 Astrosophic Principles

Time was when to aclc owledge i terest or belief in As-
trology meant to arouse a storm of protest, or to be com-

miserated with for a fancied weakness in the intellectual
region. But with the copious o tflow of the spirit of inquiry
now manifesting in the minds of t e masses, 3. degree of
familiaritywith the principles involved is ec ned as equally
a sine qua mm to its intelligent consideratio as is similarly
exacted in the discussion of other subjects. No longer does a

reference to the doctrine elicit such responses as “Nonsense!”
“Too si.ly for serious thought!” etc. Inst-sad comes the more

honest and conservative answer, “I don't know,” or “I haven't
i qnirer into it.” This is progress, the **eceptive stage ti .1:
precedes conviction; the conditio wherein one is willing, i

E

rot incl'ned to personal irvestigation, at least to C01 cede in- }
telligence to theore who has thus directed his mental energies,
and to defer to thatone’s lore capable and reliable j dgment.
It is only the conceited ass who assumes to speak authorita-
tively of matters with which he is even less tl an tentatively
concerned; opinion rightfully belongs only to him whose in-
terrogativel tastes have led him in the direction of the
search-er’s goal.

Soene years ago the Rev. T. DeVVitt Talrr ge delivered a

Christrras sen ion i which he touched npo a few of the
significant facts attending the mission of the Wise Men into
Bethlehem, a d of the character of t’1ese Wise Men he said:

“The Wise Men of the East came to Christ. They were

not fools, they were not imbeciles. The record distinctly says
that the Wise Men ca e to Christ. We say they were the
magi,or theywere the alchemists, or theywere the astrologers,
and we say it with denreciating accent ration. Why, they
were the most splendid and magnificent men of the cc to y.
They were the naturalists and the scientists. They knew all
that was known. You must remember that astrology was
the mother of astronomy, and that alchemy was the mother
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of chemistry. It was the life-long business of these astrolo-
gers to study the stars. Twenty-twohundred and fifty years
before Christ was born the wise men knew the precession of
the equinoxes, and they had calculated th-
turns of the conets. We find in the book of Job tint the
of olden time di"
said, but that l
world was glob:
and astronomics

not suppose t
e knew, and t‘

1e worlr W35

e men of his
12. r. The py

.1 study. Then, the alchemists spent their lives
3. in‘s wexebui

3 orbits and he r-e«

men

at, as some eve

time knew, the
: for astrological‘I

in the study of metals and gases, and liquids, and solids, and in
filling the world's library with their wonderful discoveries.
They were vast‘3; Wise men who came to the East. After the
world has gone on studying hundreds of years it may come

up to the point where the ancients began to forget.”

It is gratifying to note the

III

crecibilitywith which Astrology is
there is no exaggeratio 1

sciences none has been so lightly inquired.
misunderstood, or so maliciously maligned as this.
but fair to state that Astrdogy is no more exempt frorr
charlatanisrn than are the multiple of other caliings.

the stateme

‘growing intelligence and
OW

cine is accorded respect in spite of the
quackej; which conventional’
notwitlstandirg the shysteris

zes it; law is
1, the malfeasance and t

bei
nt that of all the

g receiv
,

for

into, so woefully
It is

Medi-
Jncertainty an:

given se vility
1c in-

justice practiced in its name, while tle Church exacts a blind
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ac‘ uerence in faceof the weakness and duplicity of its teachers.
Iniividual shortcomings harm neither of these. But Astrol-
ogy, the oblest of them all, nee is be held acco ntable for the
peccadilloes and assumptions of spurious practi 'oners who
fatten on the creduiity of the supplicant that has turned aside
from the insufiiciencies of Church and State in search of a

1 ore practical solution to the problems of his life. The lay
1 ind. may perceive its absolute verity wit 0 t necessarilybeing
familiar with its tech zicalities. One is not required to study
redical law to apprehend, a rationalistic truth in the healing
art; one need not be familiarwith astrono try to know it as a

branch of higher mathematics;neither is it needful to be able
to cast a horoscope in order to recognize in Astrology a sys-
tem of celestial dynamics by wt ich finite mind may i te pret
the bent of the eternal verifies, whether they incline to the
physical, the spiritual, or the ethical sides of nature.

The materialist, necessarily restricted in his concepts, has
a thriving habit of ascribing to superstition any fact outside
thepale of concrete logic. He can recognize no magic potency
in t e creative thought wl ich directs the involving processes
of a universe: he sees 01 y what nature has exteu alized. To
him the slight deviation from the fiat of the physicist is a

apostasy, and a belief in aught which deals with the activities
of a supersensual plane as a working hypothesis, is “super-
stition.” The delvers ard the believers in Astrology have not

escaped the ocIi-_m intenr er in this charge. For centuries this
science has receive the gibes of the bigot and bee be-
labored with tie cudgels of the intolerant, either of which
class is eithe too prejudiced to inquire into, or too obtuse to

_

assimilate, its truths. And yet in a term meant to be oppro,-.. J"

brious these contemners unwittinglypay tribute to the higher
percipiency of the mystic temperament, for what does “super-

"stition" it lply other than a rising out of li rite confines into
the b 03.0 domains of greater leights? As we all know, is e
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word itself is derived from super, above, 3.1

9

1d from the root
of the verb sto, to stand, meaning literally “to stand above.”
If in the interest of truth to rise above a crystallized condi-
tion of narrow-mindedn-ess is to be superstitious, then say we,
All hail to distinction!

In tie farthe

of alli

East, the fo ta
7

cl locale of iagic an

mysticism, of rel'gion and the astral sciences, the horoscopes
fants are calculated at birth, and marital urions, ar~

ranged at an early age, are based upon the sympathy existent
in the respective nativities. Needless to say, the divorce court
is an unknown institution in those countries.
of omestic eco

for a haphazard selectio

calle
Dissimilar elern

Such a system
omics 11 ay seem incongruous with our idea

of “free choice,” though the latter is usually but so other name

which more often results in any-
thingbut freedom. This is illustrated every day in our West-
ern civilization,where Cupid runs riot with a companion god

Convenience, utterly heedess of the conse: uent admix-
ture of hostile temperaule ts.
rs ged in juxtapositio , 1 ust tend u_

ts, when ar-

lterably to discord, if
not chaos. “Knowledge is power,” and in no part of nature
is it so essential as in the direction of human destiny.
intelligent study and app ication of astrologic science will
mean mental 3111 piysical rejuvenation for the race, a health-
ier spiritual atttme
mental truth as it is, and not as it is supposed. to be.

With a recognition of the ego as a part of the All comes

naturally the inquiry as to its individual status in relation to
that All. We feel justified in sayir
tide means can th'sbe so accuratelyC

scope, ‘or figure of the heave-

.,.‘g.pbe *eckon
teridencies a d capabilities of the incarnated ego.

Zhe

tent, and a clearer apprehension of funda-

g that through no scien-
etermined as by thehoro-

ns, at birth, anc. from whenc-
the mental, the more I, and the physics.2

Only
through a proper apprehension of these, such as a horoscope
affords, can the after processes of elimination or development
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be intelligently carried forward. As this fact of a relative
individualism becomes better known, the infant will be con-

ceded an importance independent of family heredity or

Jarental absol tism, and Astrology will be accorded its right-
ful value as the basic factor in the sci ce of stirpic lture.

,_4

IV f

The astrologer is often asked, if his art be true why is it
not accoided lore pop at ecognition? Why is it the least
known of all branches of ‘earning? Why is the scientific
world so persistently at ayed against it? To the first and
second of these questions it will suflice to state that the art is
of too suhtle_a_ngl_abst use a character to admit of a general Q
familiaritywith its hypotieses and complexities. While all
other departments of earning are each crow ed with thou-
sands of its especial votaries, only a very small percentage of
the scientifically inclined are by temperament fitted to go be-
yond physical limits in their nature-journeys; so, in the en»

forced recognition of this fact the “scientist” is left no other
alte native than to rail against the object of his discomfture.
It is a way the human animal has of squaring himself against
unpleasant a 1e ities. This answers the third questio 1, in
connection with which we have some further com ient to
offer. A system that deals only with matter cannot hope to

comprehend the astral suhtilties, and t le devotee who accus-

toms himself to view the operations of nature only from the
phenomenal standpoint, will be forever incapable of grasping
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thetruthwhich steals cunninglyalong t e highw y w‘.ich leads
from Cause to IEZE::ct. No '1 ne ever att: mes to 1 in-
divi I : for lackof special qualifications in any given cha ‘tel;
condemnation elongs only to tiin who seeks to destroy that
which he I .s neither the capacity nor the honesty to examine.
To this class belonged those scientists who refused to peer
through Galileo's telescope lest they be converted to a belief
in his newl'y~discovered fact; and of the same ilk are these
modern scientists who are amcted witha like intellectual cow-

ardice in respect to Astrolo
.

But of all such as cannot yet
conceive of its verity, be they apathetics or contemners, we

would comfort with the assurance that the inward light of the
stars is fast dawning upon the world, and sooner 0 later every
individual willbecomepossesser in 2. increasingdegree of the
higher perceptio s which appertain to a universal’racial de-
velopment ; and :0 ye that carnot understand, Astrology says
as said Jesus to Peter: ‘Whither I go their canst not follow
me now, but thou shalt follow me afterwards!”

Because of the con parative silerce o
' Astrology for a great

rumber oi years, it came tne fo « belief of the lentally
tiirid and the corventionally rri xtied-—those enamored of
dogma and arti“ciality—that it had lapsed into a desuetude
quite too eternal for resurrection. Some there were who even

boasted that “science” had knocked it into a cocked hat, by
such impact exploding it into smithereens. But because a

cloud has iornentarilyobscurei the light of the Sun, is it any
reason to believe that the central luminary has gone out of
business? No more can Truth be suspected of withholding
permanently one ray of its eiiulgence from me glory of the
world. Only a casual glance adown the corridors of time is
necessary to note the persistency with wlich tl is spiritual
Searchlight periodically illumines the human jot. rney. As-
trology is the same yesterday, to—day and forever, though
hr uanity, impelled by a recessional law along the inder arc

3'2.
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it mean
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of its evolution, may for a time lose consciousness of its
divinity—albeit the beacon he still shining from the opposite
zenith—andso believe it to have totally vanished from mor :11

But anon we come once agair to the horizon, and be-
hold! there in the heavens stil shines the Star of I
tion, doubtless somewhat strarge to L8 becauseof the enforce :1

separation, but none the less scintilla
grandeur.

ken.
terpreta-

t ii, its 18.jesty and
Racially, humanity is once again touching this

rising point in its circle of motion, hence the recrudescence
of interest in the theme of the stars, and in all that concerns

the spiri sl weal of the y politic.

V

There are two people to who
libility,though with a differing c

and the astrologer. With

1; the world looks for infal-
egree of exaction-——-thePope

o intentional irreverence towards
the Sage of the Vatican, I think I may safely assert that the
one is about as omniscient as the other. Human judgment,
whether fortified by temporal acquirernents or through spirit-
ual knowledge, is subject to limitations, and to err is one of
its enforced privileges. In spite
is a prevalency in the
the

immediatelystamped a pretend 
It atized as havirg no basis in truth. But let a physicianmake
a mistake i '

it mean ostracis

inds of
of this fact, owever, there

11 any to jump heavily upon
poor prophet the irstant his tired brain fails correctly

to grasp the complexities with which he deals, and he is
er, or else his science is anathe-

diagnosis, 0) en 1 the line of treatment, does
1 for him, or a denial of the laws withwhich
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e deals? Chin cano s nc ergo periodical revision, neces-

sitating ew irterpretafors and a ew adjustment to the
ethics involved, but the question of a previous infallibilityin
regard to them is faithfully lost sight of in the rapture of a

new devotion. How difierent it has been with the astrologer
who dared to misjudge the immutable, unvarying laws of this
beautiful,universal Natxre that admits neitner of change not

amendmentl In some countries they have ‘ween accustomed
to chop lfis head off for so unpardonable ar o"ense, though
in later times our more civilized communities have resorted
to the more refined cruelty of holding him up to obloquy, a

pariah to be shunned of all men. But times are changing,
and if he still, in a measure, clings to the conrnon prerogative
to e 1, I am glac to "nd the world is at last earni g to View
his occasional rristakes with the same charity it ccoids to
others similarlycirc mstanced.

‘these problems of preordination and fatalism have cried
out for solution ever since man first viewed the starry heavens
as the intermediary source of thevarioas deter iinations whit‘ 1

make up the sum ant substance of his existence. That the
esser must co-ordinate in character with the greater, is funda-
mentally necessary if ext emes are to meet to form the com-

. plete circle of being. And as long as man is subject to asso-

ciations, whether in a sense of competition or co-operation--—
as long as he stands inter-related with the component parts
of a universal whole, just so long must he cor tin e an integral
factor in the general sche me, and therefore oe subject to the
forces revolving in and throughout the same. After a varied
experience in practical Astrology, I certainly find it ‘i 1C it
to conceive of any operation in a natal figure as failing to im-
press itself, except some contrav-ening element placed there
by the progenitive powe stands in the way of its expression;
and if such there be it 1 lay be founc: so recorded, if one will
but look closely enough and in the right place. If, as saith the
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platitudinarian, “the wise * x 1 Lies lis stars, the fool c ys
them,”-- as is so often droned misunderstandingly by up
holders of the astral doctrine,-———then one must conclude that
the world is sadly lacking in wisdom, and
the aggregate is co iposed of very foolish parts. And yet
there is truth in theaxiom, even thong‘:its a aplicatio

; for M
7

sible in only a very few isolated inst: C85

that humanity in

be pos-
Rege -

crate, he in whom divine order has been restored, in whom the
astral centers have regained t ieir proper
God—center of his scing-—such an one, tl

places about the
rough the law of

attair nent, is no longer subject to sidereal influx. But how
many have xeacne to His condition of
Christ doctrine was first enunciated zeons

‘ivinity since the
agone? So very,

very few that we may consistently continue to search our

horoscopes for the probable happenings of
pretty sure certainty that directional arcs wi

their customary degree of pminate witl
Freceric A nel wrote years ago in his
“Man 1; ay give limself what trouble he will-—-God leads him

the future, with 21

continue to cul-
ertinency. Henri
Journal Intime:

all the same.” And God is still leading us, through celestial
realms and adown stellar pathways,as He has been doing since

e firrnmnentthe lights were first placed in
seasons.”

VI

4Zéfstrology is essentially a

“for signs and for

octrne of C01 188]. dences,
sed upon the proposition of a necessary interactionbetween

the component parts of a universe whose primal law is one of
unity. Its rationality may therefore be said to abide in a
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self—cvident truth. It may reasonably be conceded the grea -

cst antiquity of any branch of learning, being coevz

hve any account.
rt of si

ea--liest civilizatio:
the riddle ages it
lg] ted as Astzo
treats of the body,
pyrean, w

scendental

50

l;
orry. This latte‘

I wit the1

i which we ‘

raced that pa

no
therefore to be view
1-. e Doctr'
lower :2 the 1

(sotf),Alchel :37
It compreher

.9 ghe
(spi

ofe
as

(:3) The Mccrocosm, whic

380

r, as now circumsc
the material or physical aspect of the em-

nile Astrology has to do with its soul, or the tran-

phases which accord to it life and meaning.
e of the t

:2 of Nature, of which it is
hr

Prior to
151.1 physics does-»

ibed,

t is
ac major divisions in
' e link betwe the

*', viz. :. Ast
rit) .

*0

rect, relative planes of manifestatio

0) xy (body) , Astrology

ds 9. science, an art, and a philosophy, in
which respect it may be regarded as a trinity in unity

Ist. As a science it elucidates the t

principles coexisting between a world of cause 2

a

, ,

1th off in ental
n a world

In is the great Universe fr

specified. ‘respectively

emanate the astral potencies as physicalized in the planetary orbs; and
(b) The Microcam, or the universe in miniature, as applied to the

organism of the human monad. The ancients conceived the internal roan
as being formed to the image of heaven. hence termed him a microcosm.
Astrology scienf’ cally proves the identity of t

2 6.. As a

the abilityto prej
of causes, such as 11'

process of formatio

it

ay be i"

i

'13 t\VO.

volves the faculty of interpretation, of
dge the logical ultimate to a dc"

ndicated in a series of as

*1 between the celestial arbiters.

ite ctain
gects in

Such
faculty may be denominated Prescience, which is born of the
active
cannot hope to enter
prophecy. The te
inte

higher and the lower.

pretation such as Astrology,
of Nature and the fact of a mut

successft
nion of intellect with intuition, and without which one

lly into the realms of scientific
is peculiarly apposite to a system of

,1
A t 1

al depende
ecognites the o euess

cy ‘between the
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3rd. As a philosophy it teaches that the varying qualifies
in the human temperament, whether sensible or essential, are

natural sequences to antecedent impulses to which we in-
dividual bears an unconscious relationship; therefore not to
be gauged from the standpoint of personal 1‘€Sp01 sihility, but
in the light of Divine necessity. As Herbert Spencer says--
“'l_‘herecan be no correct idea of a part without a correct idea
of L18 correlative whole.,,~:‘,§“; . .

And again, theposition which
the part occupies in relation to other parts cannot be rightly
conceived unless there is some conception of the whole.” This
statement may readily serve as the corner-stone of ethical
astrology, fo 'only in clearly apprehencing toe causes

of so-called inequalities in the human farrily, as revealed
through this knowledge of the correlations in nature, can

undesirable tendencies‘be eliminated and an adjustment in
the moral -economy of the individual be intelligently striven
for. o

This trinity thus cursorily presented merges into and is
characteristicallya part of that branch of the stellar science
known as Genethialogy, in which the problems of life and
destiny are deduced from a figure of the heavens calc ated
for the time and place of birth, an cl in consonance witi the
obse ved analog'es existing betwe the celestial and terres-
trial planes of enanifestation. The horoscope thus supplies
the psychic key to that of which the infant, in its projection
into nominal selfhood, is a reflex or copy: just as if one were

to separate a drop from a measure of discolored or otherwise
medicated water, the drop woi I be of a like character with
that from which it is taken, trough subs uent manipulation
may 1) rify or alter its complexbn. Now, the infant is as a

drop from out theocean of theuniverse, and, as such, is chem-
ically identical with that ocean at the time of its extraction.
This is the natural insistence of that law of harmony which is
necessary for a sustained relationship between the parts of the
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ce, t2,
the heavens at the natal moment.

The reality and rationale of sidereal influenc
in the iriversal '

relations
matter, as a concrete
to a keynote i
with s: ma

activities which co

nip, physical and superp
expression of spin

the scale of Unive
metic responsiveness in perfect accord with certain

stitute the Divine harmony. This theory

.aw oi Sympathy—-thecoz-

’S2

iysical.
'itu21 energy, answers

ct ve
CF“

17

e propriety of observing the constitution of

e are vested.
factor in al

..V8

1 Being, and

y atom oi
(lowed.ise

finds an apt illustrationin the intervibratory actionof equiva-
lent strings in different musical instrum-
room, when 3. str'
‘red phenomenon i:

Astrology.

ng in one has
n expe-

As with the musical instruments,

ents placed in the same

set in motion—a recog-
rirnental physics.”—Meto;bhysic:zl

the p nets
(psychical centres) in man, the microcosm, must and do re-

spond to those i the Macrocosm when mutually and geo-
metrically related, and that through a psycho-vibratory law
beyond the grasp of the finite mind fully to comprehend. Th

{IOsol is suggestex l:-.t rot explains?
ciples of wireless telegraahy.
These points, thus merely to

investigator with certain facts essential to an initial g
ched upo

by

,will

e nnderlyi or

acquaint the
asp

of a very erudite subject, and thus serve as a foundation upon
which to rear the superst
refutable arguments for the

I. Let us have now a lfittle p"

ctnre of his belief, and as ir-
“faithwittin him.”

tactical chat on Astrology
and see if we can’t strike up a more familiar acquaintance
with the subject.

The relationship between the stars and mundane matters
should be comparatively easy of comprehension and accept-
EIICE. One need o

he ubiqtity of the
fundame

ly admit the insepa
re Law, and he will i

ta! idea in which reposes the Doctrine of the Star

able“ ess of the All,
ave g asped the

s.
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Can one imagine a grander or more comprehensive starting-
poi ti’

2. The i teraction between the pl
sympathiesof the 1 iiverse ir

11 “pl?
activity.

nets,” as .111‘ ersto

as outward manifestations, are merely symbols.
resent the sev-

rn aiature. You 1*

before view yourself from so st

an basic principles in the Creative
which we fir do expressed in every orgai

r bodies are ma

the soiar system;

pendo

ize the elements about you?
r

sts, which

iwed instanc-
e up of the same eler

"n fact, as individuals we a-

ave this pictured in
almanacs in the figure of the man, wit
the zodiac circumjaeent to the parts governed.

part in your f
:1 the twelve sig

Did you ever

s a vantage’ ground?
or real'ze that your feelings or your emotions were as toe
Iulls, the calms, the sto ms, 01 the tem

sets ana man is but the
And let it here be said

‘ in the astral scierce,
indicates “planes of activity,” of which the celestial h "

They rep-
conomy

e of being.
tents which constitute

re universes i
nily

1SOf

char acter-

3. .[‘o better understand the interdependence of theseprin-
ciples as scientifically related to the Mother Soul, one may
find theircounterparts it
as evidenced in
tial orbs and s

every department of
:he few following 2:

Sun Moon
Re Fa

,

Gold Silver
Orange Green
Heart . Brain
R. Eye L. E
Spirit So

Iunary phenome

Mercury Venus
Si « Mi
Mercury Copper
Violet Yellow
Lungs ‘Reins
Speech Feeling
'

Intellect Love

niversal nature,
nalogies between the celes-

a:

Mars Jupiter Saturn
'3b in - Sol
Iron Tin Lead
Red Indigo Blue

.

Gal Liver Spleen
Smell Taste Henri
Energy Iudg rent Memory

These are but different manifestations of the same vibra-
tory law, found expressed through the mystic seven on all
planes of activity, whether it l:
the world of metals, in music, in C0101, or i

e it
the hi nanf

1 the sidereal heavens, in
,c_
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i refer rather to the principles of which theyas symbols are the
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as

e

eve

six.
Nature works through a system of respondenc-e and cor-

respondence, of which Astrology is me interpretative science.
A. As before irtimated, 1 n is possessed of a sidereal

O1 gauism whose operations accord with the mutations in the
ambient. Thus, wl en Saturn is afflicted by contrary aspects
in the heavens a diverse temper of the atmosphere may be
expected; when he is ill-conditionedin a horoscope the spleen
becomes disordered, coinciding with a case of the “blues.”
When Mars aspects the luminaries in the solar system,
calo iic i .uences se d the thermometer up; if he afiiict
the Sun or Moon i the iniividual constitution, red or i
flammatory conditions result; if he afflict Jupiter the liver is
affected, and the biliaryducts become obstructed. Is it any
wonder that Hippocrates, the “father of medicine,” shoud
have sai

,
“A physician is incompetent to practice hysic if

he be unacquai: ted wit astrology”?
5. It will thus be seen that when we speak of It aiter, of

Saturn, or of theotherplanets, we do not attach an importance
to them as merely conglohate bodies moving in space, but

s. Ant. as the pure white ray of light is sy thetic of all
rismaticcolors-as shown by spectrum analysis-—sodoes

y one of the seven principles contain a ratio of the other

manifestations, They are gigantic batteries from which irra-
diate the creative ergies, d have not wi in themselves the
element of causation ,: as the combinatio of zinc as 6, copper
does not create the electricity generated thereby, but only
brings to a point of individualization that which is every-
where existent. And so when Jupiter comes to an aspect of
V us (copper) the coniitions, as in the metals referred to
a ve, l ave been foime for an e in: of the celestial mag-
uetis: 1 i quality and degree according to the pola ities w ic
these planets possess at the time of such combinatio

—4
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Does Astrology begin to look to you more rational an?scienti”c ‘an you had formerly supposed?
For ma xy, marry centuries the science las been as th e-

rnatized because misunderstood. But we propose to clelgar
away some of the cobwebs ti at have gathered because of tligis
stricture and neglect, and to prove to you that our universe
has a soul, and that the lesser souls must and do respond in
conscious vibrationwiththe outworkingof the general plan.

6. :3. G. Jenkins, F.R.A.S., of England, in anarticie pub-
lishec. in The Pall Mall Gazette, London, says:

“The reasons why people of the present day do not believe
in planetary in no ce are two—fold--first, it is held to betoken
ignorance and superstition; points on which educated people

.
are very sensitive, and secondly, they cannot imagine how
such tiny objects can affect their great globe, unconsciously
forgetting that o 1‘ eat‘ among the planets is as a pea among
ca IIOL 3a11s. F10] a Ie gthy st dy of this subject, I ca

come to 0 other co cl: sion than tlat the planets of the solar
system are intimately connected with the phenomena or what
takes place on this earth, and I shall, in as few words as pos-
sible, lay before the eader my reasons for such a conclusion.”

Also from the sa zc article is the followi g:
“From the lofty heights of modern scier ce we have bee

accustomed to look down with pity and contempt upon the
Astrologers of the Middle Ages——the weak dabblers l’! science,
who were foolish enough to believe that the stars had an in-
fitence upon man. An allusion to Astrology was always
gooil to raise a laugh at a science meeting, a d t ze Astrologers
and Alchemists were classed together as either dreamers or

charlata s. Of late years, however, a reaction has set in.
The Astrologer is becoming habilitated very rapidly. The
influenceof the planets upon the earth is now admitted. to be
very distinct, and fresh proofs of their istur 'ng influences
are consta tly cropping out.” .
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In a previous paragraph I spoke of the analogies in nature,

the similitudes between principle and planet. That these are

ences—a term, by the way, known only to
the pseudo-«scient',st—-I have every reason to believe will be

onstration.
7. Take the seven colors, for instance, and let's see

wherein theyharmonizewithother functions in nature. New-
eory that these were all primitive, but
is field of physics by Ray, Field, Brew-

zluced ‘cl is number to three—recl, yellow ar 6.
e, called the p I in

11’: combinations,
8‘ry colors, of which the c

and termed secondaries.
ther four are

They hereby
touched the keynote of Nature's Trinity,thatwonderful proc-
ess through and by which all her manifold objects are at-
tained. These represent the three properties of the sun ray,
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the colors, all the various degrees of vibratory force, are

oexorably represented; and in the seven centres of the phys-

as illustrate in the adjoining dia-
gram, exte ding from the violet (ac-
tinism, spring) through the yellow
(light, summer) down to the red
(heat, autumn, or ripening season).

Any good work on solar physics
will explain these fa cts in extenso.
I eed only add that Nature never

deviates from this method, whether
it apply to the lower kingdom of
plant life, the comprehensive organ-
ism of a larger universe, or the intel-
lectual frnctification of a human
t‘?ought. As princip es all toe planets,

iological system the same order obtains, as expressed in har-
mony withthe twelve body constellations or functional planes
of activity.
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al " ivision of t’ re spect8. The tri

above, '

um, as referred to
s the basis of every religion the world has ever known,

revealing the three-fold process of that universal God of
Nature, equally as important in the Brahrra, Vishnu.

,
and

Holy Ghost off‘8Siva of the Hindu as in the Fatrier, Son
t‘1e nomiial Ch istia

.

ciry, Silphur, F

The alchemist embodied it in his Me'r-
nd Salt, while the School of the Mystics

called it Spirit, Soul and Body, or cause, action and effect,
and represented by the Circle (0), Crescent ( ) ) and Cross
(..,.). Look at those planetary symbols

.9 thenS n or Astrological religion,
denied its paternity? .

I1

above, and see if a

ray of light doesrft begin to dawn on you. Do you begin to

perceive wherein theologicaldogma abstracted 'itself from t
arouui a

ie

dturnec;

Do you now wonder why Aristotle should have so wisely
averted that there were “four noble sciences--Astrology,
Physics, Magic and Alchemy”?

9. The Circle was used to represent Spirit, because it was
without beginn
with the pri
The Crescent was the reflection or Sow.

g ant‘ without e

the positive.
of material activities, fo no in astrologyi

ial point of manifestation ind.
3,

any time at night when the Moon is recer‘
junction with tire Sun, the negative acting as a reflective to

' ‘he Cross typified the four elements, or planes

‘; this is the Sun symbol,
cated in its centre.
which you can see

ing from her con-

the four elemental
divisions, callei triplicities, of the zodiac.

2 other.itingnish one plaret from th-
have a deeper si_,ni icance,
trology the Goddess of Love.
spirit, surmounts the cross. Now com

10. No doubt if the thought ever occurred, to
judged these symbols to be purely arbitrary i
quaint little curly-ma-cues adopted merely as a nice

But to prove that they
rake, for instance, Venus, in as-

Note that the circle, or pure
re it with the syrrboi

of Mars, the God of War, and you will see that 11‘

yo .1, you
cl aracter,

s to dis-

te—'ial

/"
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conflict and desire is dominant over spirit. Venus being love
is the unifying principle in nature, and you will find her in
the above diagram as the center of Light (yellow), the great-
est point of i tensity ii the spectra 1. She represents tlr

pe iod of the season ‘W16 Nature bursts for
of joy and thanksgiving in anticipa
full fruition o

' her purposes.

it with a.

;ion of the

at
son

ripening or
 

11. As further evidence of the astrological root from
which sprang the tree of celestial
compare the Jupiter an id S“ tn :1 cit
diagram--i
former it will be ol:

1

served that 1*

material instincts.

relation to their occult significance.
1e crescent precedes the cross,

for the soul principle which it represents is domina-
Did you ever know a jovial (Jupiter)

sytnbolism, one need only
“racters-—as found in our

In the

in over the

nature that did not abound in soul qualifies, exuberant with
the generous impi
kindness?

In t ie satux

ses which make for the milk of hi

jne individual the reverse side of the 1

.9 I!

F

medal is shown, just as in the symbol of that planet th
material glyph is found overshadowing the crescent of the
soul. And so does the saturnine being partake of the nega—-

’

'

ces to melative q alities of the blue ray, wine 1 8 CI‘!P [id
choly, austerity, and such like tendencies as beget cold, sus-

picion, orthodoxy and selfishness.
the devotee to time—honored custom am.

The rniser, the ritualist,
ceremony, has the

Saturn element in the ascendancy at the zime of his nativity,
and unbends but grudgingly to the inevitableness of evolu-

ale-fellow—well—tionary progress; while the spen ‘thrift, the 11
met, the huma xitarian, the believer i
the goodness of God, is an out-and-out }u

the eternal verities and
aiterian, absorb-"

ing the indigo principle of spiritual oxygen with every inhala-
tion that stirs the activitiesof his being.

12. Astrology is the only science that a

key to these i ‘cl mysteries, and he who a

ords a

mat
xractical

uznatires it
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seeks to revilethatFatherof Nature of who .1116 is me legiti-
mate though misguided offspring.

In the investigation of an ostrologia sand, sue!‘ as was s

taught by the mystics, one m st r€C0‘;1‘$.iZe tie ubiquity of
that all pervading essence from withare generated not only

6, Eused the xfvifying light of transcendental truth. He who
alienates himself from this grandeur of spiritual perception
through a sel "sh adherence to an illusive materiality, Builds
up a stone wall to obsc re his visio r shot from his sight

tl e cosmic life forces, but fro *1 out the centre of which is
- 4

the beautiesof the sc e heyon". 1

VIII

I3. ‘By 2 ievious iefe ence to the septe ary divisions
in mundane ',ture as analogous to the seve olanets, it was

sought to impress upon the mind the fact of a distinct series
of vibrations uniform on every plane of the Universal Con-
sciousness.

“As is the highest, so is the lowes .” This maxim is the
essential starting point in astrology, which seeks through its
tenets to establish the homogeneity of these seve creative
principles, and to define their values as related to material
form. Physical science, in dealing with effects rather than
causes, directs its scrutiny at the external side of things only,
5"1d placing its bony digital at the point of observation, pom-
zonsly declares, “It is here, or not at all!” Is it any wo der
ti at, as with the ever-changing methods of the materialist, it
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e “not 2 t all”? To seek 7‘ mt
Id be like traversing the va

23

1 outside the
lar system

in search of the human so -1, or attempting to see God through
a telescope.

But where, you ask, is this domain of Cause? I answer,
you are part and parcel of it, you are the whole alphabetof its
language, its seven principles which are as t

not circumscribed by a terrestrial conditio ,

of the heavens
fines of ill’mita

14. Pa acels

a we 2 d round a

‘.)“e space itself I

re seven planets,
out the synthesis

at yo: to the very con-

s states:—“As the world is within itself an

organism with all its constellations, so is man a constellation,
a world in himself.

. . .
This firmam-ant in man has its

planets and stars, its exaltations, conjunctionsand oppositions.
. . .

His heart is his Sun, his brain his Moon, the spleen his
Saturn, the liver Jupiter, the lungs Mercury, and his kidneys,

!!Venus.
scriptural assertion that yo

Do you begin to see

are to
t the full signifcance of the

wed in the image of God
—which is Nature? Remember I am now referring to prin-
ciples, or facts, and not to man-made creeds or cogmas. The
“God within” statement Ends no logical scientific demonstra-
tion outside the doctrine of Astrology, which teaches that the
heaven within is prototypal of t‘
tflese different planes‘ (planets) of spiritual activity, in rela-
tion to theproblem of all life, are as t‘

ze heavens above, ard that

‘e unkx own or algebraic
quantities through which mathernatical truth is discern-ed.

I 5. The ancient philosophers,but relative
the externalities to be viewed by I:
rather for the soul of things; and be’
of the seven principles, ‘

fundamental truth th:
and the law of correspondence, going fo
rather than backward from the elect.
ntter course usually brings 11

ey easilyattair
‘ough methodsof n

y concerned with

ed to a knowledge of
ietaphysical infection
rward from the cause

He who follows the
.p against a stone wall, and being

\,

e physical eye, sought.
“rig spiritually cognizant

“xo
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una le to see on the ctner side he is .retty willing to swear

there is no other side. Such is the res alt of having reasoned
in a straight line instead of embracingthe whole circle in the
range of one’s logic.

16. Bacon, a professed votary of the astral science, is said
to have it vented. this inductive system of zhought, to which
Astrology owes its ciscovery and evelop lent. One might
inve t forn, but not idea, and the learner’ Bacon, in his per-
ambilations through the realms of the higher philosophy,
wisely followed the analytical processes of his predecessors.

Thales of Miletus, Pythagorasof Samos, and Hippocrates
of Chios, all astrologers, schooled irnthe inductive method of
reasoi ‘ig, were t nus enabled :0 introduce propositions which
subsequently we e utilizedby Euclid i the formation of his

lernerts; Galileo, accustom to deal with abstract principle
as e‘ucidated in his beloved st idy of the stars, gave to us the
telescope, as well as the discovery of the moon's diurnal and
monthly librations: Newton, 3. student of Astrology, through
his indefatigabledelving into the cause of things, lair bare the
principle of gravitation: a cl Kepler, also an ast ologer, was

inductively led into the discovery of the elliptical revolutions
of the planets, embraced ir his three laws which “constitute
almost the sum of astronomical knowledge.”

And these were re avowed advocates 0
'

a science which
other branches of pl ilosophy have of late y rs deernec; “un-
worthy of otice.” Obviously merit is not proof against os-

tracis x.

And here may we lament the fact that never since astron-

omy disunited itself from Astrology, its mother and soul, has
there been any new discovery of facts in astral mathematics
equa ling the above in fundamental importance. Having dis-
avowed their obligations to the pater xal teachings as recog-

‘ by the above intellectual worthies, one rust regard the
contemners of Astrology as about equally i capable of attain-

 

1 nice!
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ing to these concepts as Weary Waggleswould be of appreciatv
i the culinary vi ties of a Perieord pie.

IX

I7. The hternal bcribe,when
the faceof the Heavens, made use

writing his signature across

of no uncertain or arbitrary
characters, for, as with man—n:ade idioms, the alphabet of
Nature has its consonants, its vowels, and its

eels
iphtl’ongs, a

reality which is at once poet
demonstrated. There is a 5 pi

d mpable of ‘being logically
itual principle, or transcendent

came, back of every manifestation in the external world of
e eat, just as oral speech is but
to ought. “God iought, an : 2‘ 11 was.

the expression of precedent
” All tongues neces-

:-
Csarily have a cozmnon origin :1

with he universal language of
planets are the vowels,

the
e twelve zodiacal s’

purpose 3ecause iv tical
stars, of which the scve

5 s are the con-

sonants, and Uranus and Nept1r3e—-the octave expressions of

gutturals, and theaspirates comport withthe interstellar spaces
thatare as relative imp lses in th-

18. These facts, though do
we

in the Night of Time.

Mercury and Venusmare the diphthongs. The sibilants, the

e eduction of physical form.
btless strange to many of you,

re incorporated in the teachings of the Mystics away
' rack

And he who can to-day read nature
in the light of this language has the power to sense about
him a keynote to every thought of the Divine Mind; for
every rock, every plant, every tree, while responding in partial
cegree to every vibratory value i dicatecl in this celestial al-

\
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phabet, must, through the very nature of its individual con-

stitution, harmonize more

sign, planet. Such is the
of harmony, of reiationsh
tion an" O

of consta it activity.
..erein hes the rationa.eof

each part and each fractionof
related specifically to other parts, of which the stars ang.

iacai signs are but representative principles analogous to20¢

rravitation which is essent'

fully with one particular letter,
ictz

p, of mut 21 dependence, of attrac-
n. of that law of sympathy,

al to order in a universe

Astrology in its contention that
a part in Nature’s organism is

those which fillevery conceivable point in space.
I9. It was through cc to

reasoning on the part of the
ies of observation (1 inductive

ancient Magi that the fundae
mental values between the component parts of the universe
were psychically discerned and mathematicallyverified, and
toe interpretative system of Astrology thereby firmly estab-
lished. This was the work of seers to whom the kincergarten
blocks i the astral scheme meant something tore thanmerely
objects at which to train a terescope. The physical scientist
who can perceive naught in truth 1)-
into opaque fo in, is not tempe
of research. To him Venus
physical co

metaphysico—astraIstudent she
boundless etheras the embodirr

eyond its -ext-ernalization
ramentally adapted to this kin}
nas no signi‘cance outside he

stitution or her velocity through space; to the
moves majesticallythrough the
ent of a principlewhich inheres

in every constituent part of Nature's spiritual structure.
There is no avenue i

does the existence of a law of

scientific exploration 1

of wisdom than is afforded by a study of the similitudes i
this grand scheme of which we are a pazt, CO1

ore fruitf: I

arming as it
interactions operative between

the celestial and corporeal worlds.
20. As in dynamics there is a positive and a negative pole,

ind sympathy ano antipathy ex-

.ressed as polar opposites of the one law. Therefore, when
so in astral physics do we
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pla ets Ci)!lh«-1')’ ’ tempera: en t come i to ast. 0 ice! as

pect, or, astrologically, into magnetic ielatio s ‘p, with each
other,disturbances ensue in forms which stand constitutionally
related thereto. 5 or instance, Saturn as the symhol of cold,
negation, 121is a

sioneat, expa
thetic to the Sun, the dynamic principle of
Hence, when the former comes i to comel-

ative terms with the latter in the zodiac the temperature is
lowered and the aqueous vapor in t.‘re atmosphere is con-

densed. Watch your almanac and note when this aspect oc-

curs again, and you will agree with this fact which has been
recognized by t

cipient being. And so will
w S2turn in the he: V6118

the Suni thei

no astrologer ever since rr 9 r became a per-
‘ ' ot

cc of
:1 equivalent COI1(l1t10I1 he

throwsan evil -ray to the pl:
dividual horoscope, depleting the life forces

as well as affecting thematerial interests. Mix blue (Saturn)
and orange (Sun) colors together, and you have the same in-
1' rmonious result on a (ii)

2:. And so do the lette
Nature often so shape the

E ent functional plane.
IS in this iysterious alp bet of
iselves i the kingdom of Cause

as to spell havoc and misery and destruction to the lesser
forces which mark the commas, the periods and the exclama-
tion points in t.‘
atale of
hopes and the aspirations which go soaring f’
throughout the realms of star dust in tuief
the music

love, of be 3is

of the spheres.
For the study of nature

God.

1e domain of Effect; though anon they tell
ucy, anti of happy fruition to the

F“om inc 1 rninrl
I ‘

rmouy with
I

I: must ever lead no to Natnre’s

...\\\‘
‘-.
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22. In contem lating the n

Asirosoghic Principles

X.

rvelous S11pe1"etnJct“'
trology, reared as it is
tions, the questio of 2;

.<rxed destiny in hurt
iievitably presents itself to the mind of the student. He rea~

sons with himself, that as certain impulses, as plan-

,

re of As-
pen a system of 1 sfxematical equa-

an affairs

etaly arcs,
are in process of formation at birth, anc. which must at a

specified time culminate in results agreeably to the nature of
..

sohibie connection
he celestial arbiters concerned, does not stch imply a I indis-

of cause with effect, and therefore a pre-
deterrnination which can neither be hastened nor hindered?

23. I confess the proposition seems to admit only of an

a a:ive reply.
to regard. himself as a

Anc, yet, 36

indepen is

fact that in tmiversais there can be no seif-hood; that
whole is greater
to wiel arbitrary control over even

of Nat1re’s organon, is to ciaim d
ILAW in which reposes the idea of U ity.

¢r_

stomed as the individual is
t agent, he very nat

protests against any hypothesis which subjects “

other than his own, though by so doing he lose

rally
im to plans
sight of the

every
ran its parts ;” that to profess the capability

n infinitesimal fraction
orninion over the ONE

24. To the astrologer as an observer of these interesting
by—plays in the game of destiny, ther-
proof

e is afiorded cumulative
rat man, whet xer he wills i: or not, is amenabl-

astral environment, and as an aliq
Iem he must ever co-or iinate with the mat

2 to his
ot part of the divine prob-

rernatical processes
in operation at his birth. He can neither create, erase, nor

destroy a single ordinance in the book of Nature. Could he
go odo so he would be as the In mt-

plausihilityfashion a universe to his own liking.
25. Mind, I do not say 1‘ at e may not, through a It

s itself, and might with equal

.‘e1_

-,...,................?......_2:
.~
A.“

.._.——a-..
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ligent apprehension of the celestial purposes, so bring himself
into harmory with the general outworking as to function
along the lines of least resistance; but
one iota the predestined intentions a

yet he does not alter
5 revealed at the moment

of his nativity. Thus, if Saturn be afflicted in his second
house, and he thereby be incapable of attracting material
riches, he may yet develop a contentment in poverty that will
mean greater wealth to him L

the miser. Ag2,li1 llfi
himself to its exigencies he becomes happy i

uence.of a kindred a
I’

7

are the hoarded
as not clrnged a law, but

lillions to

y ads pting
the enjoy nent

.[‘hei-efore, who dare assert that a

Morgan, a Gould, or a Rockefeller is wealthier than he? ut
if the stars have not made a philosopher of hiri, I fear me

indigence of soul as well as body will be his lot.
26. How often one plods along at an uncer “in gait, run-

ning a nick with every imaginable obstacle which can obtrude
itself, when all at once a clever idea germinates in his brain
which brings success, and he wonders, “Why did I not think
of this years before, a:

Yes, why not? “eca
Id so have escaped all these struggles?”
se is thinkingfaculties lackezl t Le nec-

essary 1ub'icant until nature, wita her mysterious methods of
afijusttnent, so stimulated the blain with tle astral fluid as
to engender a clearer and more logical thought action.

very well for such an on: to credit his
success to his own unaided efforts; but tle astrologer knows

'27. It would he a

that only a very limite
in cozzjunctio with Satu: a

d achievementis possible with Mercury
ad the in uiiaries afiiicted, for

such would so cloud the perceptions that the chance of a life-
time would pass well beyond the reach before its import could
be grasped; or else lower the attractivequality to such an ex:
tent as to repel the favors of fortune.
the man with Mercury in good aspect
and Mars and a fiery or fixed sign risii

itunity escape his clutch.

On the other hand,
'th the Sn. 1, Moon,

1g, seldom lets a op-
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Is this fate? Is it dies 'ny? If not, what ue shall ‘we
give to these commensurables that are carefully measured out
in quantities varying with the horoscopical values, whether
man be conscious or not of the play of the planets upon his
psychic centres.

28. Again, it might seem good and sufficient logic to say
that the individual who attai s to intellectual superiority does
so through a persistent ca. ltivation of his mentality. But
what endows him with these qualities of persistency while his
brother, of perhaps greater brain calibre, remains on the dead
level of mediocrity? I'll warrant that in the first instance the
S 11, Mercury and Mars are suitably conditioned to produce
mental energy, or else other astral relationsl i_xs impel to an

all-absorting 2 mbitio to reach a given point; while in tire lat-
ter case Saturn could so crystallize the brai fL, ctious as to
produce a mental sluggard, or the Sun and Mars coulr‘ be too
impoten: to beget a desire for power. Eitherultimationwould
be presignified in the respective horoscopes, anc. the result
in each as su ely foreshadowed as the birnh of the moi ‘rig’
presigni“es the solar elevation at noor;

29. Another factor which enters into the problem of
destiny is the one which concerns the sphere of activity. Zfhe
scion of wealth, though his brain potenci-as be of ar inferior
uality, has manifestly better opportunities for intellectul

unfo dment than has tl e child of poverty, though e cauuot
by ,y max er of

,

sea is r'se higher in the scale of formne
than nature originally intended he should. A proof of this
assertion is the fact of a universal ascendancy of “self-made”
persons over those of the proverbial golden spoon, while
geniuses invariablysprirg from tie lowly ho

.
In the event

of two births ix t le ssu e localiy t e same moment of
ti xe—-which would be a very rare case 'n'eer‘-——though they

socially as far apart as opposite poles, the -rise and fall of
the astro-magnetic tide in each will be identical, and such as
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eacl:
respective environments.

30. Or, on the other hand, let us assume thata tin

.ering degrees of position in the world, all have
efic aspect between the Sun

.

the infiue.

persons of di
operating in their nativities a b

what way wouldand Uran s,i

,

3 SUCCESS O‘

33

r failure as will accord with the

1l)€1' of

re be apportioned?
The representative of nobility,if in line of succession, would
attain to titular honors; the politician would receive official
preferment; the commercial man would enter into a success-

ful business scheme; the clerk would be promoted in his de-
partment; while the
‘t
g

1

etter “job,”
g task of 2

pensing their

eaci but it
atttnernent.

ecep
that the stars as favor

3 11133.31!

be confroi
ti

0 te

101

patronage o

31. D:

Universe ;
Nature ma

equilibrate her divine imp
an essential factor in a co

xmond S2

not themselves operators.

mutual dependency.
V

“My own will come to me,” but it will come only in its
own good time—not through any assumption of personal
privilegeon my part, but when my star, in its orderly sequence,
co ipletes its
then, will I
of tu eful ix»

rair

sta x
‘

sistence.

S!

y in

e as to ha:

w are of promise.

1 with
lg better wages.

uplex fab-

ordinary day laborer wo

zhe rare and equally pleas-
It will thz

igers are wholly impartial, dis-

ld secure a

s be perceived

such manner as is consistent
with the capacity to receive; just as the numbers of an

oratorio, though falling upon numerous -ears alike, will affect

,ys, “Laws are only mod
Man cannot be greater than the

and he is a law unto himself only in so far as

res of him an invinciblenecessity through which to
lses——a contingent though no less

ric whose fiat is one of

related to im

-monize witn t

Then, an

inging forces in a pols

ziividein

es of operation,

not until
omy
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XI

32. “If an ill lta xpeuing must come to pass, why ‘ e afviserl
of it, and thereby undergo the needless 3.1 xiety involved
in a period of anticipation? ‘Nhy open the door to calamity
before it has sought admittance?” One might with equal rea-

son ask why prepare fo winter, a.t rough its certain coming
is a matter withi; ordinary ken; or, why practice self-denial
in order to meet a note whose c"te of iaturity cannot be
stayed? “Had I onlyknown I" is but a sorry wailwhen evoked
by the aftermathof the Inevitable. Nor can it be the better
part of valor to draw back in fear and trembling from the
contemplationof thatwhich maybe vonchsafed t trough known
equations in the problems of Destiny. Wisdom neve" yet did
a hurt, and no fractionalpart of it was ever accorded man for
the purpose of working vexation to his spirit. In regard to
t is question P:olerny enunciated the following many centuries
ago: “For, i the first place, this fact ought to be kept in
view, that events which necessarilyan :1 fillyhap , whether
exciting fear or creating joy, if arriving in foreseen, willeither
overwhelm the mind with terror or destroy its composure by
sudden delight; if,however, such events should have been fore-
known, the mind will have been p eviously prepared for their
reception, and will preserve an equable calmness by havirg
been acc storned to contemplate the approaching event as

though it were present, so that on its actual arrival it will be
sustained with tranquillity and constancy.”

33. Many there are who regard the presag-3 of a misfor-
tune as equally to be deprecated as t'e fnlfilhrent thereof-
who are of the opinion t at at all times it is imp ndent to give
warni g of iznpe di g danger. I co fess I cannot view the

I  
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matter in this light.
except for a

conceming the arcana of the
foreknovmedge of things to come.

sion of the seer, by reason of this nea

terpret to theG0!‘ read, to i

, specific e

that may be reveale
or fraught with the pa

purpose,s;
12*,”ighterrnent is never vouchsafed.

ncl all inward. illuminationcon-

igher Law tends inevitably to a

It thus becomes the mis-
'er propinquity wit

nest of his ability the messages
:1 to lim, whether they be ladc

gs of a promised sorrow. r

35

lthe

with joy,
.[‘he divine

purposes cannot otherwise be so well subserved. The physician
who would attempt to withhold from l
dition when hope has taken wings and
his calling; for such crisis having to

ched, the prophetic amenities dernaIE?

is patient the true con-

‘lown, is unworthy of
his knowledge been

d that the i dividual
be apprised of it, thathenceforth themind may the more prop-
erly be administered to.

every being is never too weak to face t
said to me, “Now that the blow has fallen, I thank you for

e loss of my child, for in greathavi g forewarned me of t‘

the moral courage at the heart of
ill}. A mother has

measure I found myself mentally prepared for the shock.”
That mother possessed not only the courage of the Spartan,
but the wisdom of the phi
is to be willbe, whether the ultimationbe known or

times through preconcerted. effort cer

osopher. Bear this ir mind, what
ot. Oft-

.ain crises are seemingly
nullified or prevented altogether; but who shall say such con-

tingency was not preordained? It is certain that foreknowl-
edge w

pose is
for wit
be no com

CV6!

rich acts as the apparent hindrance to a presumed pur-
attracted through natural activities of some sort,

rout an inward ma

zensurate attraction.
g xet of sufficient potency there could.

Nature has a way of perfect-
ing her equations regardless of the units which make up the
sums; and it is at all times meet that we understand as nearly
as possible what our relationship to the impending processes
is to be. As said David, “Instruct

pply my heart unto wisdom.”thatT may 9

me to numher my days,
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34. In one of these papers reference is made to theplanets
and zodiacal signs as constituting the alphabet of Nature.

lect,r
of co: :1

That Nature sho ld have a la:
lot a “tois, not a 3

ication wt '

as patent to the ear attuned to he

is
roviicial h

ch has to 5

Jage of
7

oer own-—not a

ge-pocge, t in a method
ro 01]}! “ft u

- rhythms as are
1

ia-

.iversals—is
e passion

throbs to the divinity of the poet, or as was the music of the
spheres to the soul of the great Kepler.

our te
the la

35. M

nguage of t
easilyverified by 2

of our system of t nought,
s of expression, are UIICOJ

e stars. This is a statement that may be
n examination into the etymology and the

ciously inter
as well as many of

‘woven with

basic significance of many words in everyday use, and from
which fact one may well infer that t

8 enthroued in ‘L
nd ener

sits sornewhe:
velops a

music is the o

spoken lang
gene

4

guzes all of anii
e celesti:
ate nature.

ne Father of Tongues
fabric which en-

36. And to go deeper into the reason for these lingual
analogies, one might explain that, as a derivative chord in

tcorne of a fundamental harmony, so

age be regarr er

lay
as the reflex of ideas which ate

ated through planetary impact upon t‘ 1e thought realm.
As is well known to the astrologer, Mars begets aggressive
tendencies that are bound to be expressed in energetic action
or in a

find its 0

1

sense it is but natuial that W01

"ery verbiage; Sat
itlet in close appl cation to a q

gs of clespai or disco tent.

in induces to a sob-

Theuefore, in the fo
s desu tptive of

erness thatmust
iet task, or in moan-

regoing
certain

celestial impulses should be of a character with that planet
to which such effect stands themost intimately related.

Let us examine into a few of these words and see if we
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haven’t all been indulgingmore or less in Astrology triesemany,
many years, though 1. * warilyto our understanding. The real-
izationmight not be pleasant to such as would ratherbe caught
stealing a purse than to run counter withan ingrained, healthy
prejudice; but fact,as well as truth, is no respecter of persons,
and this is not an age in wild) honest investigation can be
consistently sl 'rked.

37. Now take up you

1

acurrent newspa ,
nd after me

casual su ey of its columns you will, per ”orce, be made to
read the headlines of, for instance, a direful railroad disaster,
the account of which is skillfullywrought by some penny-a~
liner whose dome of thought lifts Hm above all reference to
evil stars. Webster c_e ties the word “disaster” as purely of
astrological origin, from dis, to seoarate, and aster, a. star,
rn irg a malign influence which has emanated or separated
itself from some particular planet. In such an instance as

this, while the authoritiesare diligently probing into a defec-
tive signal system in order to arrive at a solution of me occur

rence that should have happened a hundred times before had
1e ical error been the producer of it, the astrologer w'll

calmly point out to you in his mundane chart the specific cause

of the casualty; a casualty which had strangely delayed, in
spice of the fat lty system refered to, until this particular
ca se had moved into a position s itable to the astral amenities.
A d. if the victi u of this accide t receive a cut on the coun-

tenance he is told the cut ma-rs the same.

38. Sublime truths are often stumbled upon unawares, or

practically forced uson one’s notice regardless of his seeking.
A friend of mine who had for some time good-naturedly
pooh-poohed my co istaucy to so silly a pursuit as Astrology,
one day declared that he supposed natures were differently
constituted, and that his was of too jovial a trend for serious
subjects. Asked why he had used that particular adjective,
he said he thought it quite well expressed a temperament which

"..
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was too jolly, rnagnanimous and good—natured for abstract
nonsense. I forthwith invited him to open 13: Webster, and
he read, “Jo*v-ial, under the influence of Jupiter, 1: re planet.”
His face leng tened somewhat, and a thoughtf 3 expression
crept into his eyes. Determined to give him 0 chance to
relax yet awhile, I seized a treatise on the subject of Astrology,
and opening it at the proper place, bade him run his eyes over

the following: “Jupiter strong in a nativity makes a person
magnanimous, genero s, ford of learning, of a jovial mind,
a lover of horses and of 0Lt(l0OI' sports” (my fliell was a

great f '1Cie" of horsefiesh 2 d went in for polo). What
could he say? Like a true Jupiterian, magnanimo13 in defeat
and typical to the last, he gave vent to a hearty “

y Jove!”
and is to-day a student of Astrology,becomingmore and more

convi lC8d of its truth as his familiarity with the subject
i ($182585.

Ir that o e word he had impulsively given expression to
the nature'withinhim, and voiced a language of which one

idiom had inpressed itself, independentlyof his volition, upon
the thought to he expressed.

39. And likewise is this nature co stautly and forever ,
in

sy nbol a (1 otherwise, manifesti g itself around. and abo t

.13; and man, whether of free choice or not, perpetually re-

sponds to the astral vibrations which roll in varying volumes
'nto his psychic sea from out the ocean of the great First
Cause. If Venus be the impinging force he is merry or hila-

,

-rions, loving or sensis , modest 01 a p; de, according to the
angle of the refractirg elerent; if Satui

,
he is calm or self-

centered, a merely frugal person or a miser, reserved or

physicaliytimid, all depending upon the dignity of this planet
at the time of his nativity. ' ‘he steadfast worker in quiet lines,
the monk, tie uiser, the organizer who concentrates interests
to a given poir t, are all l s children, and characterized in our

practicalnone clatore as sarurnine in disposition and tempera»
5
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stem.

ment. Diseases whict linger, preying upon ti
spirits, belo g to his reign, and because of thei
out er (1 -rance the
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TC flesh and the
1' long raw

cients rightfully ascribedthem to Cironos,
the Greek name for Saturn, and hence comes the Word chronic,
having to do with time; chronology belongs to the same parent
stem.

40. The S:
of Mars, just as the S9.
to the Mars 5

1

8

Therefore his audacity,energy and s_e1f—cor
med up in 1‘st a

principle 2 s interpreted by Astrology; a

knowledge be i

re term martial, wl 'ch aptly desc

a

turn characteristicsare directlyopposed to those
native is antitheticin temperame

idividual. Wlaile the one inclines to co

nd to devotional pursuits, the other revels in conflict and
strife, and conducts his enterprises along aggressive lin-es.

t
servatism

idence are 2

ibes th
ttingly
e Mars

(1 of its true import, it is
C. thou 1 110 C0

CV8

belonging essentially to Nature’s vocabulary.
41. In the medical science particularly are to be found

glowing instances of Nature speaking through the stars. Of
such is the word “chronic” above alluded to, applied to ailments
of a contractile,wasting, or of a purulent character, as rheu-
matism, consumptions, cancerous growths and the like, all of
which belong to the Saturn activities. “Venereal distempcrs”
is a term borrowed from the planet V-
reins an

name for Venus.
of the basic truth Ir
scattering terms so co

_.[P

oins, the matrix, and membe
to be found so i

'egnant with hints of a divine 1

ust needs, sooner or later, 6

C1‘

dicated in any textbook 0:

hence the reason why provocatives acting
1 Ast:

scious
theless a word

anus, who rules over the
"s of generation, and

ology; and
upon the generative

system are called “aphrodisiacs,” from Aphrodite, the Greek

'elationsl I

ow few of themedical fraternityare aware

-sin involved. One would suppose these
istantly in use by the therapeut, an

‘p in the universe,
irect his attention to the ope

SO

I

sesame that alone is capable to unravel the many mysteries
which enshroud him with a “confusion worse confounded.”

‘~ \,_,./~’'\\\
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Dr. Parker, FL‘ 5., states that “i "um ” was so reel
in Italy in the seventeenth century “because it was attributed

£9to the ‘irrliu-ence’ of the stars.

fastnesses to the co fusion of the Persians.

Also, the word “panic” is
from the Greek panikos, belonging to Pan, who assisted the
Athenians at Marat ion by cxeatinx terrors in the mounts’

Pan is ‘ acchis,
otherwise the Sun in Capricorn, to which Sign is accorded
rule over pans of Persia. Our language is also illumined by
the essentially astrological wo d “pecuniary,” as relatec. to
Tzurus (theBull), the secon sign of the normal zodiac, and
is from the Latin peczmia, rroney, a (I originally came from
pews, cattle, signifying property in cattle; and the second
house of the horoscope r les over rron-ey and cattle.

42. Many examples might t ms be add ced wherein As-
trology enunciates her tr ths in words strangely apposite to
the principles involved, appearing in differentages and impress-
ing upon various vernacularsthe factof a celestial sovereignty
under whichall are kindred subjects and to which all must bow
like.

Man-made law is arbitrary, adapting itself to the ever-

changiug C0udlti0'1S of the social fabric of which he is a part.
But the jurisprudence of Nature reposes in theeternal verities,
where truth, as revealed by the stellar doctrine, is the same

now as it was at the geniture 0
' the W01‘ (1, and as it will be

a thousa (1 years hence; and o 16 of these‘ days a fea some

suspicion of this fact will percoiate thro gh the cranium of
the doubter, and he willwonder if,after all, there isn’t “some-
thing in it.”
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“Man is _the qui
or a copy in immature

man. The congeries of
what we call man
on an irfrjtely larger scale
Universe reflects itself :11 man, and x
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XIII

tess

4.!

cc of all the elements, and a son o£_tt.e universe
of its soul, and everything that exists or_ takes

place in he universe, exists and may take place in the constitutro
’orces and essences making up the constitution of

of

s the same as the congeries of forces and powers that

say
5 called the Universe, and everything in the

come to his consciousness; and
this circumstance cables a man to know himself, to know the Universe,
and to perceive not only tha
to foresee and prophesy in

which exists invisibl
rc events.”--Frans

in the Universe, but
artsmouu.

43. The foregoing reference by Dr. Hartmann to themutu-

ality of principle involves sm-

verify througt rightf
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growth, the other tends to a subversion of truth, and is a clog
in themachineryof progress.
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And. thus it is there are many things which conspire to
retard the advancement of astrological truth: bigotry,precon-
ceived notion, a disinclination to upset gro *ded opinions, tne
di culty of adapting oneself mentally to strange couceptio s,
and, above all, the incapacity to perceive cognate relationships
in ;he interactio of nature’s forces.

45. In this latter respect, and because of its scope, As-
trology is perhaps the most useful as well as fascinatingof all
the sciences; for it not only comprehends the astral and the
physical as a 1*uaity, but likewise brings under practical sur-

vey this factof a mutual impingement in he s.1 ztle la ws which
constitute the iigher and the lower. It teaches the manifest
impossibilityof estimatingnatural values except through their
relativity with either conjunctive or opposing elements. Nor
may one rightly apprehend the why and the whe efore of
humar predispositions except through trleir homogeneity with
the cassative imp: ‘lses which throb incessantly th on ghout the
Divine Economy.

46. For instance, the sophist would doubtless explain the
multiplicity of amours which attend the callings of the actor,
the artist, anci the musician, as the result of romance, syco-
phancy, or the emotional weakness in certain a res; never

dreaming that the a*’fections, as well as all art, are allied to
the Venus activities, and that the very dominarcy of this ele-
ment in the astral organism inclines alike to idealistic channels
an to sex attachment. As steel is attracted so the magnet
by reason of theMa s sympathyit each, so does me individttai
whose preponderance of Verus inpels hi: to espouse a Ven1S

caring likewise attract to h'mseif the Ve ms 01 love element
in surrounding nature.

£7. Dr. Pearce, in his “Text-Book of Astrology,” vol. ii.
294., writes:

“The Lancet once remarked on the singular fact that engi-
neers have, comparatively,an excessive amount of iron in their

.1
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lzloox , and attributed t is to t eir absorption of f e particles
of iron in the exercise of theircalling; themedicalwriter being,
of course, unaware that those who naturally take to -engineer-
ing are Mars~men, and have, therefore, from irth a large

a 0 nt of iron and of re-:1 corpuseles ‘L their lood. If the
gineers as a y were alone dieting isher to the redun-

r‘a ncy of iron in their bloom, it 2 right be attributable solely
to their absorption of iron i their occunation, as the Lancet
surmised; but the same observation holds good with regard
to the great majority of surgeons and soldiers, who are mar-

tialists and distinguis ed alise for their energy, pluck, ant

endurance.”
48. The laymindmay readilyperceive the force of the logic

here involved, without recourse to techjcal explanation. It
need only be added that all observation along these lines must
ever tend to the conclusion that Nature operates -entirely upon
a system of interactions, and comprises in her areana that fact
of a universality of prirciple such as is touchet‘ upon in the
above llustrations. Arm. not until Astrology is accorded her
parental right as the key to all science, will the investigator be
able to unlock the door to the inner chamber, and find Trutl:

F0“ Truth is 2. capricious maid, and W1 °le ever seductive
in he manner to t e mo: est but persiste t s not who follows
closely i her ll: 331;, she wastes not her witchery upon themind
whose indiflereoceor whose self-sufficiencyprecludes a proper
appreciation of her charms.

use
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XIV

4;. “How” am “why” are very 7 sisteut f.» CliO1S in the
curriculurr of life, of a lawful utility when prompted by a

genuine desire to know, though ofttimes, I regret to say, they
are interposed with an ulterior purpose to confuse an unpopu-
lar hypothesis. As for example, the astrologer is frequently
challenged to expls in just how it e celestial orbs cispense tneir
unceasing patro age, granting such to be the fact; or why,
as claimed by the astro-physicist,planets deign to operate upon
things suhlunary only when in certain relative positions, as a

conjunction, sextile, square, etc., and on the other hand to
deny theircountenance when occupying intermediate positions.
Failingof a satisfactory explication of these puzzling propo-
sitions-, ye captio s critic begs to regard theassu uption as pure
fallacy, s::;d therefore 1.1. iworthy the cousidenatio of S€1lO11S
minds.

Indeed! Since when did Nature solicit censorship over

her divine ordinances? Just when was finite man granted the
playful privilege of planting periods along the phraseographs
of Infinite law?

50. Whethe o e would have it so or otherwise, a fact is
no less a fact because the “why” and the “how” of it abides
somewhere beyond the pale of human perception. The in-
finitely numerous parts which go to make up the mechanism
of a uuive se revolve and interact through primal mo :ies of
adaption, of 2 fiinity 5‘ d proportio , as in gravitation, cohesion,
chemical attractio ,

(1 such like forces, and will so maintain
their relationships with each other despite what one may or

may not believeconcerning them.
51. Bodies prope‘ ed into space we ld still persist in t 1::

ti iving habit of net lining to ca th, whether Newton liad’, dis-
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covered the secret of gravitation or not; whether Harvey had,
or had not come upon the scene, the lifeblood of the animal
wo ld continue to course through its proper channels, e’en
tho gh all the colleges of physiciansthroughout time were still
to ogrnatirre upon the rationality (?) of arte ies as ducts
for the circulation of air. The tides are not going to cease
their response to the motions of the Moon just because no

logical explanation for the mutual sympathy is forthcoming,
or because the supercilious sciolist cannot apprehend why they
should pay their allegiance to the lesser luminary rather than
to the Dog Star, or why they shoulc not ebb and flow at any
old time.

52. Were truth confined to the limits of demonstrable
physics I fear me much of that commodity would he minus a

standard of value in the realm of fact. But Na:ure’s law
ceases at the behest of no man, and obstinacy, (l0g7 iatism, or

self-su ciency as hindrances to nude rsta_ ding, can not prevent
her from indulgi g in suggestive hints, in striking at alogies,
a rd iusnuative details that point the way of her doing as

surely as the needle indicates the pole. And the operative
principles that concentre in and are diffused from out me

plane:ary orbs will continue to conform to their celestial
geometry, whethe puny ran deigus to acknowledge their;
ubiquitous rule or not.

53. Thousands of years of observation by students spirit-
ually enlightened as egards these arcana, have lelped to es-

tablish the fact of particular effects attending upo 1 these rela-
tionships betwecn interdepending agencies it the celestial
organism. The why an the wherefore of these strangely in~
sistent conformities uay seem obscure to the nmindful, but,
as wrote Lor Bacon, “We a e not to deny the existence of
a cause in favor of which we have a unanimous agreement of

strong analogies, though it may not be apparent how such a

cause can produce the e ect.”
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Through analogy is to be found many startling revela-
tions of God’s truth working well wit in

.

mentals su slii iely sim Ie, yet how complex as regards the
A mode: philosopher, in linemultifold differe tiationsi

e limits of funda-

with the Hermetic apothegrn as to the identity of the higher
with the lower, tells us‘ zhat “All things in theirbasic principles

.z.!7the whole by pa 2.

resemble a 1 other things, and we are safe in judging of the
urn own by the knowr, of thevisible by the invisible, a_ d of

While as a systeurof logic _ logy may leave one at about
the same place he began, it nevertheless affords a serviceable
glimpse into the method of natural processes, and theskeptic
as regards Astrology need orly direct his cynical attention to
some of the laws here briefly touched upon to be furnished
food for many a long day’s reflection In the meantime let
us suggest that no individual has the “right to assume an

ofiicious attitude toward a subject whose postulates he has
not examined, of whose self-eloquent facts he is uninformed,

1and whose inferences must ever appear to 1 in: as irratio lal
qua tities by reason of the peculiar trend of his tempera rent.
Ast ology has ever been a bugbear to t‘lB convent°o zal
scientist, owing to its intangibilityas viewed from his point “

of vision, and because the metaphysical and the abstract must

necessarily elude materialistic methods of thought an in-
vestigation

5A.. Asoexpressed by Franz Hartrnar
,
“The greatest difi‘i-

culty in theunderstandingof occult laws arises from thecircum-
stance that we cannot perceive remote causes, or seek to con-

nect 1

the two ends.” The how an

1 with ultimate effects, without being able to see

through the intricate network of intermediary causes between
the why a e thus so veiled to

the 8: se perception, and the CS its to be deduced apparently
so far removed from their efficient causes, that concrete logic
cannot hope to grapple successfully with the problem. Facts
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when not accessiblethroughknow 9 ineiplesof argumentation
may neverthelessbe determined througha rightful observance
of coi cidenc-es in natural phenomena, of analogies between
0 ratfve pla es of bein7, ard. in sL.ch like ways as must in-
evita ly force a co viction of the tax 1 of that law of inter-
actio in which reposes the doctrine of He sta s.

Granting the wisdom of investigation rather than the in-
difference which delights in denial, let us see if an earnest
enquiry won’t disclose a few aflirmatoryhypothesesmore won-

derful ti an are rreau cd of in ortiirs ry philosophy.
55. First, oe it known ‘Kat tlfe law of Unity insists

larization to a co uuou ce tre. While a central point of
attraction inheres in the atom, the atom as an organized form
of energy pays homage to a like principle at the centre of the
molecule; anci so on graclationaly from the lower :0 the
higher, the weaker to the stronger ocly of potencies, up to
the centre of the Unive sal Struc ture itself, which ma’ ta? s

its oneness through the comprehersive law of gravity.
56. 80, taking Centre as the fundamental premise whence

springs every value in Nature’s organon, we immediat-:.yand
with ease perceive its logical correla :e, which is Circt.rnfer-
e cc. These are the two propositio s of Nature’s first syl-
logism, of which the conclusion belongs more exclusively to
thedomain of eff ct. And between Ce tre and Circumference
is the playground of the essences and the integrants whose
orderly and incessant motions give meaning to the terms con-

tinuity, universality, infinity——~comprehended, all within tn:
confines of t at Cizc lfereuce in whose very nature is first
‘revealed the principle of the Circie as the manifest form of
radiant energy.

Centre is ubiquitous, and yet nowhere, except as a hypo-
thetical

,_
int; circ: nference is an nnmeasurable quantity,

beca se it is the embodiment of all that pertains to substance,
and fcr which "reason it belongs to the everywhere.

_.
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57. Therefore: Assuming 2. pivotal point as the centre of
Unity, and its activity as bei g necessarily in the nature of
expansion, it becomes entirely logical to predicate circular
motion as the indispensable prerequisite to every actualizing
process, and this through the: incessant, cohesive tendency of
the smaller to alig itself with the greater, and through and
by which stability‘ ecomes movement, force energy, and unity
diversity. He ce, all is motion, whether it be vibratory,undu-
latory, or whatever the theory involved.

In thus establishing our starting point, it should not 3e

di" cu t to conceive of vibration as the essential rodus of
1 otio

.
All chemico-physical investigation into the aton ic

world but tends to co firm the truth of an ever -varying change
i the molecular energies. '__‘his condition of perpetual unrest

amongst the ulti nate particles is one of ‘Divine necessity, for
orogress, to be eternal, demands that the principle of move-

ment be extende in all directions to terms of infinity. Were
a single atom to hesitate in its orderly function a co fusion
fatal to the vefties would i stautly ens e, and everlasting
chaos would be writ across the scroll of Time.

58. But creative force, being universal and all-dominant,
precludes any such possibility;and whether it be involutiona,
as in the difiere tiatior of form, or evolutional, as in the cer-

traiiaation of species-—-,tilityan adaptation must alike affect
the outpouring as well as the upbuilding. Of necessity the
sequences along either of these lines are identical, be the ratios
of manifestation inverse or reverse, infolding or unfolding:
each is dependent upon the sarr e law of harmony-—tne attrac-
tion of like unto like—-and without which dictum there could
be no distinctive expression in nature.

.

Hence, conceding active intelligence to the causative or

life principle in its act of individualization, the vibratory
centres thus set up must attract from somewhere out of the
primordial essences a responsive movement, else there could
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be no organization of energy. And. energy presupposes
Force, which in reality isthe causal principle, and in natural
phenomena this is ever observed as operating through a sys-
tem of geometrical ratios in every condition of the us iversal
substance, and to be found variously differentiated according
to the 2 xgle of impact. The anglemay therefore be considered
as the key to thescience of harmony,hence thepotential factor
in all manifestation.

59. Take the t ansit of a planet over its nodal points, or

where its orbit intersects the plane of the ecliptic, and great
disturbances in our magnetic atmosphere will be osserved to
take place; likewise in music, at the nodes or fxec points of
a sonorous chord a change occurs in the vibrations, and har-
monic sounds are the result.

Again, a proportion of two volumes of hydrogen to one

of oxygen form water; but let the angleof destiny be disturbed
or superseded by an excess of either, and to that extent they
will remain uncombined. Can any explain why Nature thus
hesitates so abruptly at this seemingly slight infraction of a

law of propo ‘on? Now, subject tl is water to a temperatu e

of 60°, and crystallization ensues. But why doesn’t the same

phenomeno occur at 58° or at 62°? Examine the crystal
structures tms formed, an most of then will be found hex-
agoral in shape, or possessing six projections arranged 60°
apan! /This may be termed the ar gle of cohesion, a perfect
afiinity between the positive and the negative forces in rature.
And that is just why form has "res lted fro n the unio 1,,’ In
other we (Is, this is a cornbinatior of the male and female
principles, indicated in Astrology by a six-pointed asterisk
as the symbol of the sextile aspect.

This unfortunate, proscribed cereliet on the scientific sea,
Astrology, with the temerity to cry aloud so mystical and
fundamental a truth, certaii “y cannot be impeached because
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of any hapl P7.3.I’(l or arbitrary assumption in this panicular
instance, where low is revealed eve in the icicle!

And the significance of the 60° aspect may be further
exarnpled by a simple fact in optics, and from which we per-
ceive in the astrological principle a correspondence wi the
polarizatio 1 of light; just as phenomena ave an analogous
hearing or all planes, each to the other "respectively. Thus,
by *'efiecti g a beam of light at an angle of 56° (a sextile
orb) from a clear pane of glass, and receiving it at the same

angle of incidence‘ upon a second or similar plane, a ready
re lection will be observed when the two planes are parallel
to each other, but not so when in perpendicular relationship,
As above, the light acquires new prope ties 1‘ rot gh polariza-
tion. A if this aspect in Astrology is essentially of the same

import.
60. To understand more clearly the true rationaleof angu-

lar distances, or “aspects,” let us first take the circle of l0l’.l0l’l
as the basic law of manifestation, for in its analysis is to be
glea ed the iuczer siglificance attaching to -the orbits of the
celestial bodies, and the i ward matting of their axial and
periodical revolutions. As the physical is but tae reflection
of the spiritual, to the latter must be accorded a geometry
identical with that of speculative matheratics, and thus tile
action of the psychic law in its relation to circles cores

obvious. Accordingly we are led into tle meta ahysicai do-
mains of this geometry, wlere it is necessary to recognize
the analogies between the elements of the circle and the
various changes of polarity in the life forces as induced by
astral ixfux; a statement whose real import may be more
easily appreh 1 ed by the co sparison of consecttive points
in the daily rotation of the cart 1 upon its axis with certain
aspects formed in the circle of the zodiac, the latter comprising
twelve signs of which two hours approximately are required
for the rising of each. In this wise not only is the corrobora-
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/2 are of the same measurement. In the year circle, commencirg
with the Snn’s entry into Aries, this aspect accords wit: the
May period, when the proximate principles of vegetation are

most actively in process. As truly expressed by Addison-
“The spring bean s

‘

e same figure among the seasons of the

year that the morning does among the divisions of the day,
or youth among the stages of life.” If the sage needed any
vindication of his claim as regards the essential character
of this aspect, here is Nature’s incontrovertible testimony
proclaiming its verity.

The next definite point we reach in our circle is the 90°
aspect, or the evil square ( ). Dynamically this is correct
as representing a right zngle to our starting point, an angle
of violence by reason of the cl ange in potentiz lity which here
takes place. As a problem in mechanical phfosophy it may
be aptly illustrated by that point in the arc of a projectile
where, having attained the height of_ its velocity, a moment
of rest, or rather displacement, ens es preparatory to its law
of motion beginning to operate in a everse ratio. This finds
its analogy is the season of the year when Nature reverses

her operations and the sap element begins to coagulate; like-
wise to the noon period of the day,‘ when the element of
moisture yie rs to the reign of l eat. This angle or square
in the Hipaocraticdoctrine represents one of the crises in the
course of 2, disease, becauseof a nailatuie with the zodiacal
point of seizure. It is here made patent thatthetruth involved
is something much more recondite than mere phantasy or

empirical assumption. ~

Tijs point being passed, an acceleration takes place, as

with the projectile—-tnough i the human economy it is not.

in respect of psychic gravity--and we reach the next aspect,
120°, that of the trine (A), symbol of fire. The heat or

life forces are now augmented, coinciding with the second
how afte noon in thedailycircle, and with the fruitage season
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of the solar revolution. Its character as an angle of attain-
ment, and the “Why,” is thus as obvious as is the mid~after-
noon Sun. ‘

The next magneto-spiritual poi t is the opposition (8 ),
180°, the half of the circle of motion, the sunset of the day,
and the period of uegatio in the life forces of the year. Its
symbol is aptly depicted, showing a counterposed spiritual
activity. The symbol itsmf is a combinationof the alchemical.
glyphs for day (cs ) anc night (P ), the positive and the
negative in juttapositio '”

In truth, t re symbol for the as ro-

logical co junction (:5) should be reversed when use in
association witha feminine or negative planet. The co junc-
tion itself, with its circle and projecting line, typifies the
extension of some specific influence; or, more clearly illus-
trated, a faster moving planet, having passed the body of a

slower moving one, carries forward or extends to another
point the vibratory essences 3f the one passet.

62. The doctrine of “aspects” is thus SCE1 to possess not

only a mathematical,but a chemic and metapnysical relevancy,
and in eed involves a proto-chemistry of a significance in
comparison with which other branches of physics can trace

only the externals of the microcosmic it. For through these
are determined the mutual gravities that unite one sidereal
element with that of another, translated into dispositional
and constitutional meanings»—-the issues and percentages of
whic 1 are July proportioned according to the type and
measire of the gle and the respective dignities or debilities
of the combining factors. And this applies as well to cor-

responding mixtures of cognate elements or substances be-
longing to all kingdoms of evolutionary life, whether of form,
of color, of sound, or whatever the organization.

63. That vibration or motional impulse--be it etheric,
mag etic, ynamic, or what-not——is itself the substance or

expression of that mysterious thing called Life, may be
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“Lichtenberg’s electricfigures sugested to Chlaclni the notion of d‘ -

covering the state of vibration of 9 tea, excited by the bow of a violin,
acting on sand freely scattered on their upper surface. . . . Vibrations
are induced by the violin bow drawn against the outer rim. The sand at
once arranges itsef in radii, falling irto the ton-vibratory parts of the
plate's surface. These ang es, thosgh notably limit are mathexnaticaly
C01 sistect, and exhibit d nite portions of the circe, such as a si-
sextile, sextile, semi-square, or their nltiples, as the trine or square.
So far as this ex riment goes, it appears to suggest that these angles,
which are prime actors in an astro ogical figure, actnally inhere in the
natural workings of vibratory force in space. It is presumptive that the

laws which cafl them into eiiect act in response to vibrations in areas of
the etther, caused by pl etary excitersents exerted upon the plane of the
ec ip IC.

"The results and probable workings of a getern natural law are
shown by collective instances like these, when the curves and radii pro-
duced are of a precise and permanent character, admitting of exact
,..[le35u!'P Lent, as here, and it would seem that they fnmish the principal
present node of app Poaching the question of the probaale infuence on or»
ganized ife of the vibrations excited by the u ovements of bodies in space.
We have 0 deal, in our ‘enquiry, with de “trite periodic phenomena which,
with the constant and uniform changes of the vibr ‘ons, return tr‘-ne after
fine to t e 5 ye va‘ue.”

.

65. ' his law of geometrical necessity may be regarded as

a fundamental one in every d
.

rtmsnt of physics. And
though the ’_igher i form t e nearer is it no approach to the
circle and. tie sphere, yet 3e it known that the point at which
the plane of one circle may intersect that of another is an

iznpinging angle, without which there can be no manifesting
relationship between the two. Herein reposes the doctrine
and the rationaleof theastrological “aspect.” It was observed
by I" any that in crystallization the decrease in the successive
ayers of integrant molecules took the angle as at point of
departure ; the seven valencies, or combiningpowers, in chem-
‘stry are analogical with certain vibratory ratios as treated
of in flre science of acoustics; while spectrum analysis reveals
ihe action of iuten al forces as manifestilg through periodic

sutio within the molecule.
Now, 1:. e use law obtains in the sidereal heavens as i

e lesser firmaments of the molecule and the ate 1; the

planets are but the bigger atoms, the mightier ceu es of
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energy, describing in their orbital motions the greater circles
in the Universal Sphere or primnm mobile.

4

66. In Aszrology the zodiacal ‘telt is the principal centre
of radiation i our system, because it encloses the ecliptic, or

path of fie S :1, who is our centre of attraction as well as

diffusion. Bodies moving along this celestial highway form
certain definite angles, termed astrological aspects, which are

nothing more nor less than points of contact for, primarily,
the induction of solar energy, and, secondarily,a proportional
i flux of the magnetism of such forces as may thus stan
related to each other. And in all “God georr etrizes.”

And i t’ is wonderful geometry is involved the origin and
thecircumstance of Man~—that interrogative creature who asks
to know not only the 'Whenceward of his coming, but the
lllfrtherward ant the intricacies of 1's destiny, that he might
the mo e intelligently direct the purpose and so “rule his
stars.” L

Paracelsus wrote: “Tl e action of the acrocosrnic influence stimulates
the corresponding elements existing in man into action . .

because the
latter is the son of the astral body of the Macrocosm in the same sense
as the physical body of 4 an is a son of the earth” (Labyrinthus Medi-
comm). Again: “There is an attractive power in the soul of 1311 which
attracts physical, menta ,

and moral diseases from the Chaos. The
planetary influences extend through all Nah re, and man attracts poison-
ous qualities from the Moon, from the stars. and from other things; but
the Moon and the stars and other things also attract evil infii ences from
man, and distribute them again by their rays, because Nature is an undi»
vided whole, whose parts are intimately connected."

This has reference to man in ordinary, not to tle evolved
ego, and states in general terms the factof a related sympathy
as existing between the Microcosm and the Macrocosm, the
co-attraction being only according to the essences and the
predispositions of one’s own constitution.

The foregoing statement involves a qtalifying truth Butt
Iittc pondered, and as rarely apprehended, a d it is this: He
who becomes regenerate i body and in mind is exempt from
sulclunary afiections, in that he is no longer subject to attrac-
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the cap of the “wise man”; under, similarly,the same illusion
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tio and absorption of noxious astral fliids; the hysical
organism purged of its poisons, and the So: I “defecated from
the dregs of sense,” no longer provide correlates to give lodg-
ment to malevolent entities, planetary or otherwise. This
adjustment of the constitutional aberrancies into higher nor-

malities is the alchemy that transmutes the Eraser metals
(animal qualities a d passions) into factlties responsive only
to the symphonies of the Universe; for S1ClT1 a one vibrates in
perfect harmony with the Centre of all life. Xe has fulfilled
the requirernents thatattend the “remission of sins.” And this
is the wise man who rules his stars (thoughts, emotions, etc.),
and none otherwise.

Unfortunately,here and there is one who loudly acclaims
himself such a ruler, though unversed in the ordinances or the
experiences of either physicalor spiritual alchemy, and so dons

as the one who boasts a putative intimacy with the Cosmic
Conscious ess while yet a 2 ey to verti_g' ous wlirnsies an

the stomach ache.
However, one may possess speculative knowledge of a

fact, though a non-partaker of the experience and the wisdom
which such fact involves; just as one may know the philosophy
of diet and hygiene in words and not in works; or have a the-
oretical apprehension of mystical arcana, but with no legiti-
mate claim to adeptship—-—~—he chock-full of theological lore, and
yet not know God. i

In these‘ connections, and as to one’s place on the path,
we are constrained to say mat the karmic pote tials in a natal
scheme are so xething which esoteric Astrology at present but
negatively discerns. No absolute distinctions are discoverable
between the horoscope of genius and that of mediocre possi-
bilitiesdespite the rules which differentiatebetween idiocy and
talent. The faculty of inspiration as the token of an older
soulh may easily supplant a d. ttanscen a exceedi g
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capacity for the inteiiectnal efiort that must remain content
to believe instead of to know. The antith-
properly registered in the birth figure, and
ceived if one cow.

‘re seqn

3e viewed as evide
civinity, though t

mensurate measure of the devotio

cc of past lives.

necessary spiritual afllatns.

id but lift a co

I have noted, however, in connection with 7
of regeneration as concerns the inherent capacity to achieve
1: e same, that planets posited in closing degrees of signs may

cc of son} ripeness fo
xe condition must

er of the veii and father‘

eses are doubtless
to be clearly per-

's problem

this mantle of
be atte1: ed with a com-

al strain to provide the

This especially as regards the ,“fixed” signs, in which are

resaeetively housed the four Royal Stars; and of greater sig-
e abide a group of nebulousrjficance, the en

stars esse

of Ta
tiailysubjective i

ms, whe
then 11!] rt. .Thei: bearingupon

the actinic ofgerrninative activities of the springtime is also

the er of '

snrus an

ciple in Nature, whc

suggestive, for the vernal season is presided over by Venus,
the goddess of love or unifying prin-

se associate in t. e fee
to

dative processes
is Memory (Hermes, the Initiator), the Divire Water (Me!)
that laves and inpreg
subject to generation.

And so with the human soul (soil) that attains to the
telestic jinction withpure spirit; which is eliected tnrough the
Iustral waters of Regen
Thomas Vaugha
transmutation.

rates the feet:

ieratio

” And this is tt

Tld soil (1 renders it

--the salvation described by
n, the rnediaeval mystic, as “nothing else but

e true and only covenant that
entitles one to the claim of mastery of fate, the rule-rship of
one’s stars.

Seek to no ierstand the XVIIth Arcane of the Tarot (the
Star of the Magi), whose cognate is Mercury and whose sig-
iat re is the letter I
be gleaned of the eaifu

?e of the Hebrew alphabet,
ctious of Mero—pe,

and rruch ray
that daughter

\\
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of the Pleiades (at the end of Taurus) who married a

10 .31.
There is ot point of :2 Zodiac teat does ot rovide

a key to 111 ock some gate that lest‘s into the ady of the
Mysteries. Similarly do the classic myths contribute illumi-
native analogues of truths that lie hid in the secret chambers
of "1: astrological organum.
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AstroilOJl;Y is con-

I

tri

Astrology and Medicine

I

XV

cerned chiefly with selfish abettals,
culture, lucky hours, planetary hair-tonic, an: the like assort-
ment of equations and wonder—ma

slind creduli
the estimation of a very great many, Astrology is con-

:ies, chicken

V618. In ti is visionary
view human frailty is of itself severeiy arraignecu on account
of the charlatanry thatall too freque

'

e of the stars, for a questionable service must inevitably
tly dishonors a true doc-

attend the imprudent demands of desidemta curiosa.
And yet, misguided opinion such as this is scarcely cens

le, considering thatuntilvery '

in the subject, coupled. with narrow bigotry i
3. {'€C€I'

the fact undisclosed that the very in
being were wrapped up in its ordinances, and that in these
same ordinances reposed the key to the planal sequences that
relate him to every department of the universal consciousness,
the key that unlocks those wondrous mysteries of co‘

tains 1‘ence whereby is revealer‘

er arcana of
. higlc

1'.

1: years the supine interest
piaces, ieft

’1an’s whole

‘respond-
the kinshi

the various avenues of rnanifestatio‘
.

6?. The ancients recognized in Astrology the only abso-
lute key to the Healing Art, because it pointed the way into
the very inner cl

With this searchlight of scie

thato
D.

nougho t

amber of Nature’s arcana. Without it the
doctrine of signatures would he a very sorry doct ine i 1d€Cd.

ce one may enter any dornai
he chooses, and yet observe the same worderf -1 analogies
which proclaim the omnipresence of the One Law. Dame
Nature is a stickl-er for form in spite of her varied peregrin-

60
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1‘atio s, an ‘Lough she is wont to assume a pa ently different
garbs her dresses are all fashionedafter the e fu. da 1 tal
principle. There may be changes of combination in color
and tone, but no essential variance will be found in the basic
pattern as first designed by this modiste par excellence.

68. In some of her diverge ces she chooses the blue of
Saturn as the primary tone in manifestation, as in lean, or

in tie element ter ed cold; agai she a ects the yellow of
Venus, and in this diffusive gown she introduces herself into
the mineral kingdom as Madame Copper, or in the emotional
realm as the personificationof Lorre. Though anon in peppery
vei she draws about herself the red mantle of Mars, and wit

..

.

ferce purpose and a iwon will she scatters energy where’er
she lilts.

69. So, whether moving majestically in the sidereal
leavens, on tour through the vegetable, tn-3 animal, or the
miner} provinces, or playing ipon the gamut of h

a

an emo-

t'ons, she reveals herself in seven specific moods as i dicated
in the order of the planets. To apprehend the impo t of one

of these individual moods on any one plane, is to have divined
its f 11 significance throughout the whole of universal nature.

70. As ?aracelsus says-—-“Thenatural forces acting in the
various orgars are intimately "elated to si silar forces in the
organism of the world; am‘ as the live

, to-e spleen, the heart,
etc., are thebodilyrepresentatives of certain activities,likewise
the Sun and Moon, Venus, Mars, etc., are visible represent-
atives of the correspondirg organs of the Cosmos. If a 1 an
get 2 gry it is ot ecause he has too much bile,but because

the Mars, the combative element i his body (the i1vis'ble
power that guides the production of bile),is in a, state of exal-
tation.” It was the spiritual cognition of this interdependence
of principle that constituted Paracelsus the greatest physician
the wo Id has known. H-3 read nature in to light of Truth,
w erei order and harmony, impu 5:. a :7 response, are e-

..
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as 1 eveal
, ,

in these similitudes w

exist throughout all her kingdoms. “If I have ma,

constitution, I can attract manna from heaven.

ir- co-

ns, in y
Melissa is

not only in the garden, but also in the air and in heaven.
Saturn is not only in the air, but deep in the earth and in the
ocean.

garde ?”
7:. And wit

cxaltation in Aries, which rules the head: l‘

at is Venus hit the artemisia t ut grows in your

is rosemary but 1: re s ?--who has his
ence, is a prophy-

lactic against giddiness and swimrnings therein, lethargy,etc.
Similia similibus curantur.

(life), it also c aresW8 131’ y antipatl

heat and dveyi g

say that to be properly vitalizing the herb
and admit isterei accor-

may also be of inte

The qualities of the Sun being
y the cold distempers

of Saturn, such as couglrs, phthisis,consrmptions, etc., by co -

yness to the thin distillationscharacteristic
of those disorders. Controria contrarii curantur. ] Needless to «

must be gathered
ling to the operations of its star. ," It

est to know why decoctions made from
the above plant are so efficacious in the treatment of impaired
eyesight, rheums, cataracts, and afiections incidental to the
eye. \_'l‘he sympathy arises through th-

re of the plant,
redical astrology, The meta-

ris ks owledge of the law of correspond-
ese disorders to mental emotion,

the eyes an‘ L

explained, it as’

physician, 5

e solar nat

y treatise o

ided by '

ences, rightly attribites th-

e Sun’s dominion over

as will be fo dd
\

which, in sense action, is allied to the spleen, conceded by all
astrologers to be

A word chronic, explanato
which afiect in a tedious and lingering manner.

opposite of the S11
.

72. From Saturr, the Chronos of the ancients, comes the
ibutes of this planet,

led

y of the att

by Saturn (melancholy), the polar

TIhns, Saturn,
if suitably conditioned in the celestial organism at the birth
of an i: (livid al, may incnce either to cons mption or cancer,
which as proper introduction of the Mars or energizing ac-
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tivities may eutralize and cure. The modem medico, in his
pleasure hunts for gerrymandering germs and ba "ng bacilli,
does not perceive this, for in searching with nseeing eyes he
never thinks to inquire as to their divine oaise, nor zealiaes
t’ t parasiti “ growth is but coincident as an effect with the
disease itseif.

But the medicine of the apothecary school lost its divinity
at about the same period that physical astronomy repudiated
its soul. Each is still truanting outside the hreastworks, sub-
limely unconscious of the feast of '.[‘r.1tn in progress at the
center of t it: citadel.

73. As aptly stated by Paracelsus-—“Thesta -gazer knows
only the external visible heavens; but the astrologer knows
two heavens, the external visible one and the internal invisible
one. There is not a single invisible power in heaven whi
does not find its corresponding principle in the inner heaven
of ma ; the Above acts upo the Velow, an the latte: eacts

upon the former.” What physican, if he be u acquainted
with astral law, can expiain why symphytum (the Saturn herb
comfrey) is such an excellent healing expedient in instances
of fractured bones? Is he aware of the fact that the bony
str cture of n'a_ is ruled by Saturn, and ‘in thermore thatany
fonentation applied to the ai”ected part when the Moon is

_

transiting the placeof Satux at the i dividua1’s nativitywould
be very slow and unsatisfactory in its results? Which impels
me to quote once more from Paracelsus: “Our physicians pay
no attention to the position of the planets, and therefore they
kill mote xatients than they cure, because a xedicine f at may
do good at one time may he injurious at another, accordi g to
the prevailing influence. ' That which is active in medicines
is their astral elements acting upon the astral man, and they
are produced by astral in uenc-es, and it makes the greatest
<ii"e1-ence whet e: a medicine is pen va er? by one influenceoi
another.”

i
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74. Astrology is so g
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mer’s compass.”
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in his care-
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and health.
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actio ,
a d "obi: to e ect. And thus it is but a ounal t -

rlency i ran, when conversant with a chai of causes, to
assume withconfidencea presupposition of homogeneal effects.

The ra:ionalityof the stellar doctrine in this particular,
‘cannot therefore he estioned, arm t is rot my purpose here
to attempt any justification of its preciiwive claims, Olly in
so far as those claims relate to the astral ture——or genesis,
rlevelo meat, and culmination--of corruptions in the physical
organism. M

76. Modern medical science, resting upon a putative basis,
is not only confessedly ignorant of the origin of disease, but
of the curative action of physio as well; 1:. erefore amenable
to the vagaries of a ‘oubtful pathology. No other condition
can be expected so long as it refuses to look beyond the com

fines of bodily tissues and physical atoms into that world of
causative forces whence alone the subsequent processes may
no followe :1 and nderstood. Only recently a pro iinent physi-

cian came forward with thean o cement of a ciscovery that
cancer was caused by animal zxarasites. Innocent protozoa!
As well afiirm thatanimal putrefaction is due to the presence
of maggots! “Those who mere-y study and treat efiects of
disease are like persons who irnag’ne that theycan drive winter
away by hi shing tie snow f'ro“n the door. It is not t e snow

that causes the wi ten ,
but the winter is tie cause of the

snow.” (Pan-acelsus.)
77. Far be it from my purpose to cast any disrespect upon

:hose noble 'o1lowers of the healing art to w om the amelio-
ration of h nau su "eting is as a religion; anc. mere at e many
such, but they are physicians y virtue of the nature witi in
them, and despite the empiricism of a defective curriculum.

The medical faculties of to~day are little concerned with
the spiritual, or the inner arcana which constitute the divine
selfhood of the real man, and which is one with the Universe;
11 cc, lack infou iatiou relative to the very groundwork of
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his constitution. "he strologer conten s, as did L e ancient
physicia s---such as Cazda , Gale , .

i pocrates--that in the
heavens alone may one hope to " d the key to ‘re occult
secrets of nature; not in viewing these mighty wanderers as

objects merely to be—-as Zadkiel puts it———“photometricallyand
photographically”disported with, b t studied as subliire sym-

ls of the Law of Unity which sta ips its one snc. irrriutable
1 xethod npo every organized state of being. S ch is com-

erehe ded in the doct ine of correspondences, a d a. 1 1i"edin
the tenets of Astrology.

78. The term unity implies a mutual dependence, a mutual
likeness,mutual values, aetweenthe integral parts of thewhole.
Therefore one may readilyaccept the fact thatman is not o 1y
a universe in miniature, a sidereal organism similitidinary
with the greater cosmos, but tl at he possesses all of its poten-
tialities centralized into specific physiological functions that
correspond to the orbs of the planetary system. And as with
the heavenly bodies so with these centres in man; they have
their times of exaltatioo or depression according to the expan-
sion or contraction of :1 e inne elements which com} se his
astral atmosphere. Fu thennone, as the Divine Will manipu-
lates the movements of the starry hosts, so does marfs will
—--an emanation of the Divine—govern the operations in his
own celestial firmament.

.

79. These astral centers may e likene to the ‘ympanum
of the ea ,

but whereas that organ is capable only to receive
and register physical vibration, the stars of the inner man

may respond to and absorb the outside astral essences, and
thereby, if such be of a vitiating or antipathetic nature, en-

ge der disease, which is but a condition of discord in theastral
vibrations, supexi duced by impinging forces of a dissirnila
character. It will be clearlyunderstood, howeve

, hat the
susceptibilitymust be inherent in the physical organis 1, else
no responsive influence from the stellar world will find 2, lodg-_
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ment therein. The following example will elucidate thisstate-
ment: If a man’s Sun (heart) at his birthbe favorably con-

ciliated with his Saturn (spleen), then these astral princi xles
will be harmoniously related in their hysi expression, nd
any subsequent transit of this planet over Vs Sun can a ect
him but little; but if otherwise, the f auctions of these organs
will be greatly disturbed at the period of such phenomena.

Hereby is illustrated that law of sympathy and antipathy
wlieh superv-en-es throughout the txjversal cosmos, for

‘\'l

“All are but parts of one stn dous whole,
Whose body rature is. and the Soul.”

In this idea of unity re ses the t th of intracosmic law,
a conv-ersancy with which is essential to the intelligent chag-
nosis and prognosis of disease.

XVII

80. Verifies in puteo was a. sayinr of the ,Ciex1‘l‘. sages:
“Truthliethat the bottom of a well.” This was but a clever
way of asserting that the principle of a thing was inherent
with the center, and could not be cognized by superficial scru-

tiny. No examination of 2‘ efiect, how minute soever, will
profit the student who cannot perceive therei the corgenital
re°ex of an essential cause. Nor ntil ‘

e apprehend tl e prin-
c°;2le of that cause will he be able to deal intef’.'ge tly with the
effect.

81. The ernpiricism of the modern medieaster is but the
it ral outgrowth of a. persistent refusal to examine into the
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law which govcrrs the spiritual activities of the physiological
system, or to recognize in the doctrine of correspondences the
self-evident fact of an identity
celestial fabric whicn revolves about

t .

for nsl concession made to the stellar hypoth
doubt and the current of uncertainty rr

B1111

between sidereal man a 6. the
U til there is a

esis, the wave of
ust continue to disturb

the surface waters of the well of science, whilst truth remains
unperceived in the crystal sands at th-

82. It does ot seem that thisdoctrine of co nesgondences,
as elucidate
Cong;

I18l’lC€S.

center of an a

The principle of Venus is identical whereve
p essed as love in t

of copper in the meta11'

111 Astrology, ought to
one with natuwl hilosophy.

with a multit

D8 CO"

2 bottom.

osidered at all in-
Nature dispo ct‘? not

do of methods in the execution of For ordi-
A principle is a principle, whether it repose in the

50:11, or in the solar point of a sidereal world.
found, be it ex-

ie hntnan emotions, or as the active sis

c kingdom; as yellow in the color
scheme, or as the iripelling energy of the reins in the physio»
logical system. And no note is sounded in Nature's register

though anon a 6
in atttnement.
termed disease.

83. Lest the claim that Astrology is the legitimate inter-
preter of the

iscord is a*‘o sed in one cl
t rat does not receive responsive vibrations from kindred notes,

iarnetricallyopposite
This latter is the initial step in the condition

tion, or lacking the scientific endorsement W

111211

lowirg statements by learned philosop
Culpepper, the noted I

ledical principle. be deemed a baseless assump-
ich this age de-

s of a strange doctrine, I call your atte xtion to the fol-
hers in natural law.

English physician of the seventeenth
century, wrote: “Such as study Astrology are the only men

I know thatare fit to study physicfphysicwithout Astrology
being like a lamp withoutoil”?

Aristotle a 1

were .,nalities entirely celestial, ‘pro
led that “thevital heat and radical noisture

uccd fs om toe light cf
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99the sun 2 m

s , withtheconcurrenceof all thecther s"*= s.

(Placid s.) ‘

Galen, the authorof numerous books on medicine, cau-

tioned the people of his time “not to trust tlemselves to that
physician (or rather pretender) who is not ski er‘ in As-
trology.”

Eli pocrates, styled. the “fatherof m ‘ici e,” asserted that
“the man who did not well understand Astrology was rather
deserving to he called a fool than a physician.” ’

Parac-elsnsmaintained that “a physician who knows noth~
ing s be t cosmologywill know little about disease.”

8.-. A physicianin t e Tondo press writes: “I 2 ice .aiu
:‘ at new moo s, an!‘ the last [811 "rant of dyirg moons, have
"stiuct influence. This has often been evidenced to me in my
midwifery practice. 5Why are labor pains strong during a

new moon and feeble at the end of a lunatic-n? ‘Why are

diseases of an acute or inflammatory character in the first
qiar he , nd 10 lingezing ard chronic in the last? Why 0

medicines act better when the moo is at the full, particularly
a solar remedy for a solar disease, e. g., gold in heart disease?”

Here is a man whose observation discloses to him a sig-
nificant fact that is repeatedly brought to his notice ; but were

he to propound his taeory to a board of non-cogitative medicos
:0 whom the celestial lun inaries, and t 1e vital ‘ eat ani ra ‘cal
moisture referredtoby Aristotle, are u ole ow as homogeneous
principles, what, think you, could be their reply? So strong
is urreasoning prejudice, that it is donbzful if a multitude of
facts such as the above, multiplied ad infinitum, wo lc. induce
the: tc a ecognition of the relationship between these cos tic
principles a d organic nature. And yet in the last anoint cited.
by the London practitioner, that of the magnetic action of
medicine at full moon, we have but the simple instance of the
vital heat (Sun) ard the radical moisture (Moon) in celestial
nature auivi g at a neutral point of expression, whereat co 3'-
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1

nate influences SIC 101°C operative i s ch strnct res as are

tested theretc, of who the cart and rain are specific ex-'
a lples, becausegoverned respectively by the sun and moon.

85. From which simple illustration of planetary efficiency
one may easilygo further, and assume that from out the con-

geries of celestial forces, “it re sun snd moon, 2 d the con-

currenc of all ne other stas s,” there must emanate xanifold
causes whit“: produce Eiverse efects in the organic world,
according to the cornmixion of the influences involved. An
unbiasedexamination of such facts as are constantly passing
unobserved, could not otherwise than lead to the ultimate
conviction twat t‘*e ancients “knew a thing or two” which it
were well for the zodem Zfiscuiapians to render heed to.

86. “Without a. compass,” wrote ”7r. Sharp; and it was

Baron Liebig who said, “'._‘ruIy one is tempted to adopt the
opinion, that among the sciences which have for their object a

knowledge of nature and her forces, medicine as an inductive
science occupies the lowest place.”

This statement oy so eminent an 2 other ity i edical juris-
prudence shoulrl afford food for reflection. It also involves
a probl , thesolution to which lies in recovery, not discovery.

XVIII

87'. Conside e by astrological standards there is no class
of ii dividuals so adapted by temperament to scientific research,
to experimental analysis, to occult dialectics, and therefore to

gentine discovery, as is the medical fraternity. This ‘ is
beca-se they function principally under Scorpio, whose ac-
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tivities endow withkeenness of discernment, fertilityof imagi-
nation,and resource in adaptation. This division of the Zodiac.
is oft referred to in Astrology as the “rr edical sign,” combin-
ing as it does Tn its natives tie ii iate magnetic,c rative faculty
with incisiveness of ju gment, as d skill Jness in handicraft.

88. There is a rgher ant’ a lower in. ctional plane in each
of thezodiacaldomains, but in none are these so widely diver-
gert, or so palpable in the expressive side of their nature as in
that of Scorpio, because this sign is essentially forceful and
self-assertive. it t ierefore
est, or else one of the
as the higher 0 he l0W€1

89. The spiritzal SO01

oecomes either one of the strong-
weak est signs of the twelve, according

*'edominates.
pic is intense and concentrative in its

efforts to uplift humanity, to ameliorate human sufiering, and
to e ect a universal betterment in the body politic. Such is
the palliative or construe zive side in its exp ession. The ma-

terialistic Scorpio is sensual, tricky, crafty, money-getting,
and indifferent to a ‘cum if only extra dollars and cents

may be made to multiply in the forced qu'ckening of a patient’s

1e sign.
es of the Scorpio qualities are to be
ks of the rnedicaster: :he hurnani~

oulse-beat. This is its destructive side, or the function of
Dissolution as portrayed by t

90. Naturs lly both plar
fou (1 represented in the rat

I'\tarian, the searcher after Truth with a capital .,
the truly

great; and on the other hand many, many whose so-e object
is to emulate theofiices of th:
to, and who ref se to

3 leech which are too of :en resort-er.
countena ce any fact not incorporate

in a recognized text—book. Needless to say, the ippocrates’,
the Paracelsus’, the Harveys and the I
this latter.

almerrxanns are not of

91. But doubtless these opposite expressions to be found
in all departments of N:

—rplan, for only hro gh
.ture are indispensable to her higher

relation is t th to he disce led. There
would. be no 1 se for a lever if there were not a fulc an, no

‘\
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92. This line or reasoning, when applied to the methods
of the two schools of medicine, must demonstrate the neces-

sity of -

naturz 1 processes is a spa
ual physics teaches us

trinity, anrl dynau '

hends a north and south pole, as in spherical bodies,
account of an equatorial line, so in all
found a true and essential lin-

ICS 3

that there ca

oves that all mo

e as elsewTCYC.

each in its proper place, for this fact of duality in 3,}!
tent he Rut s spirit-

be

1

o dtality witho
tion whit

t a

com re-

nust take
-ogic there is to be

3 of equilibration between any
two dis rnet 1Ca., y opposite t ieories; while eitner of whic if
e rpl asizeci alone would mean the etrireut of CZLCCL

‘s ti-‘rd eleme tI maintain that this balancing power, 1;
which constitutes the triad in a‘ fl philosop1y and in all science,
and in medicine particniariy, is comprehended in the astro-

logical principia, the art which harrnonizes the two, and
t

chaos.
irough cognizance of which only ma y order come out of

93. Thus, while one school espouses the law of sympathy
the other advocates the theory of dissirnilars. Both are right,
and yet both are vgrong, paradoxical as the statem-

appea
‘rule that won’t work bot
“Sympathy 2

,
for there is but a half truth in each.

1 ways, and as stated
id antipathy are two hinges 11

whole model of physics turns; and that phys°

ent may
11 is a poor

3y Ctlsepper,
n w‘ ‘ch the

an who mindsC.
them not is like a door from off the hooks, more like to do a

man mischief than to cure him.”
94..

knowledge of astral law is a deside
t be sufieripatier

But prope ly to

gf

appreciate ti? is do
atum.

om a Mars, or febrile

bl-2 doctrine, a

For inst ce, if a.
‘ sorder, and that

planet is afilicted from a sign in which he holds dignity, i. e.,
of a nature allied to his activities,then a martial remedy would
be the true correctiv-e, for in this case harmony could even-
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tuate only through sympathy. lint should Mars as the prime
mover be in a sign through which he can -exert no healthy
attraction, then me mecicines of Venus—-who is 's polar
op site—-—would need " 16503: .ed to, and "restoration would
“result through antipathy. Or, as Paracels s illustrates: “In
a case of dropsy (ruled by theMoon), it would be exceedingly
dangerous to give any remedy that would help to attract the
evil influences of the moon; but the sun is opposed to the
moon, and those reme ies wiich st;ract t it astral essences

of tie s
,

will co iteract tho of the moon, and 8161)}?
the cause of rlro sy may be cu ed.”

95. Practicingmedicos often find themselves perplexed to
know whyia certain line of treatment avails in one Instance
and meets with failure in another—is operative for good at
one time, ard either ha nful or barren of results at another.
That 5 ch eke pathological facts in practical aedici e not
be denied, and yet with the mystic key at hand, where it has
lain for centuries rusty from disuse, it remains for some one,
free of sci-mti "c disdain and self-sufficiency, to utilize it for
its ordained purposes.

96. It is irdeed a sad reflection upon the spirit of t e

times, to at the divine science of Astrology should lie neglected.
and dust-begrirned on the highway to Knowledge, praying for
a chance inspection by theunseeing eyes which conternptuonsly
pass it by. But, alas, the mere suggestion of astral physics
as of essential utility in the science of therapeutics is almost
e ough to throwa body of 2 suspecting medicos into a panic;
and to beard themedical hot in its d wit: such a declaration
would be to risk incarceration for lunacy,‘ though perhaps
after due thought there might be some hesitation in applying
to the malady a name so insinuative of Dame Luna, who
wieli s par icular sway over the department of the brain.

97. Apropos of this reference to mental affections, I migi t
cite anothe is‘ cc of the astral theo y in the tires re 1:

an

-n
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of disease. Insanity being due to a disorc 2, Lzation of the
lunar activities, may be counteracted by a solar remedy, for
the same r

'

son as mentioned above for dropsy. Paracelsus
demonstrated tl is fact y thesuccessful use of St. Johnswort
(Hypericum perfomtum), alehemically op epared, in cases of
obsession, epilepsyand mac‘ness; in fact,he states that “hyper-
icum is almost a universal medicine,” doubtless because of
the sole. sympathy inherent with it. The Sun, as asserted by
Aristotle, and so recog river in Astrology, governs the vital
energy.

98. The statement has been made in these papers that a

knowledge of intracosrniclaw is necessary to the correct diag-
nosis of disease; in wi 'ch connection I beg the reader’s for-
bearance while I relate a personal incident w. 'ch occurred in

.

my professional work some years ago. A gentleman, an utter

stranger and in great stress of mind, called to ask if Astrology
could tell him the nature and outcome of his mother’s ail-
ment. He was sable to give her birth data, so casting a

figure for the time of 1:’ re query I stated as my judgment that
the lady was hopelessly afflicted with cancer. He then gave
the information that this was exactly the question at issue
with the three physicians who had held a consultation that
morning, one maintaining it was cancer, the other two stoutly
protesting against the idea. Sufiice it to add, that the lady
succumbed to the ravages of cancer in less than six months
from the time of consultation. And thus Astrology, in the
absence of the patient, furnis ed a correct diagnosis whereon
a clinic of physicians, with ti e advantage of personal exami~
nation, had failed to agree. And yet the write‘ disclaims any
familiaritywith the theory or practice of medicine, though he
does confess to a slight acquaintanceship with some of the
fundamentals as expounded by Astrology, which proclaims the
fact of a unity and an orderly impingemei t of forces that
vibrate systematically throughout the domair of nature.

4
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he persist in kee xi g the winc ows of his soul tightly closed,
that the eyes of his intellect might see “as in a glass, darkly.”

XIX

nfi‘ 99. The recently well-authenticater re of a case of
cancer of the throat by the application of violet leaves to the
affected part, occasioned not a little surprise as well as serious
discussion in medical circles. This diagnosis, concurred in by
several prominent specialists, was further confirmed by me

l Chemical Research Association afte a careful a ualysis of
portions of the growth, thereby settling all questions as to 'ts
cancerous nature.

100. Despite rte professional interest thus attaching to the»
case, the real impo nce of the t eatment-—-and tle most far-
reaching if only viewed in me light ere suggest ---is vestec;

-, in fie astrological claim tl t all plant life, zociacally con-

: sidered, is sympathetically related to respective parts of the
human organism. The pertinency in this instance rests in the
fact that the violet is ruled by Venus, whose domai dignity is
Tau .is, the throatsign, and not in the pro abilityof its being
a universal mitigant in all cancerous growth, wheresoever
located. Were the intestinal tract (Virgo) the seat of attack,
it is unlikelya. violet ponltice would prove of unusual efficiency.
"

10:. And it is just here that physicians, unmindful of the
interaction of astral law, so often get sidetracke:1 in experi- 

A ‘*ese 3.16 ti the which a child might p:‘rCeWs.., ex ept ‘\
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mental therapeutics. They are oftrim-es sorely puzzled after
the successfc. actio of a newly d.'scovered agent, to fnc it
so suz pi isi giy nil in the next instance, and nat rally are prone

.to accredit the subsequent fail re to an erro eons ded ction
in the initial case ; whereas in reality two separate and distinct
natures, though seemingly identical, have been treated. It is
not a part of their present ethics to know that a medicine
whose speci e value accords with -the Taurus sphere in the
oxgaa 'c world may not exert so PlOtC J a vi t1 e as

.

,t of
stimulating, for instance, '

e Cap icon: or the Pisces activities,
though it might prove a successful remedy in the Scorpio
realm through the law of antipathy, providing the afiiicting
planet be out of its dignities.

102. By reaso of this V us synpa 1y, the leaves and
flowers of the violet are equally effics cious in all ailments of
the throat, as to silitis, diphtheria, q i sy, etc., though these
disorders, being inflammatory, partake of the Mars nature,
whereas cancer is Saturnine because commencing with indu-
ration (a crystallization of theglan s) and eveloping into
p adenic conditionsof elite ic (Chmnos, Satin ) malignancy.

That the e is uotli g new in this treatment, ote what
Culpepper wrote in the seventeenthcentury: “V'olet is a pleas-
ing plant of Venus

. . . used to cool any heat or distem-
perature of the body . . . to drink the decoction of the
leaves an flowers made with water or wine, or to apply them
as poultices tc the affected parts.” T 's noted astrological
physician also commends the water vio1et—whieh he d ,0 ii-
mates a Saturn herb-—as “of great use against the king’s evil,
and all scrofulous swellings.”

IC 3. As among a trir ity of kingdoms or planes, theanimal,
the vegetable, and the family of stars re pretty intimately
related. The moist co sistencies of the two zespo d most
readilyto the electro-magneticvibratio s of fie 1:‘ gird, and i
time and degree according to susceptibilityand relationship.

P’;
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streampof influencesforever interactingbetweenthosethatstard

elements t
et, so easy of observe
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u oug .-

it

thus related to each other. “Every metal and very plant pos-
sesses certain qi
ary influE11668,

lities 1'

and if we k owt‘
.at may attract corr:

1e infl
esponding p anot-

uences of the star,nthe
conjunctions of the planets, and the qualifies of our drugs,
we will know what remedy to give to attract such influences
as may act beneficially upon the patient.”
Modern medical science, resting upon a putative

(1Daracelsus.)
oasis, is not

only confessedly ignorant of the origin of disease but of the
C11"rative action of
the gist of the secret.

104. While the modern phar

physic 5.5 well. Paracelsus oere reveals

nacologist invents many
arbitrary combinations which are in turn blindly prescribed
according to the dicta of pure
herbalist based his de
operative betwee constitutio S

experimentalisrn,the old-time
cluctions upon a law of principles co»

cognate in relationship. And
no department in nature can -be intelligently studied without a

conversancy with these simili
the lower, one must mom

‘realm of that celestial symbol
only to the mysteries of Man, but to 2

Che higher the plane of manifestation the more sub-xo5. '.

‘It
tudes.

ism wherein reposes the key
:11 divine order.

‘

To correctly apprehend
the ladder of analogy into the

ot

limated are the life essences, and therefore the more impress-
ible by as

center to 1

re the moleein t
irnb

xanifold ir
lar sensitive ess of the vegetable st

es it with the power to perceptibly acknowledge its star,

sral influx. Thus, the human being is a responsive
uences of which theplant gives no token;

uctua C

while the metal and the mineral repose in expressionless
latency until aroused to action by mechanical manipulation.
But no less do-
form, 56 it mi’ieral, vegeta 351:

as a spiritual essence p«
3331ll 31. EVE!‘ 1 ki[:3

ervade and enliven every
g of the
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higler acompe (i m of whxt goes befo:e,
eacl

,6. i terrelating
with a kindredship that p oclaims the oneness of all

nature. Man is an epitome of the whole, a combinationof all
t

theparts, a quintessentia of the four elements, a

the trinity of kingdoms is synthesized into it lei 1ity of a g
106. The mystical worth ies who first travel

the stars, knew enough to in-tween the herb kingdom an

oeing in whom

sed the space

corporate in their journey a physiology thatshould not lack in
a single principle essential to a comprehension of the whole,
and thus the botanical and the astronomical were fox:
correlate to an exact nicety where the elements in ear

roperly u derstood.
107. In these latter times, however,

nd to

might well be t

were

. y am“ astronomy
ed the “two orphans” of science, because

of the supine indifference to their lawful import in the family
of Nature.

Moon area, is an eternal rhapsody.

XX

I08. Pen haps i
interactio so perceptible as in to e herb king
treatises, without suspecting the real importance of ti

ecstatic, while:
To the votary of the one the irregular branching

of the pefiicils of a pod: ncular tendril is a Jliss -

to the devotee of the other a lunar librationwl ‘ch ens ‘ales t
observer to see aporoximately 576 out of the 1000 pa

.18

Lflis of

no branch of N: tire is planetary rule or

gestion, make frequent al1usions'to t e i. flue.

om. 30 nice!
1e sug-

ces of .‘ e S I
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or to the Moon in its waxing and waning, upon certain
growths. A little observation along astrological lines would
have revealed a more extended analogy in this respect.

Astro-mefical herbalisrn has had some very illustrious
disciples, from Hippocrates and Galen up to Culpepper, and
to Siminonite, all of whom recognized and taught the impor-
tant bearing of the astral forces upon me remedial qualities
of euerbs and plants.

I09. ‘WI ‘let these curative properties as s eh have never

been a matter of question, the irratio al a d enpiric methods
in their use as practiced by the legalized pharmaceutist are

both inexcusable and deserving of censure. One cannot pro~
cced contrary to a single natural law without the sacrifice of
some specific good which Nature intended. Tie questio at
issue between the modern school and the astxo-‘sotanical sys-
tem which flourished in the age of Avicenna, resolves itself
into one of time and circumstance in thegatheringand manip~
ulation of the nature growths to be found in our woods and
on‘ fields. The later scientist presu ues Nature to be devoid
of essential mu :ations exce it those wnich relate to the seasons,
and therefore idicules the fact of constantly varying fluxes
in the regions of celestial magnetism.

/ I 10. Know thatevery plant and every herb is constitution—
ally in sympat1}] with one of the magnetic planes as indicated
by alanetary Jlership, and that the active period of this ml
coincides with the rising or south’ g of said planet. / This
fact becomes known through experimentation, coupled with
a knowledge of the correlations between these vibratory
planes.

III. In speaking of the rulership of planets I woulc. not
have one infer the power of a greater over a lesser. The
Moon does not bring the tide in, any more than the tide irrpels
the Moon to the zenith; the two are but simultaneous inter-
actions of the same oc lt principle in nature. And so from
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the rise and culmination of a planet do we gauge the time at
which such princigle to which the her?: or plant stands reiate-
is in 10st virile sctivity, for its magnetic tide, or inherert
virtue, waxes strongest in sy ipathy wit‘: re -rise of its at-
tendant star, subsiding again as it wanes from the zenith.

Thus may readily be perceived the rationality of piloting
the herbai processes along the currents of this magnet ocean,
wlrich flows anc- ebbs the same as the we ters of the sea. I Is
there, after ail, anythingso very stua ge or diff’cult of accept-
ance in this fact? To doubt it as 3. fact is to questio the
existence of a. law of sympathy as the equilibrating force in
the universe.

>
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11'». Her s, as so 1
'

era. to ‘s, are re tural eekicula
for tone attractio 4 ti .5. issio of s cl: as 21 elex cuts
as are necessary to a restoration of ltarmony to disorganized
physicalco ditions--astatement which involves the real secret
of how medicines operate. But in order to penetrate to the
magical curative faculty at the center of these nature organi-
zations, it is -essential sat theybe reduced to a state of absolute
magnetic purity, t at medicine and not poison be att act
from o t the great universal lat oratory of t e Macrocosz

.

:13. The importance to the occ it chemist of working
in harmony withastral law, that thereby the natural and arti-
ficial qualities of all things from the Universal to the Par-
ticular might be properly attained, 2.3‘ be the better appre-
ciated in this extract fro 1 Salmo 1, a astro-philosopherand
hysician of the Mi:-isle Ages:

“I. The time of the preparation ought to sympathizewith
he native production of the thing to be prepared; which is in
°espect of qualities :1 anifest or occult.

.

“2. As to the Manifest Qualities, that time is to he '

ose

i which they naturally flourish: wherein you are to choose
a hot and moist season for dissolution, digestion, and fermen-
tation; a cold time for coagulation; a moist time for distilla-
tion and melting; and a dry time for exsiccationauc. calcining.

-.4

“3. As to the Occult Qualities, the preparation is to be;
begun when thepla et gove: ning the thing is stro g and vigor-
ous in his house or exaltation, and in good aspect of Sol,
Luna, Iupit-er, or Venus, or all of them.

“4. The placeof prepare tion must be the laboratory, which
must hot, coi

, ioist, airy, close, etc., accordi g as '9
nature cf t’ e rrctter to be pie red requires.”

The significance of planetary influence, and its relation to
the astral pot-encies involved in all natural operations, is too
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icines,35 Ill

‘but which in reality are poisons most dangerous to the vital‘
principle in the physical organism. The alchemists scorned
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edi 8 ch imperfect guise.
115. The foregoing hints may be practically illustrated in

the following process on the herb pennyroyal, as an -

whereby through proper c

example,
nemical manipulation the spiritual

potencies in
medicinal form.

Gather pe
are in full vigor, when Ve
Moon be applying to a conjunction, sextiie, or to

Take a great quantity, bruise it well, and putref
"ve days (best done in th-

Noon) that the physical bonds be fully broken ans

‘ien mix with it a great quantity of
re weight, which distil

have you oil and water, which sepa-

thereto.
for from ti

1'5

tee to

ual essences liberated; t
in water, at least fou

in a copper alembic; so

nerent tnerei 3re

yroyai when g:

r times the

teha ilitateci into a t

3 wane of f

the spirit~

.18

een, and consequently its juices
us is rising or soothing, or the

Pine aspect

16

rate, reserving theoii. Take again the same quantity of green

tille
a 1d yeast (two ounces of suga

pennyroyal, macerate as before, and add to it t
1 water of pennyroyal, make them ferment with sugar

to twelve on1C€S of

ie former dis-

erb),
which beingcompleted draw off in an aiembicthe inflammable
spirit mixed with phlegm.
wise reserve.

with the aforesaid phlegrrc
volatilize; mix with it t’

ud mite themby digestior8.

7‘

J-

3. his spirit dephlegmate, and like-
ake the feces of both parts, calcine them, an

extract a salt, which purify an

e above reserved oil and spirits,
.

So have you the salt, sulphur, and

mercury, the body, soul, and spirit, the pure, transparent, and
volatile powers-——ca1le<i protestates by Paracelsns-—of penny-

the same smell and taste as the herb growing inroyal, having
the garden.

:16. Whereas the a

essence with spirit of wine,
theca y woul extract merely an

d discard entirely the faeces
wherein is contained the most valuable salts, rain water is here
used as the menstruum of nature by which to evolve the natu

rat water of the herb itself. In all instances of digestion anc.

..
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putrefaction, and more particularly where a ‘quintessence is
the end to be attained, a homogene menstruum--—as the spirits,
pl legri, or water of the subject matter under treatment—is
absolutely a requisite, thatthe astral principles inherent therei
be not fatally disturbed, or their efficacy impaired. i As saitl
Paracelsusz “ ve y fruit must die in that wherein is its life.”
(Archidoxiea) The use of this very word menstruum

originated in the notion of the old chemists respecting the
inf ence of the-Moon in their preparations-a fact sedulousiy
observed, in connection with other astrological requirements,
to he (1 of evolving a perfect, independent microcosm.

 

XXI

‘I17. The Moon as the ea:-.h’s satellite claims a Elistinctio
not allotted to the other orbs of o 1' solar system. .

oldix g
as she does a mediate position in respect of all terrestrial phe-
rom-ena, she is he chief auxiliary thereto and thus secomes

the spouse of tie Sun, and so do “all things animate and
i a ‘mate sympathizeand vary with her.”

While her functions as a translator of light‘ is oracularly
accepted, there is little comprehension of the method by which
she performs this service. When, however, she is viewed
alchemically as the racist or feminine principle in Nature one

reqwires but little effort to grasp the fact til at she holds in
so‘ tion, as it were, all the planetary emanations, and that her
In tual aspects are but the mas etic stimuli through and by
which these astral influences are detached and duly deposited
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each in its redestinated locus; just as an alkali or an acid
as a precipitant throws down to the bottom of the vessel any
substance in chemical solution. There was crafty logic it the
use of the sign Cancer by the 01 ac emists as a symbol for
Dissolution.

118. T1 is moisture of the Moor is the vehicle t .t a ects
theconductivityof the astral currents-—the insulation thatpro-
tects the solar wire in its transmission of the fecundative mes-

sages. f Hence, things of a moist nature respond most readily
to tie principle she represents, such as the watery element of
a y orga ized form; the sap of trees, the juice of herbs, the
Brai of [11 n, and the very soul of thi gs. ‘. As saith Ptolemy:
“The Moon principally generates moisture; her proximity to
the earth renders her highly capable of exciting clamp vapors
and of thus operating sensibly upon animal bodies by relaxa-
tion and putrefaction.”

W’hich reminds us thata recent article in the Lancet draws
attention to the moonlight upon putrefactive processes in
animal decomposition, to which E. S. Bryant 3. A., B. Sc.,
in the Chemical News, South Africa, contributes a possible '

explanation. The mystics toLche=:i upon the rationale of the
same some centuries a 0, but from a more occult standpoint’,
which leads one to suspect t xere is othing new under ‘Jae
Moon any more than under the Sun.

119. We have it from Greek writers that hunters, when
they sent a boar or a doc to the city some mil-es distant,
drove a brazen nail into the carcass to keep the light of the
Moo from tairting the flesh. Moschio, a physician of the
time of Euthydenus, affirmed that putrefactio‘ , being a com»
quation of the flesh, was more especially profiuced by the
Moon’s aearns, which carried with them a softening and cor-

rapt‘ g quality, and to erefore tended to the moisture essential
to the process, while the S n shed. a d yiug rather that a dis-
soIv'ng influence upon flesh. Likewise did Aristotle ascr'be
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vthe radical moisture in mun‘: s to the Moon, the vital

e Su
.

The use of the rail as a deterrent against putrefaction
wi undoubtedlybe looked upon in thisenlightened (?) period

::at to

as a piece of folly or superstition, kindred to many other mis-
understood rclics of an age when sorcery had its active vote.-
ries, anc. the rationale of magic reposed in the intelligent ma-

nipulation of certain subtle la ws
' nature, termed occ it,

though no doubt very si nple when properly apprehended.
Thus, thehunters resorted to the use of thebrazen nail because
of its astringent properties, a like reason for which the phy-
sician made use of the rust of brass, which is known to be
“contrary to p tr efactiou, aut heali g to cor pting qns lities.”
I t‘ ris insta ice 1: re nailbut attracted and centered abo t itself
the inhering p'r'nciple of decomposition. It willnow be under-
stood why brass weapons rarely inflict dangerous wounds.

:20. It is from th's moisture or lunar element in putre-
faction t., at are generated the animal o--ganisms peculiar to

putrid states; and si xilarly the Moon’s influence 0 seed
growths, wherein corruption, or the changing of the combin~
ing spirit into a moist consistence, is. coincident with separa-
tion and dissolution, or the processes antecedent to a reorgani-
zation of life-forms. An: thus why, in Astrology, it re Moon
is accorded overnauceover the embryonic petioc‘. in all fcetal
development. As is well known it this science, the watery
signs are the most conducive to germination, being termed
“propagative signs.” The animal embryo is thus nurtured in
a sac of wate .

‘

I21. Piutarcn, in Book III of the Symposiacs, says:
“Even in inanimate bodies the powe of the Moon is very evi-
dent. /Trees that are cut in the full of the Moon carpenters
refuse as being soft, by reason of their moisture, subject to
corruption; and in the wane, farmers usually thresh their
wheat, tha being dry it may better endure the flail; for the

V
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corn in the full of the Moon is moist and con lonly ruise«
in threshing. Besides, they say dough will be leavened sooner
in the full, for then, though the leaven is scarce proportioned
to themeal, yet it rarities and leav-ens the lump.”

Pliny states (Book II, ch. 41) that accurate observation
showed the art as being very susceptible to the power of his
luminary, invariably resti g fro 1 her labors at the quarterly
changes; adding, “and so much the more disgraceful is our

ignorance, as every one acknowledgesthat diseases in the eyes
burden increase and diminish accordingof certain beasts of

to the age of the Moo .”
i

122. To the many instances of
the luna* changes we suppleme

liar sensitiveness to
at the following as a”ording

a multiplicity of features worthy of cogitation. Some time
ago there was r-epoi
a young Brooklyn girl of 14
Runaway,” because
appeared twelve times, 0

.ed in me metropolitan press the case of
.,

who was designated the “Moon
unitg the year just passed she had dis-

ce at each New Moon. The astro-
student can easily perceive somethingmore than mere patho~
logical interest in t ese peculiar instanc-
how bl'n<i soever the family physician may have been to e

s-.ggest1ve correlafors: beca se of the
of the pubescent stage (a 111nar condition) as verified in he

as of self-sequestration,

ldonbted presence

regular ty and accordance of the recurrent phenomena with
the catamenia, ruled by the Moon. In explanation of these
strange vagaries sh-
ance of the Moon
she was ofte
ing 29 hours, a hora

but we we Id like to wager sl
r :2 moon rising, or was strong

‘set “er a-go ng.”
2 declared that so xething in the appear-
4 On the other hanc:

subject to protractei sleep, in one i stance sleep»
ry cycle tltat corresponds to the synoclical

period of the Moon. Somnarabulism had been a habit with
her since childhood. We were unable to secure the (late of
birthbecauseof the parental aversion to any further publicity,

e was born at 2, syzygy, ha!‘
y polarized in Cancer. Fro 1
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the unusual facts in the case it is not improbable there was

a combinationof all of these.
123. Aristotle aphoristically states that “no animal 6

but in the ebb of the tide,” which coinci
iescension from ti
proof of the theory
curred at new or

exceptions genera
-ever, that all tides, whether of th:
cnlar system, or

me meridis
that tl‘

ies
ice with the Moon’s

n. Dr. Mosely recently attempted
e decumbitnre of aged people oc-

fnll Moon, seemingly controverted, though
ly prove the rule. It may be observed, how~

: ocean, of the animal vas-

elating to the sap element in vegetable
growth, ’f.3V€ a close connection with lunar physics, a factwell
known ot only to the authorI
his learned contemporaries.
ancients are evidenced snch familiarity
opinion in the matter of the M °

natures as should, at least, attrr

e’ ’s in
c

00

tea
doctrine, if
rationality.

124. The paternal charact-

ot co dnce to a sitive convictio

‘XXI,

ustqnoted, but likewise among
Indeed, in the writings of the

and concurrence of
ience upon snblunary
est attention to this

of its

er of Hippocrates in connection
with the science of medicine has endowed ,him with an atmos-

phere of authoritynaturally endearing to the hearts
latter-day followers. It is presumable, however, tl:

of his
.

at most of
these are but relatively ‘familiar with the more important
teachingsof thisgreat mast-
drifted wlolly away from tne basic doctrine in which 1--

the fundarnentz

er, for as a body they seem to have
eposed

is of his philosophy. This is chiefly in refer-
ce to the a of P) ognosis, of whip‘

e

1 latter-cay practitioners
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are admitted
lowirg excel

Circular:
“Remarkable is the fact that the study of prognostics

should be so neglected at the present day, when we reflect
how much this department of rnezlical science was cultivated
at a very early riod in the history of medicine. Some have
gene so far as to say that the science of prognosis has ad-
vanced hut little since the time of Hippocrates; and certainly
if we corr pare its progress with that which has been made in
diagnosis, in pathology, and in therape tics, we must admit
that it has bee comparatively at a standstill.”

125. This writer, waetherpurposely 01 ot, carefully re-

frains from any attempt to hypothesize upon this state of
affairs, though he might have found the reason altfding very
comfortably in the Hippocratic literature, wherein is set forth:
“It is the best thing, in my opinion, for a physician to apply
himself diligently to the art of foreknowledge, for he who is
master of this art, and shows himself such among his patients
with respect to what is present, past or future

. . .
will

give such proofs of a superior lcrowledge in what relates to
the sick, that 1‘ re generality of rren will co in ilt themselves
to that physicia Wltlf10.1t any marner of diffidence.”

There can be no q-,estion as to the meanirg intended to
be conveyed in the word “foreknowledge,” and the grand
desideraturn therein implied, for Hippocrates had no hesitancy
in declaring that “the man who did not well understand
astrology was rather ceserving to be callec. a fool than a

physician.” The medical scientist of to-day, uninfoi lied of
the syrnbolical co respondence of the heavens with the huma
economy, is much disposed to attribute this predilectionof the
master to the proverbial “streak of folly and superstition”
believed to be indispensable with a man of genius and
character.

y 2 6 wofully ignorant, as j dge f to 1 the foi-
t fro u 9 copy of the London Medical Press and
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governs

is uriiWill.

Astrosophic }3’r£m:ig>les or

I append here an astroiogical figure euiled from my note-
k, illustrativeof the Hippocraticdoct ‘inc of “criticalgays,”

for the decumbitureor first seizure in a ty .:hus case that came
under my otice. The cha . is so aua ged as to ex able the
lay mind irra measure to follow the judgment given thereon.
W1 ile a figure drawn for the time of falling sick is chiefly
for the purpose of prognosis, ’r re testimories shown are more

frequently the 1 otherwise an i to dias rosis. So it w: s in
this case. -

It wiii be observed that the ascendant is afiiicted by Mars.
in conjunction with the Moon in ]_.ibra—~—-a febrile condifo °
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in a nerve 3 sign. The character of t} e 1513(1)’ is he: —. plair Iy
evi_e-nt, as the gentleman, af.e* a night of sieeplessnesss and
inte ittent chills arose witha severe headache (theascendant
governs the head), but his temperature rising alarmingly he
re med to 1 ‘s bed at 9 o’clock, me time for which the figure
is ' rs wn. Regavding the conjunction above mentioned at theu.
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time of decumbiture, Lil.
, the noted astrologer of the seven-

tee 1th century, wrote: “Moon in Libra conjunction More-.———-
The patient is grieved with plenitude of blood, and from 1: at
£31.56 has high pulse, no "rest, is feverish, and an it amxnation
all over the body. Violent fevers often follow.”

The Sun is here also going to an -evil aspect, a semi-square
(45° apart) of Mars; but as he was supporter by a £2 vor-
a xle tiine (I20° apart) with Satin 1, who rules the fourth
house, or d of the matter, judgment pointed to a ‘ave able
termination.

Now let us note thecritical days, and see wherein Astrology
is 2 truthfilexpounder of the law. On the nth ie Moon
formed a semi-square with Mercury, wlro rules the mental
activities. The “coma vigil,” so characteristicof the cisease,
was much in evidence on this day, as well as bowel consti-
pation \Me*~cury in Virgo, ruling the bowels). When the
Moon passed the be-nefic Jupiter in the evening of the 12th
an apparent improvement came, but as she immediately
squared Venus the patient relapsed into the regular trend.
On the early morni: g of the sixthclay, when the Moon passed
Satuz (I; ), indications o

'

a crisis set in; but as this point
is supported by a trine with the Sun, the usual critical period
was delayed until the morning of the 17th, at which time the
Moon former‘ the square wih her own place and thatof Mars
in the figure. The COn(fili0'1of the patient was now such as
to arouse the gravest anxiety, so much so that the attending
physician, who had not familiarizedhimself with the Hippo-
cratic philosophy,held out absolutely no hope. Any compe-
tent astrologer, howeve

, could at the beginning not only have
anticipated the exceedinr gravity of this period, made doublyO

doubtful by the square with Mars from the cusp of the fourth
house (the grave) at the acme of the fever, but could have
given genuine solace ir the favorable aspect between the Sun
(life) and Sa rn, rule‘ of thismansion.

Some troublesome sequelae naturally resulted, but a pal-
pable subsidence of the fever came on the 19th, with Moon in
trine with ascendant and Mars, followed by low heart action
on the zothfwiththe Moon in oapositioo oi the Sun in Leo
(theheart). The crisis on the 23d was not so markedas might
have been expected, with Moon opposition of Mars and
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ascendant. This 1 ascribed to re fact that the Moon imme-
diately after former. a trine spect wit the benefic Venus,
ruler of the figure, which hrouz It it most favora le change,
followed by a gradual recovery.

In this example is to he found completely Verified 3 train
of preordained incide ts. Ani the Hippocratic doctrine
aluded, to in these papers rests in the rationality of t {C law
ti us cursorily expounded, the full appwzhension of which is
not to be attained except through the interpretative system of
Astrology; hence the reason for the reference made by this
philosopher to the incapacity of the physician who is not
familiarwithastral physics.

I26. I am frequently asked to account for the strange
alienationof Medicine from Astrology, if, as claimed, theprin-
eipia of the £0 oer is vested in the ratio tale of the latter. The
same question might be propounded i1 aespect to astronomy
and to the various theologies, for ir the answer to the one is
contained the reason for the derelictions of the others.

The explication is to be founc in the natural law of cycles
(cyclus, a circle), in which duality, o the spiritual and the
material, is alternately manifested through the two arcs of
circular motion designated as centripetal and centrifugal, or

the advance and recessional movements in the scheme of
eternal progress. As evidences of this statement, take the
twenty-four hour measurement as embracing the :,ay and the
night; the lunar month with its two periods, that of increase
and decrease; theannual solar revolution wherei sou xer and
winter are the positive and negative poles of activity; and,
greater still, the precession of the equinoxes, in which the
Sun’s equatorial passage throughone of the signs of the Zodiac
consti tes a sub-cycle of 2160 years.

127. The last cycle of ti is cha.racter——in which the equi-
noctial point receded through Pisces, the sign of the fishes---
was completed in 1881. Subtracting from thatyear the 2160,
we have the beginningof the first half or sp'ritual arc of the
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cycle at 279

’

.
C. This ushered i the Alexandria: 2 ad L el-

lenic schools of philosophy, which dealt with the inhering
principles belonging to the eternal and the immutable, and
gave to us sys :ems of thought which had to do withcosmology
in its comprehensive, spiritual sense; a id a little later, on the
up-grade cf the are, c ue the Messiai ic doctrine, t re Christ
‘religion of love and brotherhood, and the declaration of its
chief personage that His mission was the fulfillment of the
Law and the Prophets.

128. Now, as in t e daily,the lunar and all cycles whatso-
ever, this are comprised one-half of its geometrical value, or

1080 yes rs, which xrings us to A. D. 801, where we pass into
the recessional or negative half of the cycle. What does the
law now disclose to us? The creation of the Holy Roman
Empire, A. D. 800, followed by the estrangernent between the
West and theEast; thedislike an the list .15’: of the grandeu
of Greek institutions and Greek c 1: re; the assumption ay the
c urch of the dispensi 5; power; he co sequent promulgation

‘ of doctrines without soul, and tie multipication of dogmas
and creeds, each drifting further and f111’t‘l:‘3I‘ away from the
Christ or Nature principle. And fro: this time forward. on

the downward cycle, throughout the ark ess and the horrors
of the Middle Ages, with its feudal c its and their doctrines
of forfeiture and eternal da nnation, and into the immediate
Past from which we are just emerging, Irrationalism, as the
outgrowth of man-made ethics, dominated all in its path-
science, literature, at i, and t re reigi of creeds almost who ‘y
o scurer‘ the sunlight of spiritual t 1th.

Ca st now see the reason for the severance of Medicine
from Astrology, the handmaid of Nature and tie true inter-
preter of the Wisdom Religion? And is it any wonder that

ot Medicine alone, bit Astronomy, wit the arts and the
scie ces, should also eve hows their heads in meek servility
to the reig i g powe and rave drifted. away from the paternal
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unity in proportion as the circumference receded from the
center?

129. An all-wise dispensatio
xasms, ger erally i‘

i

re 1 the persons of metaphysicians, seers :2

however, bridges over these
id

prophets whose incarnationsseem to be for that purpose. Of
such were fiacon, Baracelsns, Cardan,
per, Lieut.
important 1;) 'losophyof the

Kepler, Lilly,Cuipep—
Morrison (Zadkiel L), without whom the most

Egyptians and the Chaldeans, and
the teachings of Ptolemy, Aristotle a

have been entirely swallowe

law in nature.

:1 up in the 1

—-obliterated by the negative activitiesof

d Hippocrates, would
ight of ‘Materialism
a seemingly adverse

130. To the incoming of the new cyc.e, that of Aquarius,
tie Sign of the Man, is due the recru

to ese hig‘ er themes, particular
lad to say that to try certain kr

siciars are now secretly close stude

[1 y in Astrology, a

owledge a number of, phy-
‘ts of the stellar science.

For the edification of those who are not, the next paper

iescence of interest in
d I am

in this series will treat of the logic of cycles in connection with
the ippocax.

XXIII

131. It is
it
cine against Asti
unfortunately ca

use to bewail so lamentable a co

mot be gainsaid—-any
dition. Naturally i

atic doctrine of critical days.

necessary here to record any of thecumulative
nstances of expressed hostilityof the modern schools of medi-

'ology. That such has long been zeir attitude
more tharr it is of any

this
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egoistic age tnere 31¢ ma:iy
trnize spiritually, m'
spection, and such as

sentable fact rather than be spoliatea. of a pet prejudice.
obstinatelyarrayec‘ ag. inst

'

g from their spiritual
' erefote, the

no man nor body of m

truth without in that degree excl 61
atmosphere the sunlight of illumination. '1‘

dsi
iinds mi us flue power to scru-

versed i tire magic art of intro-
are disaosed to turn aside from a pre-

en ever stood
But

eg-
lect is one which reflects chieflyupon the schools and perhaps
is of no consequence to Astrology except in so far as it deprives
a sufifering humanity of such beneficence as Nature, properly
approached, is ever read

t these mode:I39. T
of the fans et origo

by a. one-sided investigation; for to be persistently ex

y to accord her children.
1 savour should continue i,_., 019.111:

of pestile tial disease, is therefore not
a latter for wonder in view of the limitations thus enforced

ored
of the shadows in nature is to remain ever insensible of the
substantial principles whence emanate tl

I33. It is ahnosti
ese sirnulacra.

credible, however, that the fact of the
periodical tendency of epidemics should not lead them un-

erringly to the contemplation of regularly recurring causes,
such as might logical!
the heaven y bodies, and cong
divine mea mg a cl 51

y be looke

.ggestior .

for in the orderly or its of
30115 afiections so pregnant with

If these scientific individuals,
whose pleasure it is to seek to discredit celesfal agency in

ing withhis pockets F

h man affairs, were to observe a man wending his way at
stated intervals in a certain direction, and as regularly ret

tive instincts of said 1

to remai inditfe ent to the coincide
divi 215 would not to
fed withgold, I warrant tr

me

e e ac: isi-
lo g allow them

ce. Were they, like the
astrologer, but similarly intent with hunger for the wealth of
wisdom and a knowledge of the method of God's doing, they
could not for long refuse to examire fun lamentals, or fail
to catch the melody of Nature's c ivine syrchronals.

134. For purposes of a clear or concept astrologically,

..d
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.9diseases may be classed as of two general types: s, ra ic, such
as are confined to single or scattered instances; and pandemic,
or such as are incident to a zultitude. The former, primarily
induced throiugh stellar contrarieties affecting the individual
nativity, has already be toucfred. upon in these papers, to-

gether with "ts rationale. "_[‘he latter as bearing upon the
subject in its more comprehensive aspect, wiil admit of a

treatment doubtless more lucid and credible to the lay mi do
than is possible when dealing with tl‘e complexities of natal
astrology.

I35. Involved with this aspect of the question is the one

of personal liabilityto pestilential outbreaks, and the fact of
scores being drawn into the vortex regs rdless of horoscopes

ficial thinker along these lines this would seem wholly at
variance with the fundamentalprecept that in thenatal scheme
must needs be found a presage of every ulti ration to which
the ego is entitled. Nor is this conjecture opposed to the
rules of art, except in its failure to give due importance to
u_.iversals as distinguished from particulars. As wrote
Ptolemy (Tetmbiblos,b. i., c. 3), “It is further to be re-

mark-ed that man is subject not only to events applicable to
his own private and individual nature, but also to of nets

arisirg from general causes . . .
since a greate do more

powerful agency must of course absorb and overconre one

ti‘at is more minute and weaker. In great changes, therefore,
where a stronger cause predominates, more general a ections
are put in operation; but affections which attach to one in-
divi :1 solely are excite when his own natural constitution,
peculiar to himself, may be overcome by some opposing im«
pulse of the Ambient, however small or faint. And in this
point of View it is manifest that all events whatsov-er, whether
gen ral or particular, of which the primary cause is strong

d irresistible, and against w ich no othe contrsry ag cy

:-
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has sufficient power to interpose, must of necessity be wholly
fulflled.” .

136. To pa aphzase, in every horoscope there exists an

ity for the locality to which said native gravitates.
Should that locality, consistent with natural law, become the
point of manifestation for the joint action of cosmic and
t uric forces—the one of ecessity co-ordinating with the
other——then every ii ‘iabitant as a integral factor in ‘re body
cpoiitic of such locaiity is liable to its affections, and the
liability is to be inferred from the natural sympathy which
constitutes any individual a part of that particuiar whole.
The storm that sweeps everything before it, wreaks celestial
vengeance upon a community of i terests, nor may the poor
Wayfarer who hides i its path clai u the right of exemption;
the boat that carries down with it thrice a hundred souis
enacts a law of fulfihment, and the passengers are sacrificed
becauseof the fated sympathy which enrolled their names on

the cabin iist; while toe victims to the malignity of endenical
disease but heip make up a sum

' the probiem of a general
destiny.

G-en-eral causes are thus shown to operate in a degree
superior to the astral eco: omy 0' the individual, which in a

measure is ever amenable to the envi*oning influence.
aving dis ser of F is at ment, which for long has

proven a morsel of rare sapidity to re palate of the sophist,
as well as somewhat of a. perplexity to the mind of the r‘e—
voted student, we will proceed to incuire into the constitutio
pestilem as a concomitant of these same superior causes.

13?. The consensus of opi ion of medical writers upon
the subject strangely converges in the theory of organic im—

,

purities in the atmosphere, though being “of the earth earthy,”
they are too prone to adjudge this condition as primarhy due
to teliuric magnetism. Noah Webster sought to esta xlish a

connection between volcanic action an: the pi evaie cy of
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disease, and while the poi t assu red is of seco dary i.upor-
tance i tlat it holds a suggestive relation to the ntinimum
sm—spot periods, or times of diminished magnetic fiuxions,
yet he failenemight say egregiously—in even attempting
an inquiry into the primary cause of such action, beyond tha,
afforded by atmospheric pressure. Iad e but sought the
co ection between planetary polarities and the repressive
effect of the atmosphere, he would have neared a solution to
the problem. But, as with the hard-shelled scientist, he
stopped short at this point, doubtless in fear least it lead him
dangerously n r the environs of Astrology. That volcanic
eruption is re 5 lated by electrical con itions in the atmos-

phere is a fact attested to by the fishermen of tlse Lipari
Islands, who noted the unfailing increase in the vigor of
Stromboli during stormy weather; and astro-meteorology has
pretty well proven the connectionbetween side-real anc. weather
phenomena.

138. This fact of a stag a t atmosphere as confucing to

pestilentiai disorders, is well nigh accepted as a miversal
hypothesis, though our medical worthies, fearful of venturing
upon proscribed territory, dare not -extend their logic beyon
the pale of material contact. Dr. Kilsali, an authority on

Asiatic cholera, ascribed that d'sease to specific miasms e -

gendered by telluric gases; therefore, having made known this
fact, it did not further concern him to remember that it is
equally the dutyof the physician to be able to foretell the
recurring periods of so fearful a malady.

I39. It is recorded that the “black death,” which dev-
astated many countries in the middle of the fourte th
century, was preceded by “stinking mists,” anr‘ according to
a writer in The Cornhil! Magazine, “Earthquakes were fr-3»
qucnt just before the outbreak, and volcanoes assumed Ln-

wonted activity. . . .
The air over the sea was i fected as

well as that over the lam .” Yet this writer was forced to

K)¢‘\»»; '

l rialiir
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far.)
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admit that the cause of this noxious influence was “still a

sealed volume.” Had it been suggested to him that the causes

of these deadly vapors, e earth's eruptions, and fife seismic
disturbances, were one and identical, and to be fo nd beyond
rathe: * n wi J, the cart sphere, his mental equipment
would doubtless have suffered a vertigo sirniiar to the ter-
restrial ones under consideration. He might further have
been informed that it is a matter of common knowledge with
astra philosophers that a naxim in of celestial iniiux—such
as is involved i a series of teat conjunctio .s—-eve: co: re-

spords wifln the maximum of virulence in disease. Also i
is case the astrologer must take exception to the statement

of causes being “a sealed volume”; for just preceding this
visitation Saturn and Jupiter were conjoined in Aquarius (an
ai"y sign), followed two years later by a conjuncfon of
U"anus with Jupiter and Sat x, a con ition that comports
with the judgment of the cieutsi that the great conjunctions
of the planets in the airy triplicity indicate “famine, fierce and
violent maladies, and pestilential diseases.”

XXIV

14.0. If no other testimony W616 needed, the incontro-
vertible evidence of definite 2 Id recurring e ects of planetary
groupings, such as the one referred to at the close of the
last paper, should compel the inference, if not positive con-

viction, of a w-all-defined planetary law acting as specific
stimuli in the propagation of disease. The archives of As-
trclogy are replete with ins tees confirmatory of such clai 1,
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but, unlike other branches of investigative effort, the records
lie concealed in tomes which seldom meet the public eye.

14:. As a few additional examples, I might cite the great
epidemic of influenza that swept over Russia and all of
Northe 1 “urope in 1782, coincident wit‘? Su squa e Uranus,
Saturn, and Jupiter, at the Vet Ingress of teat year,
Jupiter being opposed to Saturn, withMars opposition Jupiter;
and Saturn in the month following.

The cholera epidemic of I816-‘I7-‘I8, which affected
In“ia cl'ie”y. At t e ‘Full Moon in the midsummer of 1817,
hot 1 ln. iinaries were badly afflicted by t e superior planets,
these in turn being in mutually evil aspect. Zadkiel refers to
the fact that “as these planetary influences lessened, the
cholera subside .” M

The influenza epidemic of £830, which practically circled
the whole globe. Uranus was opposition of Satux

, 1829330;
Jupiter conjunctio Uranus’, 1831332; and Jupiter opposition
Saturn 1832. There were six eclipses in 1830, phenomena
that have ever been regarded by sensible observers as pre-
rnonitory of earthly ills, as droight, famine and pestilence,
accordingto thepositions and afliictionsof thecelestial indices.
There was also an annular ecii xse of the Sun in 1831, at
which both luminaries were opposed to Saturn. This latter
was especialy significant of influenza and of increased mor-

tality.
The cholera epidemic of I849, which destroyed fourteen

tnousand one hund*'e and two ty—five persons in London
alone; the visitatio also affected Ceutzal and Souther
Europe. Jupiter was square Uranus, 184‘;-’48, and conjunc-
tion Mars, 1848, while the lunations, eclipses and ingresses
of those years fur: ished additional presages of a pandemic
nature.

142. These examples could be extended. i definitely, but
it would be only to further corroborate th foregoing; for
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adown the centuries, at every instance of pestilence, are to
be found :estimonies similar to the above, and distinctively
characteristicof the particular visitation It will be observ
tlat Satu 1 contributes his r rlignancy to eaci of the above
conditio s, a fact not to be wondered at when his rule: ship
of the east wind, which moves contrary in direction to the
earth’s 1 lotion, is taken into account. The east wind con-

uces to dampness, and a depletion of electricity in the at:
mosphere.

I43. The opinion of Dr. Kelsall to t epidemics are due
to “some perturbation of the electricity of the earth, either
atmospheric or telluric,” is a wise middle course to assume,
as it is an explanatior that in litfle measure explains.
Nevertheless, it is a half~trLt , and reeds o ly toe tracing
of its legitimate relationships with higher causes to arrive at
the real solution of the question. Dr. Good, in his “Study
of Medicine,” was more generous and far-reaching in his
hypotheses, for he concedes the probability that “many
diseases are irfuenced by l tions.” To medical astrology
he rightly ascr'bes an intimate connection with meteorology,
but deplores the fact that “of all the subdivisions of general
philosophy there is none so little entitled to the name of
science as meteorology.” I know not what the meteorologist
ray think of this artful estimate, but I do know toe a.rtro-
1 etcorologist heartily agrees with it. The former, however,
night give a Roland for t‘1edoctor’s Oliver by commend‘ g
to his notice the statement of Liebig—quoted in a former pa ‘)6!’

—that “medicine as an inductive science occupies the lowest
place.” An opinion, by the way, in which the astrologer lso
concurs.

r4A.. To enter as deeply into a discussion of astro-meteor-
ology as would be needful to illustrate its relation to pestilen-
tial disorders, would entail a treatment unnecessarilycomplex
for so simple a truth. Periods of storm, earthquake, seismic
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disturba cc, and other convulsions of nature, are so peculiarly
contemporaneous with endemic anzl sidereal phenomena, that
to the ope mind the connection between them is too obvious
for Foubt. Indeed, the fact that 'sease is largely affected by
conditions of the atmosphere is one so generally recognized
by medical writers, that this much of the question may not
be considered at issue. But this touches on merely an in-
finitesimal bxart of the truth,a d it yet remains for the modern
disciple of medicine to perceive the we drous mutuality of
each with the other, in all their bearings. The extensiveness
of the subject, as thus implied, should irrpress upon his mind
the wisdom of Paracelsus in maintaining that the physician
should be acquainted w'th all the laws of nature, for, as he
averted, medicine restec, upon the four pillars of Philosophy,
Astronomy, Alchemy ard Physical Science.

:45. To reconcile the theory of sidereal physics and the
effects produced thereby, with the now popularly accepted
science of mind, may seem soinewixat of a diflicult task,
tlough there is net ght in the one at which the other might
take umbrage. In reality they each involve but iiferent
phases of the same truth—thatof identity of principle, what-
ever the plane of manifestation.

:46. The metaphysician tells s that disease results chiefly
t trough fear, impla ited either co sciously or subconsciously
in the spiritual organism. But what is Fear other than the
active expression of the Saturn 31-inciple in the microcosm
of nature? this interpretation will be found in any general
treatise on the subject of Astrology; and, as indicated above,
Saturr is invariablyconspic ous as a dist oer du iug pestilen-
tial perio s, tnrough h's crystallizing f ctions Lrnishing the
stagnant conditions necessary for the engendering of miasms
in the physical atmosphere.

:47. But Saturn is by no means alone responsible for the
chirography on the telluric envelope. Jupiter instills into it
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Mars er gases the dire lxupO1i. of e message. Thus, in the
grouping together of several planets Nature combines her
forces into potentiality, and exerts her whims according to
the element that predominates. Is it any wonder that such

essages shoul carry so far a I‘ be "is ii ted so widely?
14.8. The susceptibilityof the individual to infection sig-

nifies either the 1 tural response of some eie lent in his astral
sphere to the tenser throhhings in the sidereal organism, or

else the attraction, from out the greater world, of impulses
similar in nature to those activelywithin. “No evil influence
can develop a disease w ere the ge 1 of that di ase does
not already exist. If evil elements exist in the sphere of the
soul, they attract such astral influences as may develop
diseases.” (Paramimm) Reference is here doubtless made
to thought germs, and not to the irresponsible animalculae
tint are discussed with such avidity y writers who delight
to theorizeLpon a contagium vimam as the fundamental ca se

of disease. Paraeelsusdealt withprinciples rather than thi gs
themselves, with the noumenal rather than the phenomenal,
hence the facilitywi:h which he probed to the center of truth;
itself.

I419. The ge it Cf fear is more oft than not e lag et
tltat “attracts sich astral infin ces as x .3: develop Eiseases,”
and this quality of mind comes especially under the dominion
of Saturn, who is the killer and not the giver of life. / I
tTliS sinister element in man could be entirely eli ilIl3.l'."’,
disease woul va. ish, ueve: more to return. 1:’ But not, unfl
the in: e: arcsna of lis be-i g are better Lndetstood, will a

be able to fortify himself against susceptibilitiesccnsequ t to
his ignorance. L

I50. If Mars be the dominant factor, martial moods will
result, as is generally the case when this planet is in perigee
at the same time the ear;h is between the ‘inn and Mars-—-as
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during 0 1: Wm W1 Mexico, E. e sevezest peri of the Civil
War, the I-lomestemi troubles, and the Pittsburg riots; or,
wh t’. e in tions, ingresses, grant conjunctions, or the
eclipses, are especially contaminated by his beams. This astral
affection induces to antagonisms between the magnetic and
electric currents in the earth's aura, and coetaneous disturb-
ances in the t nought rm us of rr 5 ; hence, febrile and in~

1 matory diseases, war, strikes, ‘revolution, and kindred
risorder. It has been observed ti t martial maladies are

particularly prevalent in war times, obviously due to the
mutual conflicts and turmoils on the emotional planes co~ex-

isting with the ascending influenceof this star. Other planets
beget similarlyclcnracteristiceffects when so conditioned as to

I

exert a maximumpotentiality.
And thus might a“ phcuome , a uosphexic, terrene,

menta1,—sto n, upheaval, pest‘Ience,—be traced unerringlyto
their rightful source in the cosmic energies, each serving ob-
jectively as a demonstration of the universal impingement
which constitutes Nature a system of diversities subsisting in

e bosom of SUPIUM UNI: Y.
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An.  nquiry Conser in
Nation’s Nativity

Our

I doubt if there be any subject of more real vital inte est
to the student of Judicial Astrology than the birth figure of
our Independence. Va ious ascendants have been ass ed,
calculated, theorized pon, but we may be pardoned if most

7 of the testimony thus adduced seems to us too indetermi ate
for the settlement of the problem at issue.

We have in mind an -earnest delver in this direction who
concluded after long and arduous computations that he was

justified in making Virgo a ,8 rality in t re matter, tnough
the few citations favorable to that sign seemed very meagre
in a chronology replete with essential happenings, from the
laying of cornerstones to the waging of great battles, and
which include in their natii every segment of the zodiaca
circle.

In view of such diversity one is necessarily led to infer
that any of these various ascendants is but relevant to the
character of the particular incident to which it relates, and
that the whole of the twelve signs may govern respectively
according to the nature of the circumstance. This may be
illustrated in the following enumerations, each of which we

believe to be of more than passing gravity to the nation at

large, and wherein Virgo did not occupy the ascendant.
I. Cornwallis surrendered Oct. 18, 1781, about 9:3 A‘.

Leo ascendant.*

*Bancroft’s “Life of Washingtor,” p. 288.
106
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took the first Presideutiai oath, April 30,
I789, o:45 3?. M. Sagittarius ascendantrt

2:40 A. M. Ac :2: rins asceniant.
5. Uitimatum to Spai

Leo ascendant.

Emancipation Proclamationsigned Jan. I, 1863, middle
of af ernoon. Gerrini ascendantq:

4. Cuba declared independent by Congress, April 19, 1898,
An assimilative measure.

signed April20, 1898, 11:10 A. M.

6. Cancer rises March 4, betweennoon and I o’ciock, when
the

A
Presidential oath is invariably taken.

(1 so on, ad infinitum.
Besides, to reason by a alogy, ore must admit that many

serious moves not conjunctive with the radical ascendant take
place in the experi-
we have in mind an

rent of a Gemini perso
ruler of the 88.1 ho

ence of every individual.
'nstance in whici the last will and testa-

was signed when Capricorn, the
se, was rising; another, where a Leo

At this moment

native threw open the doors of a big wholesale business with
Sagittarius culminating; while the horoscope of offspring are

in

quite as often at varia

st concede that such events are of paramount irrportance
ce with the

in every household government.
From these premises thenon-utilityof this line of evidence

must
D

so apparent.
.

Pearce’s assumption of the Bu1l’s No
Tauri) as a determining factor in the solution of the problem,

uling signs, am yet one

thfio x(

was logical in theory if not fruitful of results, for the ancients
to whom he hearkened is
the fixed stars as oeing lore comp"
in thei effect on ati al desti y.

58 ‘

'}“Lossing’s “Biogra
t “Lincoln and the

id great stress on the operations of
rehensive than the planets
To quote f om Bonatus:

ihe Fixed Stars are most slow in motion, and conse-

phy of Washington.” vol. II, chap. viii.
~ mancipation Procl ration," MeC1ure’s, April, 1899.
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‘ gave 19° 4.9’ Aquarius as the probable ascenda it, though on
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quently in mutation; whence it comes to pass that lei; im-
pressions require subjects and patients of the same nature,
that is to say, such as are the most lasting, and carry a con-

formity with them to perfect or accomplish their effects.
“.

. .
The significations of the Fixed Smrs ing so

great, so high, d flee from mutability,they cannot easily
» take upon them a variable cornmixture with things quickly
corruptible and suddenly changeable. (Con. 14.1.)”

7a kiel I. also incli ed to Gemini as ruler of the figure,
but the opinion obtains that he was greatly influenced to this
through the regency of this sign over North America gen-
erally, a fact conceded by astrologers who wrote previously
to the Revolutionary period. Sibly’s work, publis ed in I /88,

what authoritythis calculation was based deponent sayeth ot.
With his usual disregard for mathematical accuracy Sibly
used a table of ho ses for London latitn e.

A tI‘adil.‘i0‘1 still exists in the New England. states to 1: e

efiect (that t. e bells auuo ced the tidings at cock crow,
though this obviously had reference to the local gongs rather
than the one of Liberty fame. Besides, 1 ethods of com»

rnunicat'onbetween such d'stances at that ti we would discredit
testimo y of this characte as of any possib‘e value.

First, touching upon the validity of this chart as an astro-
logical basis for our nation's nativity, the argument has been
advance tnat July 2, which witnessed the Resolution of
Independe cc, was technically the natural moment of hi

..

But the Resolution and the Declaratio were sepa ate a; d
distinct measures*, and, as embodied in the journal of Con-
gress for July A, the latter was officially commemorated as

“a Declaration by the Representatives of the Unite: States

*“Notes on Lord Mahorfs History of the American Declaration of
Independence,” Peter Force, 9. 38. ‘
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of America in Congress assembled,” and so a

worh So nice o 1‘ 't point.

of the actuating conditions which surrounded this it

139

uounced to the

We have drawn atteition to threedistinct charts illustrative
011

state paper, two of a Mercurial character and one At;uarian.
Let us ex?

see in what measure tne testimo
veloprnents.

In the 8'

inc cursorily into the respective premises, and
ies accord with later de-

bly chart, Aquarius rising (Pisces intercepted),
oars wo sld seem to be a destiny of perpetual opposition, with
Saturn and Neptune in the 7th, and Uranus and Mars oppos-
ing the Mid
a constructional ten:

eaven. These point to a disruptive rather than
ency, and the stability of our home in-

terests would have been chronically endangered; in contra-
distinction to which our internal economy was unfolde
fructified with a rapidity surpassing even the phe

t in favor of the probable accuracy ofA contributive eleme

and
omenal.

this chart was the transit of Uranus through its 4th during
both the Revolutionary and Civil War periods. In this least
important of the four angles it wo

relatively an inferior factor as compare
Id be a co—operative

with the multitude
but

of OL131‘ disturbing forces that had to be encompassed ere

we be re a full-fledged Nation. 10 P. M. on that date---
the approximate time postulated as the basis of this world-
important happening—-seems a pretty sar commentary on the
irtegrity of Astrology as a scientific key to the known facts
ir the subsequent outworking of o r

trust no ephemeris annotated thus

student, as the Philadelphia latitu
degree of IE’isces on the ascen ant, afford:

rational (esti y. We
anofiiically by Sibly has

had the misfortune to impose upon the credulity of any later
e would give the ear Y

3 equally as vicious
a foundation and such as would treasure to about the same

. degree of mediocrity in unfoldment.
In the Gemini horoscope the ascendant is sa 13' o

ictefi
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by two mfllinz ii ueuces, a d i stead of a peaceful, law-
abidinaw, ant‘ neat y-1 clnecl cornmunity, atieut and com
servative under trying circumstances, we would have constz, tly
paraded with a chip on our shomcer. In many respects the
char

.
is more significant :han the preceding one, for with

Ve us and Jupiter in the second :1 sion one 1 ight easily
have divined the possi ilit'es which have mafe us a Utopia
among nations i pomt of enter
our full natural resources scarcely drawn upon.
and not arnity woulc. have cl

"rise and thrift,a ti thatwith
But venom

racterized our domestic inter-
changes, instead. of which we are a. family grown to 48 states,
each in close allegiance to E1e parent stem, and, with the
exceptio of o e episode, free of inter al wrangl ng other than
such as belongs naturaliy to the expanding vitality of lusty
ofr’sp1-ings.

The Virgo map, with the god Neptune trying to look
dignified in the earthy element, votes us a she :, as common-
weal x ‘ieartilygive to do bie-dealinggand,in addition, with
the meridional point so heavily besieged, entirely contradicts
the high—minded olficial integrity which marked the lives of
Washington an; Lincoln, and, with possibly one or two ex-

ceptions, the e time line of our Chief Executives. Saturn on

the cusp of the 2d, ruiing the 5th, and squaring the Sun,
would keep us in a state of speculative bankruptcy, contrary
to which United States securities usually maintain a healtly
marginal advantage throughout the world’s ark-ets. Tie
co 3'1 ction of the bcnefics in the mt‘: is a factor not to be
over’ooked, however, in co isidering themerits of this scheme.

Thus it willbe observed that,while indicatingthe apparent
anomalisnis in these figures, we seek not to undervalue the
consistencies which may :»e found therein. On the otherhand,
if one daze ot carry « prejudice i to the vestibule of Truth,
neither will the spirit of enquiry permit the slighting of any
testimony, hypothetical or oth-erwise, which may serve to
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throw light upon a subject under discussion. For which rea-
son we have searched further into this matter, and present
herewith a horoscope of the Declaration whose basis is more

HOROSCOPE OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
Time, 0: 20 P. M. July 4th, 1776.
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throw light upon a subject under discussion. For which rea-

son we have searched further into this matter, and present
herewith a. horoscope of the Declaration whose basis is more

HOROSCOPE OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

'I‘ime, 0:20 P. M. July 4th, 1776.
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g with historical fact, an

as well as its directional testimonies seem to approximate
whose -radical feat"res

more nearly to the real significance of this document, and th
marvelous c

Accor ing
ain of -

to Lossing (Ha
p. I 53), a historian whose work is noter‘
and accuracy of its deta

per’s Mags
events which it subsequently evolved.

sine, June. 1851,
for the quantity

'1, “At a little past meridian, on the
Fourth of July, 1776, a unanimous vote of the thirteen colo-
nies was given in favor of declaring themselves free and in-
dependent states.” 'l.‘his statement owes its authenticity to

is also the following:
“Agreeably to the order of the day, the Congress resolved

itself into a committee of the whole, to take in:o their further
consideration the

1-e'o_,rs) the President resumed the chair, an

flue Cornmitteehave agreed to a

eclaration being read,
.ed that$690)

which they desired to report.
was agreed to as fol

’1l5 substantialT
and f '01:: this

OWSI .

state
factoz O1 sta

leclaration;an:

ly settles all :0

uent of “a lit

tile Journal of Congress for that day, on the pa

The
2!

in as to

,es of whit“ 1

after some time (the italics
M r .

Harrison
Declaration,

ze ho r of day,
_le past meridian” as a basic

rting-point the accompanying rectification is
made, theastronomicalelements beingcalculated from Parker’s

sio
Government archiv-
an experienced and
the approximate time of 1

having ‘been eThis

Ephemeris for 1776.
Bear in mind ti

painstaking searche

'scrirr
1"

I ative judg
”ecte‘d it is neither probable no

at Lossing was a most conscientious and
* into whatever came wit‘

his literary investigations; and in this matter 1.

he had access to all docuxr
es, hence was 2

tin the scope of
der discus-

ents and data available in the
le to fix as conclusively as

lent could
nal agreement to the Declaration.

dete mine,

credible
that this body of unusually zealous and resolute men forth-
with forsook the palestra of debate to hie themselves to the
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cgastrono ic calm ess of die evening meal before a axing th :-

signatures to a message, already agreed upon, that was in-
tended to reach to the furthernostends of the earth. Instead,
it is more than lieely that Liberty Bell was proclaiming the
glad tidings as soon thereafter as the belfryman could nego-
tiate t re distance to the tower whence clanged tire first dulcet
note of Freedom.

And even had they fius temporized——-not a logicai su :-

position-—the Agreement was the psychological and deter-
minant step that gave to the act the stamp of finality.

To the student of the stars the reflex of the heavens as

iere presented is as remarkablein itself as is the unprecedented
arch of triumph wiich it foreshadowed, for the spirit 0’

that fa £0118 docurne 1: puisates and throbs in eve y element
therein *evea1ed.

Carcinal signs on the angles, Venus the ruler of the scheme
in conjunction with the beneiic Jtpiter on the cusp of e

midheaven, with S to 1 dignified i“ the es stem 21 gie who ce

rose this new star of promise, in Libra, the symbol of justice,
and in favorable trine aspect to Mars and Uranus in a mer-

curial vesture in the ninth mansion, and Mercury~elevated in
sextile to Neptune-—all are singularly significant of that pres-
tige we have attained to in the caravan of nations; of our

develop rent in the industrial arts and sciences; of our pre-
eminent standing in the world of exact science and natural
philosophy; of our initiative in the experimental fields of
racial reforrrs; of our intolerance of t JOSE incongruous sys-
tems of national polity which ca boast a belief in the omni-
presence of 2. just God. while yet 11 table to countenance t e

fundamental doctrine of human equality.
As might be unthinkinglysupposed, the first house of this

figure—-as in mundane astroIogy——does not typify the citi-
zenry, except as they are related en masse to a comprehensive
destiny; their domal quarter is the "fthho se. But it does

bu-A
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sta C‘ as 9 na 'onalistic sponsor, while the Libran ascendant,
with Saturn therein, is likewise temperamentally reflecfve of
the Signers themselves——-deep—thinking, wise-brained, sturd
humanitarians, seeking justice for the mic nate and =3

down~tr : en, and thus 'nfusing into the very oody of L at
which they ha cres ter‘ t xeix own convictions conceuuing t xe

right to inaartial and co-extensive p ivilege and opportunity.
And the nearer a nation approaches to a recognition of the
inalienable rights of the individ al, the closer must be its
a‘"liation with that universal law wiose ictum can neither
be abrogated O1 perverted by the x vlfngs of in arbitrary
method of j dicature. The position of Mars and Uranus is
ample evidence of the fact that neither conventionaiism nor

sycophancy could ever have become a part of our social econ-

omy, nor sentimenfslisr‘ the Fasis of our theories or institu-
tions. We cannot be c arged wit a paucity of that so of
iuariuatio which devises, invents, and ever provides the
means to an end, no matter what sphere of activitybe involved;
yet nevertheless, we are ess-er tially matter—of-fact.

T‘ e student will recognize in the for ifications of the 5th
house, occt pied by the Moon, an index to the heterogeneons
a rd i dependent character of our population. Our con t y’s
children, native and adopted, are not lacking in the faculty
of absorption, nor in the elements of adaptability to new

custo is and surrot ndings; and they will sway their own

estiuies, for they have the 1 ler of the Ioth, ie post of
honor, i their idst.

t is interesting to note that the sign Leo, ruling France,
is on our house of friends. This explains astrologically
F:-ance’s sympatfry for s in e incipi-mt period. But in
I86I,w we WCIC iette ed withdisso Ltio thro g grave
i te ial complications, the Sun, lord of Leo, P 6 progressed
to an evil square of Venus and Jupiter, at which period the
Union was not blessed with very pronounced sympathyon the

i
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part of allies, and l“rance’s attitude towarr’ f is Gov. i. sent
was rather ques iiona le. (

T e western angle, our opponents, is gove ne y Aries,
:he shea of Mars, and the ruling sign of linglancl, and we

ii 1: :he signi "cators of me 1st and 7th in antagonistic
rallel, but t e first in -elevation over the atter. Thus the

fenationwhich thisdocument immortalizes is strongly shown
in the horoscope. But as the progressed Sun (a dignitary of
the 7th) became more centered in our ruling sign this strain,
so often perceptible previously,has been practically removed.
We trust it will remain so, for the question of progress and
civilization logically demands the co-operation of these two

peoples, speaking the same tongue, (1 actuated by the sa 13

earnest desire for theuplift lent nd development of the races.

T ese pertiueueies ni,ht he nuch extender‘, Cir‘ space an

time pe lit. We woalc. ask a passing reference, owevex,
to our naval prowess, amply instauced i the sea contests of
true past, 2 nc‘ in guumry percentages and strategical superiority
in peace times of later years. These are powerfully in i-
catec; in the conj Iction of ie two bene"cs it me marit'"e
quarter in a watery sign, fupiter rulirg the 6t: (the Navy).
W-e would also reiterate the fact that e Ioth ho s-e sign
as sponsor for tie highest ofiice in the gift of the people
(Moon), ascends at each inaugural ceremony.

Assuming a horoscope of this magnitude to be identical
in its methods of unfoldrnent with the more circumscribed
economy of thehuman ego, we append here a few confirmatory
directions in arc, with an aoridg-ed table of progressed lunar
positions. From the accompa ying Speculum the stunent may
carry nis investigations further than it has '3een our privilege
to do.

Saturn so close to the ascendant shows many early strug-
gles, heing par .ic larly unfortunate in 1777 (Ascendant con}.

9
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Sat 1'11, 11'iO dir 4.), incl?! ing
by Howe, a d the capture of ]:”hi!adeIphia

M. C. conj. Mercury mundo direct, arc 7° 23', 3 logica

Astrosophic Principles
the defeat of Washington

,.

1
influence measuring to the regulation of trade with America
by British Council, and the Defnitive '1

immediatelyprec-Britain in Septe
of Versailles.

her, r ;83,

Sun conj. Jupiter conv. zod., a-

United States Congress organized and begins its ii;
re 7° 48',

Treaty with Great
eded by the peace

sp; i

duties; great increase in trade and commerce.

Moon trine Venus d. d. zod., are 10° 16', September, 1786.
Convention to establish a general tariff on imports and to
regulate commerce (Vents in 9th).

M. L. conj. _,

Constitution ratified.
Moon trine Jupiter <3

.

ustitutioa
-—

Co I

npiter conv. zod., are 11° 45’, Me

goes into operation, and the ._rst ste
ward the choice of a Chief Magistrate (Moon 1 iii

g of I /8.4..
rst active

L)’ 23, I788.

trod, are 12° 26’, November, 1788.
as taken to-

g Ioth).
M. C. conj. Venus mundo conv., arc I2° 52', or April,

..1789-—t
of tie ‘rst _Pr.esident.

Sun conj. Mars conv.

Discontent among the I
western tribes, and fo'

L0 ., are 13° 46’, Ma:
dians, extending throughout t

lowed by open hostilities.

1e ruler of the figure to the mid-heaven, inauguration

‘ch, x790.
\v

M. C. trine Moon conv. zod., are 24° 27', faii of I800.
Treatyof Amity and Cornme

e first session
M. C. conj. Mars conv. zod., are 2;7° A

Inception of hostilitieswith the mother country, with periodi-

to ‘Washing LL013, 3116,

cat agitation, including:
' M. C. sq are Mars (

.

American carryi g trsdeir the e:

cc wit 1

of Con

M. C. sex;iie Mars d. c. . zod., are 35° 23', reps
the Chesapeake afiair in the fall of 1811; at the sa

rly par: of I805; and
tion fc{'2

France; capital removed
gress in t‘
4’, March, 1801..

iat city.

d. 7od., are 28° 31', interruption of

1‘

ne time
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a recrudescence of our Indian troubles, foliowe by misunr‘er-

standings which developed into a second war with Great
ritain.

Sun co j. Ura us conv. zod., are 37° 34’, January, I814.
This year witnessed many natio al erplexities, hard *"ghting
on Ind and sea, culminating in the investiture of Was'1ington
by the ritish and the burning of the Capitol.

Asc. opposition Mars (1. d. zocl., are 83° 35', winter of
186C. ‘he linking 0 tie Kansas troubles with the outbreak
of war.

M. C. conj. Satur 1 ‘do ‘izect, are 86° I 5’, or S tem-
ber, I862. The approach of the meridional point tc the body
of this malefic coincides with the progress of the Civil War,
t e repea:ed reverses of the Union forces, the are reaching
com ietion W181’! everything seemed Jarkest for the nation,
am’ just receding victory at Antietam, which was 15 e keynote
for the preiirrinary proclamation, and the turning point of the
Rebellion.

Sun con}. Sat rn d. d. zod., are 88° 24', spring of 1865
by N3ib0( ’s measu e of time, tne-last sad scene in the war

drama before ri ging down of the curtain, in which a 11:3;-—

tyred hero consftuted a fitting apotheosis.

The first two assassiuatio s occured u der 3. co ibined
influence of Sun with Saturn; at Garfield's assassinatbn the 7

Moon was in Sagittarius, the zhird house of this chart, and
the President was at a railway station startii g on a short
journey. The Moon was pa ssing through our gth an 8th
houses during our two greates: wars——the poirts of conflict,
death and desolation. The lunar oppositions at the cholera
epidetrie in 1832 from common signs and the 6th and 12th
houses, are also significant. This condition was coincident
with J4piter’s approach to the Sun, and was 0 do tt mucn

iute S1 fled ere y, as he perihelia of the la ets are in-
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variably accompanied by a vitiation of the atmosphere and
a diminution of the solar energy.

Some interesting facts may be observed in the table of
secondary and lunar directions (herewith submitted).

,DAti Direct. LUIlIII' Mutual 81atoa'1oa1
IIoaft Aapeot. AlIJ*It. .....

Oot. 18.1981 8 .1lIIftIId••f 0-.111••
I •• a". usa al ... -. *"'¥" 11Ill. Mk. bf G_t BI'1tam...... 10.1'188 hal" *¥1Ir4e eJ¥"" '""1.'1 '- with Or.BrU'n.., aa. 1788 I 'eA. e-Ututtee ..un••
Apr. ao. 19•• 1'1 II - II" II 'i-c1¥P IIlClC. of tiJoat PNeS441d.
lUllO 11. 1.11 81 "'II a't'e. "as' w1th Cb'.BI'1ta1lloot. U. 1.1" aa 415 cI'¥llr*. <!) tIJl yo to ralla'al AftI.
All"1. 1aaa ,u* IeI'

)01101-. 1p14ea1o III o•••lUDe. 1••a 10 7 ,.,••• lila 11 ...
lept. aa. 18111 aa a1,.'"'' fJ'Ollblaa '- III lt8IuIu•••• 81. 1.117 • I::::: tlV G_t PaBlo.

1118 18 II', a'" a_. It8IuIu t1'llUblaa.
1loo. ao. 1880 ea I,.t •• ouou. ......
Apr. "'. 1888 I" liT' Dena .Mlo11. 01£
Aile. 88-10. 1.88 II "1- I." ........ -Ilept. 17. 1.ea 8041 ,,1\.1Jc Aat1etul.oa... 11-1". 18U 84U- a¥. . .....·1ok1ibllll.
lu17 I-a, 1... 8 Uti Nile""'" ht.,......, 1-'. 18... 10 8 - ,ro"ltte "U4__• lOII., 8-18. 1... 11 1•• ,ro.,.II 8]IoU.,1"" IlUDe 11-18, 1.... 1.11- aI"
AprU 14. 1... aa h" nJo' 'ltJ$ue L1aooJa__....

88 11"1' "'''' '" <f)*,:}l1I1J 8. 1••1 Ga't1e14 .........
104"-

April. 81. 1... U 1.Jl D¥' " .....1...ttll IpaIa.••• 1801 81 18'!l1 piotr. IIoIiIa1tt' ......1IIdell.

It is not generally known that there was a Declaration
prior to the one under discussion, adopted by the Mecklenburg
(Va.) Convention on May 20,1775,2 A. M., the text of which
was as follows, condensed:

"We • • • do hereby dissolve the political bonds which
have connected us to the mother country, and hereby absolve
ourselves from allegiance to the British crown. . . . We do
hereby declare ourselves a free and independent people .
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variably accompanied by a vitiation of the atmosphere and
a diminution of the solar energy.

Some interesting facts may be observed in the table of
secondary and lunar directions (herewith submitted).

Inn-can of ocmnllu.
Ind. not. by and u-nun.
Plw1I'1 Ponce nth Gnu-1t'n
ouuuhnetn I-$12106.
mac. or first Frauen.

I $36-$33?
31 M -- -I-:1-

}0ho1¢I'| Ipldlllo In U. I.

trouble: begun in nuns.
Brent Panto.
liquid nun uvnblclc
I. onnum nodal.

14 liar nutter much.
19 41 - «P39 Iuuuu.

vi

numa. EEhodcloklbutto
Gotcydl-nus. 3Hldunou.
Iyottqlvdnllo i EPimo

1:43 no unooln nuuomhlo
3%‘ Garfield uouunud.
fdfir

In «clued an India.
lonnlq nunutuntdo

It is not generally known that there was a Declaration
prior to the one under discussion, adopted by the Mecklenburg
(Va.) Convention on May 20, 1775, 2 A. M., the text of which
was as follows, condensed:

“We
. . .

do hereby dissolve the political bonds which
have connected us to the mother country, and hereby absolve
ourselves from allegiance to the British crown. . . .

We do
hereby declare ourselves a free and independent people . . .
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a decisive step towards constitutional liberty-fo ually ro-
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under the ct rtrol of no power other th 1 that of our God
and the general government of the Congress; to the main-
tenance of which independence we solemnly pledge to -each
othe our mutual co-operation, own lives, our fortunes, a d
our most sacred honor.”

This proceeding was approved xy the individual members
of Congress, but it was “deemed premature to lay befo*e the
House.”

From mary points of view it would seem illogical to
assurre tle Declarazionhoroscope to be the o "cial geniture of
the United States as a composite dy of co xmonwealths in
duly organized for n; d therefore as the one essential key
to the multiple consortments of the national destiny. True,
it was an ozzowal of independence, as the one forementioned,

clairxng the postulate of human equality, the valicity of
certain fundamental principles, :1 enunciating a doct*‘ine cf
civil fights as to self-government.

From which it may be likened to the Prenatal Epoch in
Astrology, with the s bsequent 7-years sanguinary st Jgge
as the gestative regimens (an inchoate period governed loose )7
under “Articles of Confezleration”),and the final organiza-
tion of the complete fabric into :1 perfected basis as the tn.
birthand corner-stone of the constitutional structure denom-
inated the United States of America; for “thus the old Con-
federation came to an en: , and t e Union began” (Novern ‘Cl,
£1788). Perhaps a. specious sort of arc 1 rent, but the analogy
seems rational and sequential, d maintains its appositeness.

Though the testimonies already adduced appear pretty
thoroughlyto have established the accuracyof the rectification,
before leaving the subject I would like to to ify the s: he by
so re f ther evi ie cc, and such as will incidentally suggest
an aveme of i vestigation i to the cutworkingof revolutional

(3
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9'[‘o premise, the conviction is borne in upon one that present
system s of dete 1. 'ning “times and seasons” are sadly lacking

.

in ( e nite results, a d leave ma y gaps to be fillet ; and it is
reasorable to infer a continuance of 1: Le same till the duratio
of the lifespan itself can be ascertained to a mathematical
certainty. That fact once infallibly known, many minor
periods may en be reckoned in accordance with certain
geometric divisions of the individual circle of existence, which
must revolve at 2 rate proportional to its magnitude. For the
Law of Necessity demands that said circle be duly completed,
whether it be for a day, a month, a year, or longer. I can

view thisnaught otherwise than as a ration 1 hypothesis.
Now, the Solar Revolution—simi1arIy a circie of organ-

ized. activity—--is specifically of fxis 1 ature, mt fie directional
points i which oermit of easier grasp by reason of thenormal
measurement of time that elapses between the birth and the
completion of the annular journey; which is a converse mo-

tion of 1° pe day (the few cays increment in tile year may
be ignored), or a virtual allotment of one house to each month
from time of reckoning. These I would designate as “spheres
of influence,” each stimulated to activity by the recessionai
movement of the Ascends it through the domal omains of
the chain. The modus faciendi is easily 'llnstrated in connec-

tion with the Declaratio 1, t ough lackof space precludes more

than a. tentative reference thereto. The student who desires
to delve more deeply or to seek further possibilities in the
method, may do so with his own revolutions, with the re-

linder that he must (as in nativities) take into account the
rac ical cp"o'nises in the annual figure.

T

As exa ples of this theory, and as for er co fiunation
of the correct time of the Declaration, attention is directed

cto the fodovtmgz '

...-nu
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July 5.
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July 4.
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July 5, I912
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I864
I881
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I901
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.1m-e of Rev.
7.36 pm.
6.58 am.

6 5 .m.

555 Pm-
5.19 pm.
9. 4 a.m.

vised to erect 1*‘
ote the references '

50‘ AK. R *'VOLU'J.IONS.

:2:

Ascendant. Miclheaven.
LL53 Cap. 9 Scorpio
1o.AB Leo. o Taurus
2.33 Cap. 26 Libra.
7.0 Aqua" .

28 Scorpio
28.3; Sag. 1:2 Libra
13.16 Sag. 3 Libra
5.12 Virgo I Ge tini

re complete figures i u

made, bearingin mind thatthe I2t':
corresponds to July, the 11th to August, and so on, as moves

the Zodiac from east to west; thus iikewise carrying the
planets backward 1° per day. to body aspects of other planets
at time of Revolution,and so i co

motion at this rate is contrary to reason

souance wit. I11. Attrect

(I) Secession. Mars is rising in this Revolution with

This was passed I
of Revolution, 0'

Mars therein.

Inte
it e

December trot
r when Ase cant ‘

This chart was

zeci
sed to Saturn, co-1

e difliculties very apps
tered the 7th, in which Satin as

posited, the legislature of South Carolina ordered the as-

semblingof a convention to consider an ordinance of secession.

S n opposition Ascendant, and Moon in Aquariu
1ara.tion’s children) 0

pendence c‘
.

When the Ascenda

I, 1169 days following time

rent

.ad reached
replete with siniste:

.5 (the Dec-
'uler of -2 Inde-

ierein.

oppositio
ossi-

bilities,which closer scrutiny will discover to the enquiring
mind.

(2) Ema
just I81 {

brings the Ascendzu
the 3th ’Aquarius (

niably a L

ncipation IProclamation, issued
_

ays (degrees) after tim:
It to cus]

2 of Revol

[his is u

anuary 1, I863,
Jtior, which

3 of 7th, occupied by the humane
nouse of the Declaration). '. de-

ranian force, and could scarcely have been more
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in keeping with a

of 11° Leo rising is “a new Moon,’
to the liberated race.

f xe Declaration fig ire, in t
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act of rnanuxnissio
.

The symbolization
’ which it certainly meant

The President announced his intention
in September to sever the slavery bond; note Venus, ruler of

ne Ioth,correspondingto September
period. Jupiter was transiting through the Libran ascendant
at thisperiod, thus emphasizingthe functionsof Justitia.

(3) l..incoln’s Assassination, April I4, I865. The indica-
tions are Sun and Venus (ruler
and Neptu
Mars. The Asce
where the
_)ragon’s '

act) oppositio Jupiter.
was a presage of the close of war

became very apparent in I

of 10th) afflict by Saturn
e, with Moon, ruler of Declaration Ioth, square

dant had entered the 3rd (April period),
ominous Neptune was opposed to Saturn. The
‘ail was posited on cusp of 5th (the eighth house

'rom1-ne roth, and ruling theatres, tie scene of the rnur 8I'O11S

Su conjunction Venus in ti e 7th
, the approach of which

December (7thhouse period) by the
complete demoralization of Hood’s forces at Nashville-—-one
of the two great 81'

two days before the ]ievolution.

lies of Lie Confer‘
(4) Garfield's Assassination,July 2, I38

elr C)’
I. "his occurred

' he outgoing one beingnew

practically inoperative, the one at hand is given preference.
Mars, significator of the Presid-
(ruler of the July arc) and Neptune in ti-e 3r:
was made in a railwaysta
on the cusp or the 8th. "he a

aptly describe the bestiality of the assass'

»-

tion), and the three a .

ent, is conjoined with Saturn
(the at ck

icting Moon
ets in Taurus very

nor!

cting pl
n, and their malig-

nant rays to the Moon strongly verify the opinion that he
was a victim of obsession or insanity.

( 5) Spanish War.
The Maine was sn.:-

c, d V3‘
in the 5‘

— us.

zh (Feb-

Note Mars squat
zk February I5, 1898; Ver

ruary are) square Mars and opposition Uranus
and Saturn, all in explosive signs and the latter two in the
surreptitious Scorpio. A mine was undoubtedly planted

re Satu
,

Ura .15,
118

o“with
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malice pr se d afore o ght.” Neptune was in partile
conjunction with weste orizon. War was declared April
21, 1898, which brings asceuda t around to the cusp of
Pisces on 3rd (April) in exact trine Mercury in 7th. The
Moon conjoined with Jupiter in 9th sextile Sun and Mercury,
augured naval suprerr acy in the contest. Mars was not nicely
conditioned “o the military, hence t e s dal which touche
that branct of the service. '

(6) McKinley’s Assassination. This fig re is a remark-
able verification of the method here advocated as applied to
Revolutions. Its radical po ents are indicated in ruler of
Ict i the 8th, sesquiq adrate Urarus; Sun on cusp of 8th
in rtile opposition Satui and i coujunct U an s, the latter
conjoined with the Asce dant, typical of the uualco tent whc
wreaked his vengeance; ragon’s Tail in 5th, or eighth house
from the mth. Now note what happens: President McKinley
died from the assassin’s bullet on September 14th, 71 days
from time of Revolution. is measures in degrees exactly
to Uranus conj. M. C. converse, as also to Saturn square
Venus conversely over an arc of seventy degrees (days).
Could a more apt confirmationof our theory be afforded than
in this fulfillment to a 2y of the event threatener by this
Revolution?

(7) I submit this paragraph in illustratio of how a

revolution foreshadowed the reversal of the national sentiment
in the choice of a new Executive. Saturn menaces the meri-

iona point (t ze 'Presidential incumbent at the tfme) by
co j ctio

. 'Cran.1s, so frequ tly iuversive of t e usual
order of things, is in the 51:11 (childr of the country, there-
fore the voters) in exact opposition Mercury, ruler of the
M. C. At time of election Saturn had crept backward to the
lace of Uranus anc. opposition Mercury-~into a point

radically cavererl by Aqu'ri,1s; significant in the fact that the
"kamocratic nominee belonged. to the Saturn activities of

o
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is to be given f e correctness of 1‘

upon the rectificaf
By way of en

called to the striking effects of the Saturn-J

on of the Independence
lphasis to our conclus

oroscope Ir‘
'ons, attention
piter conjunctio

e Zodiac. “That chance had the party in power, if credence
‘ zis Revolution as based

'5'.
s

at intervals of twenty years, the one a co-ruler of the Ist,
Ioth. These nowvoccur in the earthy trip-
,

and 12th houses of the Independence chart,
the other of the
licity, the4th, 81:
each of a sinister bearing; and rear each recurrence toe Na-
tion has been grief-stricken throt
trate, four having passed out diving the tee:
the reign of theseconjoinedarblters.

aspect in Capricorn, January, 1842.
conjunction was in Virgo, October, 186:, the early
the Civil War, with its atten
the body politic of the Nation. The Sun

before the

gh death of its C ief Magis-
: of ofiice n rder

Harrison died shortly
Tie next

ays of
ant carnage and mutations in

d Mars were in
orb of the same point, and at Lincoln’s assassination Mars
was opposing these places.
Taurus in April, 1881, and Mars had just passed t

the beginningof July when Garfield was mortally wounded-at
The next was in November, I901, preceded
tion of McKinley in Se tztemher.
to the next conjunction

the

ti

9

its-—-not to me

July (1848)

eat patriot and st:

The next conjunction was in
e point

by the assassina-
The deduction is obvious as

which occurs in April, 1921.
it woule be interesting to know how riany of the Signers

of thisdocumedt were actual stude
:>elievers—:)fsidereal philosophy,as the figure itself con-

tains many features of a mystical nature, and is therefore
permeated with that spirit. Franklin was a confessed votary,
at least of the astro-meteorologic doctrine, as is indicated i
“Poor Richard’s Almanac.” I
United States Horoscope, published in Philadelphia, is foun

e following: “Thomas Jefferson (to whom credit is give
for the original draft of the document).—It may not be
generally known that this gr-

tion merely

umber of The

1,

tes an was
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an astrologer; but let those who doubt the fact examine his
hora
of fr re sta dard
he do the

A volume could be filled with additional testimom
es.”

y in :he capitol at Washington,where willbe found most
e

works on Astrology, wit}1 otes in his own

‘es of a

pertinent and corroborative character, but such would be only
to pi
W8‘

e
era?

zerits of the
zations, so

Tgure as here 1
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of eaven cm’ spasklis g of the. sunlight. Quite e reverse.

So when at last "l sought my couch in ch earlie‘ than was

my wont, it was to sink laboredly into the “stuff that dreams
are made of.” But such dreams! far removed from the
defghtful, laxative fancies that refresh and revitalize the
jaded nerves; for instead. of contrast to the ray’s fiscomfort
they q-.ickly resolved Fae: «selves into a phcntasmazvoria that
might well have as "ordec n ction to e soul of a Poe or 2.

After repeated tossings, and a series of physical gyrations
that woul ltave done credit to a worm in lesser misery than
at w ich achezl my mind as well as ho es, the dr l-cunain

went On => hlood-1 ed. Sun sontriwest over a plain dottec
prorniscuonsly wit lear ed carcasses, like itigh lights on a

drab canvas, throwing the low places into depths of deeper
gloom—truly the remnants of an eighth—house tale that had
vanished in the telling. The sec e shifted. In its place was

to come carnage and Ioodshed. I stood on a attlefield,
the opposing p‘ laxxes i grizzled front stretching to endless
perspectives, armored and helmeted, and visors like unto

grinning skulls, from out the hideous openings of which
emitted a murky smoke-like s hstance that seemed the very
essence of malice and tred. Suddel ly came coum ds,
sensed rather than heard—a 1" sh-——-a clash-——=n:: the whole
became a seething mass so entangled that it was impossible
to distinguish friend from foe. The rapidityof themovements
of themselves blotted the gicture out, and another more grue-
some nfol er‘ itself. A pestilence was in progress. People
lay str°cken in hovels, in streets, and on the ope roacvvays,
soc to become fit carrion for the ill-omenecl bins that hov-
ered alzlove in ‘ravenous expectancy of the provender that
awaited them. Then, as one panorama insinuating itself into
another, this was replaced by a hall of carousal, the revellers
grotesquely costumed, and each wearing a mask fantastically
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in accord with the perversions of character thus fitly screened:
for back of each I saw in the twisted brain convolutions the
frenzied germs of a distorted and vaingloried Self'
Thence was the scene sicklied o'er by a gray pall, in the

midst of which stood a ghastly skeleton, one bony hand
raised aloft and pointing to a lonely Moon moving in a direc-
tion contrary to its orbit, and back of which rose a massive
Cross, each arm extending to the horizon, and which I took
to represent the four angles of the earth. As the Moon
descended lower and lower its beams shot athwart a barren
field, at the center of which was an open grave, a reminder
of the end of things-the conflict of battle-the infection of
disease-the banalities of the frivolous and the self-indulgent.
I looked more closely. The lunar crescent had arrived at and
hung dependent from the nadir of the Cross, and so com-
pleted the symbol of Saturn; and I knew "the reason for the
meanings of the Imum Cedi.
Across the way a church clock broke the stillness. I awoke.

It was midnight.
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By JOHN HAZELRIGG
, 'I'b argument as here presented starts with a mathematical premise as &PDlied
to a geometric plan, and recites in the first three Chapters the correaponaences
between the aaci:ed myths and the complex fabric of the heavens, prov-
Ing the one &8 being truly expositive of the· intra-eosnucal principles inherent
with the other. This is the Astronomy or body of the Mysteries.

, In Chapter IV. Is traced in orderly detail the creative sequences from out the
Archetypal into the world of phenomena: giving a lucid and sYstematic reveal-
ment of the mystical processes from the initial projection of the Divine Idea
through the planal activities of Time and Space-with the doctrine of the Trin-

evolvement of the elements explained-and the Sevenfold
Light finally expressed, both &8 regards the Macrocosm and the Microcosm.
This is the Alchemy or spiriJ of the Mysteries. In this Chapter is present,ed, as a
corollary, ,he he e:eplic4tion ofplaneJlry injluena-a ItyPO'huis hil1Ierlo slll'OfIded
in landJ., I1Ieor1 and absurd speculolion, willi /W, iIs ;/tilqso;hicol ,atiottall
cklwly disclosed and corroborated.

, Chapters V. and VI. deal with the creation of the human cosmos, showing the
gestative regimens to be analogical with and reiterative of the fundamental
processes of world-building, the incarnation of the soul, the enucleation of the
embryo, the quickening and time of sex determination, and the attainment to
independent Se1fhood. This is the Astrology or soul of the Mysteries.

, Chapter VII. is Synthetic of the foregoing, and searches into the central prin-
ciple of the metaphysics of Being, the resultant law of diversity and its enforced
correlate, Destiny, which supplies the technique through and by which the ego
returns to its point of genesJ.S, and which constitutes the basis of all religions.

, Chapters VIII., IX and X. give in e:eIe1J$o the purport of the Christ Allegory-
its central figure a depiction of the Soul's travail, its incidents a paraphrase

. of achievement in the trials of initiation-the esotericism of the Star of Beth-
lehem, and other features of the Divine Story.

, InChapter XI. the occult physics and dynamics of theCross are duly explained,
and shown to be comprehensive of all forces in nature, whether concerning
the celestial, the psychic, the intellectual, or the phenomenal. Its origin an-
tedative of any known recorda.

, Chapters XU. and XIII. expound the rationale of Regeneration, and intimate
through suggestive and 'practical counsel the Way of Redemption, the $fIm"",,,,
6on1mS of human aspiration; its mysticism and the pruis categorically de6ned.
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